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From:
Sent: 10 May 2012 05:56
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation into taxis and private hire
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Sirs,
In my opinion there is no reason why private hire vehicles should not be allowed to take bookings
outside of their registered area.
This restrictive practice deliberately limits the ability of good businesses to gain custom from poor
businesses and should be stopped.
Regards
Iain Martin

--

Iain Martin
Skipedia - Travel Marketing Consultancy
Mob -

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
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From: mazhar qayum
Sent: 12 May 2012 17:31
To: TPH
Subject: TAXI INDUSTRY REFORM CONSULTATION RESPONSE
My name is mazhar qayum and im a private hire driver in rotherham, 5 of my family
members are also private hire drivers. The answers below are our views to your proposals and
questions. please email me back to let me know you got this mail. thank you

Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked
fares. (Page 160)
ANSWER:YES
chapter 14 – reform of definitions and scope
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page 162)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of
vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a
driver. (Page 164)
ANSWER:YES
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a
driving licence? (Page 164)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer
passengers. (Page 165)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion from
the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.
(Page 167)
ANSWER:DONT KNOW
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of "in the course of a business of carrying passengers" should be used to limit the scope
of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where
transport is ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
ANSWER:YES
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
ANSWER:DONT KNOW
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Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible
enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page
171)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through
primary legislation. (Page 172)
ANSWER:YES
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be
limited to "streets". (Page 175}
ANSWER:YES
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports?
In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to allow a
shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
(Page 177)
ANSWER:ALLOW PREBOOKING WITH OTHER PROVIDER
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of "plying for hire", should be placed on a statutory
footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)
ANSWER:DONT KNOW
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.
(Page 181)
ANSWER:NO IT SHOULDNT
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of
"arrangements made in a public place" instead of "plying for hire"? (Page 182)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all
technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to
be pre-booked. (Page 183)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There
would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time
unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
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ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in
respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to "taxis" and "private hire vehicles" respectively. References to
"hackney carriages" should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
ANSWER:NO
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as "taxi" or "cab" in advertising provided they
are only used in combination with terms like "pre-booked" and did not otherwise lead to customer
confusion? (Page 186)
ANSWER:YES
chapter 15 – a reformed regulatory framework
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page 188)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards. (Page
189)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards. (Page
189)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements
such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
ANSWER:YES
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle
signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page
190)
ANSWER:YES FOR VEHICLE SIGNAGE
ANSWER:NO VEHICLE AGE LIMIT SHOULD BE SET NATIONALLY
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis
and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
ANSWER:DONT KNOW
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with
private hire services? (Page 192)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire
vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be
subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
ANSWER:NO
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Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In
particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
ANSWER:CONSULTATION WITH TAXI INDUSTRY BODIES
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the
minimum national standards. (Page 193)
ANSWER:NO
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards? (Page
194)
ANSWER:YES
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire
drivers or operators? (Page 194)
ANSWER:YES
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it
best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
ANSWER:LOCAL ARRANGMENT
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of
taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page
196)
ANSWER:FOR TAXIS YES, FOR PRIVATE HIRE NO
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may
only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
ANSWER:NO TO MUCH FAVORATISM
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a
particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.
(Page 198)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a "return to area" requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs.
(Page 199)
ANSWER:THATS FINE
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities
should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
ANSWER:NO LICENSING SHOULD SET A MINIMUM FARE FOR PRIVATE HIRE FARES.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked
journeys? (Page 200)
ANSWER:ONLY ON LONG JOURNEYS EG: AIRPORTS
chapter 16 – reform of driver, vehicle and operator licensing
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a "fit and proper person" be
either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
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(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions? (Page 203)
ANSWER: (a)
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to "fit and proper" tests and the criteria applied would relate
solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
ANSWER:YES
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national
safety conditions? (Page 205)
ANSWER: (a)
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 207)
ANSWER:YES
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page
208)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)
ANSWER:NO
Question 51
Should "fit and proper" criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
ANSWER:NO
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
ANSWER:NO
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply? (Page
210)
ANSWER:NO
chapter 17 – reforming quantity controls
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
ANSWER:YES
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to
restrict numbers? (Page 213)
ANSWER:NON
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
ANSWER:YES
chapter 18 – taxi and private hire reform and equality
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
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(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
ANSWER:NO
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility
standards? (Page 217)
ANSWER:NO
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering
for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
ANSWER:TAXI SERVICE RUN BY LOCAL COUNCIL FOR DISABLED
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 218)
ANSWER:OK
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised
disability awareness training. (Page 219)
ANSWER: YES
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should be
required to display information about how to complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
ANSWER:YES
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers
seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help? (Page 220)
ANSWER:YES
chapter 19 – reforming enforcement
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)
ANSWER:YES
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence "in a public place, to
solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers". (Page 223)
ANSWER:TRAFFIC WARDENS ENFORCE TOUTING ASWELL AS LICENCING OFFICERS
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of
taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
ANSWER:NO
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how? (Page 225)
ANSWER:NO TO MUCH FAVORITISM
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators
licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
ANSWER:YES
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If so
what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
ANSWER:NO
chapter 20 – reform of hearings and appeals
Provisional proposal 70
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The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private
hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
(Page 230)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals,
suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision. (Page 231)
ANSWER:YES
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
ANSWER:YES
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
                              ANSWER:YES
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service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
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From: Graham Gray
Sent: 12 May 2012 19:13
To: TPH
Subject: changes to consultation
Dear TPH, Having read the document I would like to suggest some slight changes.
1, Any driver wishing to drive taxis or private hire, must hold a UK driving licence for a minimum 3 years before
applying, for an operators' licence or drivers badge,
This is to stop people from over seas coming over and working strait away without knowing where they are going.
2, Any operator requiring drivers regardless of if they have a vehicle of there own or is company supplied, must pay
that driver the minimum wage,
this is to stop the unscrupulous practices that go on in the taxi PH industry, where the owners claim the drivers are
self employed, and reduce the amount of tax credits that are illegally obtained by some.
3 The practice of making vehicle owners change or buy a specific coloured vehicle needs to be scraped, as it
devalues the vehicles instantly if they have to be re-sprayed,
and some colours are hard to obtain
4 London taxi drivers should be able to buy the vehicle they want and not what's forced on them by TFL.
5 Meters should be fitted to all PH vehicles and set at the same rates as the taxis.
6, Drivers badges should run for a min 5 years and cost no more than £50 from any council
7, There is no need to include funeral and wedding cars in the act, but all volunteer drivers must be fully licenced
and have hire and reward insurance.
8, The requirement to have a brand new vehicle tested needs to be looked at, as a private motorist does not
require an MOT until the vehicle is 3 years of age,
it could be tested at 1 year from date of first registration instead, then annually from that date, up until 6 years
where it will require 2 tests per annum.
9, CRB checks, Enhanced checks for all, but once completed any person who has had it done to drive taxis or PH
should not require another one unless they leave the trade and return.
10, licence fees for both taxi and PH should be set by the traffic commissioner and not councils, as some councils
charge over excessive fees for vehicles and drivers,
Councils will still be the first point of contact and will collect the fees, and issue the licences.
11, In areas where the councils have stipulated that all taxis be wheelchair accessible, things need to change as 95%
of drivers have never carried a wheelchair passenger, and owners have gone to great expense to comply with the
councils wishes
and a sensible maximum weight limit set to what a driver is expected to push and manage inside the vehicle, taxi
drivers have complained that the ramps used have not been tested, and some have collapsed when picking up a
wheelchair user.

Regards
Graham Gray
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Grev Mills
Sent: 14 May 2012 20:53
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Responce to Law Commission re taxi trade
This is an initial response to summary of REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES summary
I have not had a chance as yet to read the full report only specific parts, It would have been easier if you had used
the same reference number which would assist in cross referral however we perceiver. I could find no reference as
to if a taxi can be left unattended on a rank for instance which is part of the TPC act 1847 but refers to horse drawn
vehicles, yet some authorities vigorously pursue this even if a driver has need to relieve themselves. Some tribunals
have found in favour of the driver other not, clarification on this sort of thing is sought.
I have not answered the questions directly but commented on the KEY PROPOSED CHANGES. All these need further
discussion for my whish is to drag the trade out of the dark ages and make it a business of high professional and
honourable standards which would make it first choice in public transportation.

Our approach
1.7
Just to confirm that this applies to all the regulations and not just quantity controls.
Outline and key proposed changes
(1) We believe that the standards for P/H are adequate regarding safety. As for Taxis they have to be set higher
standards for personal safety as they are used for immediate hirer.
(2) Whist this in principle accepted it has to be recognised that that the public must be able to distinguish between
P/H and hackney thus roof signs should not be permitted,colour control on hackneys not to be same colour on P/H
and any signage must indicate that the vehicle cannot be booked or taken for immediate hire on the street. Pre
booked through the operator and not the driver.
(3) Sub-contracting is a good way of managing work at critical times and is already a common practice. However the
customer must be made aware of the change of service provider to avoid getting into a rouge vehicle. Customer
safety which is paramount.
(4) London is a different issue due to volume alone. The skills of the hackney driver is generally excellent even
though like in all industries you do get the odd bad apple however I believe the P/H is not as well supervised and
greater controls need to be imposed.
(5) It is essential that a limit on numbers re Hackneys outside London is enforced. Failure could lead to serious
congestion as has already been the case in some authorities who have acted irresponsibility. Rank space becomes a
major issue. Some authorities have spaces for less than 5% of the fleet. The authority must satisfy themselves that
any new business is sustainable. New entrance into the trade do not generally do a proper business plan or market
research as it is relatively easy to get a licence with no real commitment. Unlike any other trade without these
controls their is no limit due to their being no finite number of vehicles.
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(6) It is important that these enforcement officers are aware of the local requirements of the relevant authority.
Many different licencing authorities could be at an airport for example and they would not be expected to know the
requirements. If we are referring to lights or tyres then the police can deal with these issues.
(7) I think Disability awareness is essential for all Hackney Drivers.
(8) Would like to see the the definition.
(9) Noted.
(10) For some independent hackney drivers it is their only mode of transport and should be permitted providing
they have the appropriate Road Tax and insurance.
(11) Should include all modes of transport which are used for hire or reward.
(12) Noted
(13) Noted
1.10
(1) Any new vehicle should ensure that wheelchair vehicles give the users the same rights as a non wheelchair user
for example most taxis can carry a minimum of 4 passengers. It is wrong that if a wheel chair user want to go out
with other non wheelchair users they have to order two taxis (double the cost) the minimum capacity of any
wheelchair taxi should be 1 wheelchair plus 3 seated passengers in comfort at a minimum. This leads to less
discrimination.
(2) Noted
(3) No! the word Taxi implies for hire the public only read the word they want to read. it must be excluded from any
reference to or on P/H.
(4) This exemption can easily be exploited and is difficult to police. This should be deleted from the legislation.
(5) They will need to be trained much better in both the law an man management skills. They have to be aware that
they are dealing with peoples livelihood recognising that taxis are responsible for peoples safety which is
paramount.
(6) Again difficult to control. Who would stand at the starting gate?
1.11 Noted
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THE NEED FOR REFORM
1.12 Noted
1.13 The statement that taxis is not subjected to the same competitive forces as p/h is wrong. Most taxis advertise
their company to promote repeat business with logos on the vehicles and the public DO choose with whom they
wish to travel. The assumption stated has to be ignored as it is incorrect.
1.14 I concur with this especially with the disability issues.
1.15 To remove some of these restriction including quantity restrictions and cross border activity would only lead to
anarchy as business would all gravitate to the lowest level regardless of what enforcement was put in place. No
quantity controls on taxis would lead to over supply and lowering of standards as has been proven since the
introduction of clause 16 that is why there is such an up cry about the standards now, see 1.9 (5). I believe that
quantity controls are totally justified all be it on safety grounds alone plus the fact as have been proven authorities
do not have the rank space for a significant increase in the number of taxis, they cannot cope with the current level.
The comment about purchasing on an unofficial market is again incorrect the person is purchasing a business which
has its own cliental and is sold as good will the same as any other licenced business I cannot understand why this is
so wrong in the taxi trade but accepted in so many other business which are licenced by the authorities.
Endorsing cross border activity would have the same impact. Can you understand why someone would get licenced
in one authority and work in another. Suggests to me cost and quality at least are an issue.
1.16 To me it is quite clear what a taxi is. the problem is that other transport trades try to pretend to do the same
work and use the title Taxi to mislead people. Even the dictionary has ambiguity in the use of the word. Maybe for
this consultation to go ahead it should be made clear that the name taxi in this legislation is referring to a vehicle
which is available for immediate hire. This would remove the confusion and this would remove the thinking that
child minders, care workers or even mothers taking children to school should have a p/h licence.
The word taxi,cab,kab or any other title that could lead the customer to think it was available for immediate hire
must be outlawed, could even consider no signage other than licence plate.
As regards operators accepting work outside their authority providing the vehicles are bases within the authority
which they are licenced in which is key this would not be an issue. they are not going to to go from London to
Glasgow to pick up a customer and take that a customer to Glasgow air port. Several hundred miles traveling for a
short job. Uneconomical.
THE MAIN THEMES OF REFORM
1.17 Supported
1.18 Supported
1.19 The two systems if worked properly produce a synergy and thus give the public a vastly improved overall
service. The main concern is when p/h confuse the users as to their roll within the transport system. If this is
intentional or not I cannot say.
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1.20 Agreed
1.21 Agreed in that London should be treated as a special case even though there could be some similarities in
other large which maybe should be investigated.
Welsh devolution
1.22 Unable to comment.
Taxis and local connections.
1.23 Again all makes reasonable sense except the ability to restrict numbers. It is the local authority which can best
judge the needs of taxis within the district and the negative impact excessive numbers can have with overcrowding
on ranks and also congestion problems, not someone who is remote from the situation.
The quality of the service has gone down since this aspect of deregulation was introduced, let alone millions of
pounds on surveys which in many cases have been floored plus I cannot guess how many man hours wasted all of
which have produced a poorer service which has lead to thinks being reversed in many instances and in others
should be but authorities being reluctant to acknowledge that they got it wrong.
I believe that the argument from the OFT is also floored as the taxi trade is made of many individuals not one having
a monopoly. It is the type of industry that is unique and like many other licenced trades newcomers have to wait for
licenced premises to become available. The same applies to market stalls the availability of a pitch is restricted by
the availability of space, a bit like taxi ranks.
1.24 This may assist in preventing some cross border hiring, however I think it should be made quite clear that the
vehicle should operate within the authority that licenced it and it should be stored within the same area so it is
readily available for any inspection if required. Unless the operator has reasonable grounds for it not being
immediately available.
Taxis and quantity restrictions
1.25 I have touched on this subject several times already which is in response to the way the previous proposals
have been phrased. In summery London cannot be set as an example in any form. The issues they have is drivers
due to the high standard of the knowledge. This ensures that only drivers with real commitment to the trade get
licenced as it can take 3-5 years to qualify this in itself maintains the balance. Outside London the situation is not
comparable.
The reasons why local authorities should be able to control the numbers are numerous and are previously
mentioned in :1.9 (5)
It is essential that a limit on numbers re Hackneys outside London is enforced. Failure could lead to serious
congestion as has already been the case in some authorities who have acted irresponsibility. Rank space becomes a
major issue. Some authorities have spaces for less than 5% of the fleet. The authority must satisfy themselves that
any new business is sustainable. New entrance into the trade do not generally do a proper business plan or market
research as it is relatively easy to get a licence with no real commitment. Unlike any other trade without these
controls their is no limit due to their being no finite number of vehicles.
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1.15
No quantity controls on taxis would lead to over supply and lowering of standards as has been proven since the
introduction of clause 16 that is why there is such an up cry about the standards now, see 1.9 (5). I believe that
quantity controls are totally justified all be it on safety grounds alone plus the fact as have been proven authorities
do not have the rank space for a significant increase in the number of taxis, they cannot cope with the current level.
1.23
. It is the local authority which can best judge the needs of taxis within the district and the negative impact excessive
numbers can have with overcrowding on ranks and also congestion problems, not someone who is remote from the
situation.
The quality of the service has gone down since this aspect of deregulation was introduced, let alone millions of
pounds on surveys which in many cases have been floored plus I cannot guess how many man hours wasted all of
which have produced a poorer service which has lead to thinks being reversed in many instances and in others
should be but authorities being reluctant to acknowledge that they got it wrong.
I believe that the argument from the OFT is also floored as the taxi trade is made of many individuals not one having
a monopoly. It is the type of industry that is unique and like many other licenced trades newcomers have to wait for
licenced premises to become available. The same applies to market stalls the availability of a pitch is restricted by
the availability of space, a bit like taxi ranks.
It has already been shown that the people who enter the trade with very little effort only bring the standards down
and to blindly continue this policy will bring the trade into further dispute and to learn nothing from this error
bought about by the previous the policy is incomprehensible. The argument re natural forces is also very weak for as
again it will only gravitate to cheap but not so cheerful in quality which cannot be managed by enforcement unless
authorities make a considerable increase in enforcement which will bring with it a very heavy on cost.
Private hire and national standards
1.26 The only thing on this is that p/h is not allowed to look like taxis for example should only be permitted if the
vehicle was a different colour, have no roof sign, did not display the word cab or taxi and have no for hire sign, also
signage must be controlled to avoid lookalike to any local taxi signage, all of these are to prevent confusion.
Radio circuit should have this flexibility for both taxi or p/h so as the operator can sent the most appropriate vehicle
on a given job this information should be passed to the customer when a p/h is used.
1.27 Accepted
Cross Border
1.28 Due to different fare structures and local knowledge it is clear that any vehicle operating outside its local
authorities area is going to be at a disadvantage and possibly could be at risk if the rates applied are different and
could lead to violence a major saftey issues due to challenges from customers. It is accepted that vehicles may have
contacts initiated within the area but require the pickup over the border and dropping on the opposite side thus
having to travel through area or circumventing area. The key is that once the job is finished the vehicle returns to
the licencing authorities area as it is that area that the licenced was issued to meet the needs of customers in said
area not in another town. This practice if permitted could lead to a breakdown in trust re the service from the user
public.
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1.29 I do not understand the reasoning for not imposing a return-to-base, for I can see no other reason for staying
in an unfamiliar area other than to compromise yourself with a passenger who could well not be familiar with the
fares or routes thus causing conflict the only exception being if the job is a wait and return.
Increased enforcement powers
1.30 Accept that meaningful enforcement is required, however it is important that an immediate appeal to senior
staff is available to stop inappropriate action being levelled which should not be taken due to training levels or the
type.
1.31 I do not believe that enforcement from other authorities would be practical. If a taxi arrived at an airport any
enforcement officer could due to not being aware of specific requirements could stop the pick up of a customer. If
they notice something that makes the car illegal then by all means inform the police who I am sure can deal with it
very effectively.
1.32 This does need to be addressed as it is wrong for a licenced p/h or taxi to advertise from or for a location
outside of that for which it is licenced. Leads to confusion and encourages compromising the public safety. Also
stops income to the outside authority even though they could get involved with enforcement.
Equality and accessibility
1.33 Agreed, Due to various levels and needs of disabled people it is essential that taxi fleets do meet all needs.
Remember that disability is not only restricted to wheel chair usage, although it is they that are more often
discriminated against. Even with the current levels of equal rights they are still discriminate against as a wheelchair
user. A normal saloon vehicle is licenced for 4 or more passengers. The lower standard wheelchair vehicles can
often only take 1 wheelchair and 1 passenger. This immediately puts the user at a disadvantage. If they are going
on holiday or to the town they will have to book 2 vehicles at twice the cost to take a wheel chair and 3 friends. It
cannot be correct all wheelchair vehicles must be able to take a wheel chair and 4 passengers maintaining the same
cost as a normal saloon type vehicle. There are many such vehicles available both rear loading and side loading
which will stop this appalling being levied upon such users.
1.34 I cannot understand why this cannot be made to work. Any new entrants into the trade have to get a
wheelchair compliant vehicle which will take min of 4 passengers plus a wheelchair user excepting those who have
grandfather rights on their vehicle. This will maintain a balanced fleet and thus flexible enough to meet all needs.
Would suggest that wheelchair vehicles should represent approximately 30% of the total fleet.
IMPACT ASSESSMENT
1.36 see below 37
1.37 Reading this assessment which is very comprehensive but relies on too many inaccurate assumptions and I
suggest has been developed by people who, with the greatest respect only have limited practical experience of the
trade as a user but not provider. For example to say that taxis have a monopoly and thus is non competitive with
rank hiring I am continually getting complaint about drivers under charging, which incidentally Best practices advises
against see sec 53, to which I can only reply ”that is competition”. The cheaper figure is bartered for and then they
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run after the journey with no payment. You tend to discount this WHY.
You appear to think that removing restrictions would bring about compliance. May I suggest if we dumped all
restrictions then we would need no enforcement, great savings but dangerous service. It appears you are reducing
standards until most people in the trade will fit!! The comment that deregulation is managed in my experience it is
a big bang policy can you explain?
The table relating to reduced assaults on taxi drivers only captures those that are reported which my experience
tells me is barley 1% of the abuse and assaults we suffer but go unreported also I have seen no reference to CCTV
which when I installed it had a significant on passenger behaviour.
Street hailing is very low in market towns (say a population of less than say 150,000) is much lower than your
guesstimate.
You keep saying a far clearer definition of plying for hire. Do we have any suggestions as to how this would read.
It appears you think that by opening up the trade increases employment however in areas of low employment it
follow that the public will not have the finances to go out much thus use taxis.

Yours sincerely,
For Rugby Hackney Owners and Drivers Association.
Grev Mills
Secretary To RHODA

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Christopher Snellgrove
Sent: 10 May 2012 20:26
To: Communications Law Com
Subject:

Dear Sir/Madame
These proposals are an absolute disgrace. They are engineered by people who have no
vested interest in the trade whatsoever. If it goes through it will deystroy lively hoods all
over the country. Ive no idea who I'm sending this to and it won't make a blind bit of
difference anyway. The only winners in this are the giant firms who force drivers to work an
80 hour week to make ends meet.
Well thank you law commission you've just destroyed my life
Yours
Chris Snellgrove
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: charles oakes
Sent: 12 May 2012 12:49
To: TPH
Subject: Fw: Ho dear
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

----- Original Message ----From: charles oakes
To: enquiries@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2012 12:41 PM
Subject: Ho dear
To Law Commission
Frances Patterson QC on the home page, the Hackney Trade sell out, more taxis less work less money, why don't you people do the job for a few
weeks, and put up to the sort of people the trade as to put up with day in day out, what we need or less taxis less P/hire, so our members can make
a living and provide a better service.
Come out of your offices onto the ranks and p/hire offices and see what it is like see what the drivers say not the bosses. whiting for an hour or
longer for a job, for £2 or £3 and start all over again..

Regards
C. Oakes
The Hackney Drivers Association Ltd

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Christopher Snellgrove
Sent: 12 May 2012 14:37
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Re: Taxi Laws

]

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Dear Sir/Madame
Firstly I would like to thank you for a speedy response.
The Two main concerns I have with these proposals are:
First, the proposed doing away with restricted numbers for
Hackney carriage's 'the black cab' set by local authorities. This is the epicentre of our trade it keeps both
a healthy growth and fairness to all who both work in and use the service. I'll give an example of why the
doing away with regulation will damage both the public and the trade.
At the moment in the Sefton area there are 300 regulated 'black cabs' all averaging approximately
100 fares per week for an average 45 hour week @ an average cost of £4 per fare.
(I have worked this out myself on both the laws of probability and factual research by doing the job
and keeping regular accounts) This totals £400 per week before allowing for fuel and maintenance.
As the Taxi trade is an un tacka-graphed self employed industry; this average of a 45 hour week can rise
to a 119 week without being challenged and believe me in some cases it does! At the moment however,
the
ridiculous unethical hours worked by the select few are motivated by nothing more than greed.
The doing away with restricted numbers would mean a complete flooding of the market. 300 cabs
could turn into 3000 cabs, the genuine 45 hour per week workers would disappear, the 119 hour per week
workers
would not only grow, they would become exploited by greedy fleet owners with poorly maintained vehicles
and
with so many on the road it would be near impossible to police.
The effect this could have on the public would be a disaster. The proposal used words like 'cheaper and
competitive'
How about 'poorly maintained and chaotic.'
Picture this for yourself: You've been out for a meal with your family, your usual taxi ride home cost £10
and there
is an average 5 minute wait at the rank at busy periods. The taxi that picks you up is in mint condition and
the
driver is as fresh as a daisy because he's well organised and he runs 'a tight ship'
NOW, think of the same scenario with your proposal: Your taxi ride is now £7 and there is no wait on the
rank as there
are 40 cabs all ranked up. The taxi that picks you up is falling apart but has slipped through the net
because
there is a bottomless pit of taxi's to police. The driver that picks you up is an exploited migrant worked,
who has just woke
up because, not only has he been sat on the rank for over 2 hours without a fare, he has also been out
working since 4am the
previous morning. Both you and your families safety are in his hands but that's ok because its cheap and
competitive!
You wouldn't sanction proposals for illegal cockel picking or human trafficking so please have a good long
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From: Ed Baines
Sent: 16 May 2012 11:41
To: TPH
Subject: Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

I have noticed that, in areas where Saloon Cars become able to trade the Ranks as Hackneys, there is a swift drop in the
number of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles.
While in Bath, during March this year, at the Rank by the Abbey. I asked the Driver of a Peugeot E7, sorry I don’t know his
Name or Number, why there were so few of that type of vehicle left in the town as they had once dominated the Bath
Hackney Trade.
He replied that. “Since Bath had licensed Saloons as Hackneys, no one that he knew had bought a traditional style Taxi and
that he would soon be replacing his E7 with a Skoda, which was, he said. “⅓ the price to buy, used much less fuel and had
maintenance costs that, by comparison, were infinitesimal.” “Basically”, he said, “the Saloon Car Drivers were making
considerably more money than he, for half the outlay.” He said that “the sooner he could find a buyer for his E7 the better”.
So my point is this.
If the Lawmakers believe that WAVs should be available, throughout the country, then requiring that all Hackneys be WAVs
would be one solution.
Otherwise, who in their right mind, is going to buy a £27,000+ Vehicle, when a £12,000 Car will earn him roughly the same
amount and cost him considerably less to run?

Edward Baines.
1
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From: Glenn
Sent: 16 May 2012 11:42
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi Consultation
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Mr. Glenn Flood

Dear Richard Percival / Law Commission,
I am a taxi (hackney) driver, licensed by both Manchester and Stockport, and would like to make just one broad
comment in regard to your consultation paper / proposed delimitation of taxi numbers:
The premium asked for currently issued taxi plates in numbers-restricted areas, (eg £50k/Manchester and
£20k/Stockport), is simply wrong. I and many others can not afford entry and are forced to rent ad-nauseam, I feel
this premium is a clear barrier to free-trade.
I can obtain finance for a new TX4 taxi, (£32k OTR), but no-one will lend me £50k for a black-market taxi plate, and
with three children of school age, I have no way of saving it up.
I and others who rent on either a day or night shift are limited to what we can offer the public, or authorities who
may require our services: my shift ends at 5pm for example; and I must surrender the taxi to the night-driver which
prevents me from marketing myself online as I know I will be
unable to undertake any proposed hirings between 5pm and 5am. I am willing to undertake distance work at well
below the official meter fare, but am reluctant to advertise online while I am forced to work restricted hours.
Needless to say, I am very much in favour removing the powers allowing councils to limit taxi numbers, as the
market will eventually find its own level, and encourage an entrepreneurial spirit within the taxi trade which benefits
the public and local authorities who are dependent on a
relatively small pool of drivers to tender for its social and educational needs transport contracts, when a wider pool
would surely be better.
Yours sincerely,
Glenn Flood.
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From: Roger Stratton
Sent: 17 May 2012 12:28
To: TPH
Cc: Andrew Green; claire.perry.mp@parliament.uk;
Subject: Private Hire Vehicles, drivers and operators
Re: Consultation on the law changes suggested by the Law Commission
We run a Chauffeur business, whereby we operate a number of high quality cars ourselves, and, to meet peak demand,
employ sub contractors.
All our own vehicles and those of our sub contractors, are 'exempt licensing plates' and their drivers do not have to
have their PH drivers licences on display.
Instead we display a discreet windscreen sticker adjacent to the Road Fund Licence. We would not want to see this
exemption disappear, because a discreet service is exactly what our clients require.
We would like to see the ever-expanding chauffeur sector recognised within the framework of any new PHV licensing
laws. We regularly operate 'cross-border', for example, driving clients into London from our Wiltshire base, as well as
to other parts of the UK.
We are licensed by Wiltshire Council, but, since local government re-organisation some three years ago, they have
operated 'hubs' based on the former District Council patches.
This means, that although our insurance company would allow a licensed driver from,say, the North hub to drive one
of our cars licensed in the East hub, the council will not allow this to happen, which means drivers then have to be
licensed in more than 1 hub, increasing their costs, of course, because they then have to get another CRB, another
Medical Examination and so on.
We're of the view that the current licensing arrangements do not adequately allow for the sort of business we operate.
And, we're not alone as there are similar 'chauffeur' companies all over the UK. We know of five or six in our rural
area alone, without looking at the more built up localities such as Swindon, Bath and Salisbury.
There are some who think they can get away with 'Travel Clubs' and that is a very dangerous non-regulated way to go,
potentially, but we can see why they do it, because the current situation does not allow for our type of business.
On the subject of Weddings and Funerals, we often supply vintage and classic cars for Weddings.
As the local policy prevents licensing of cars for PH use that are more than ten years old, this would restrict the
choices of vehicles for Weddings; and bear in mind that there are people offering Horse-drawn carriages and so on for
Weddings and Funerals. How would they be catered for?
Finally, we now have to have two MoTs per year for our cars, something recently imposed, but PH cars licensed
elsewhere do not, and our Authority insist on an MoT for a BRAND NEW vehicle straight our of the showroom. Even
trucks and buses do not have that imposition.
We would welcome a streamlined approach where all vehicles licensed for PH anywhere in the country and all the
drivers and operators were subject to the same conditions, as long as that doesn't mean that we're forced to pay more
by a 'rounding up' process, because, outside the major cities it is harder to make a profit. This is because, for example,
to take two people to a West End venue involves us in a lot of miles, whereas a PHV and driver based in one of the
London boroughs has a mileage advantage and this is then reflected in the running costs and residual value of their
vehicle.
Our cars regularly cover 60,000 miles pa and more - similar chauffeur cars in the major cities probably do more like
12,000 pa.
We hope you will take our views into consideration
Roger Stratton
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From: PAUL jones
Sent: 17 May 2012 13:58 To: TPH Subject: Taxi Reform
Regarding the proposal of taxi deregulation. Having looked at some of the proposals, deregulation is one of them. My
view of deregulation would not help the industry in any way. It would be a disaster. Regulated taxi numbers are in
force for a reason. To change this to a uncontrolled number would be a failure. As well as many other reasons one of
them is congestion. I have been a taxi driver for over 30 years therefor i have a lot of knowledge about the industry. I
can understand changes are needed but not MAJOR changes. The law needs updating of course example of cross
border hire is one of them. Regulation needs to stay. Perfect example ireland caused a uproar and will never recover
unless it is back to regulation this is a major factor. Any questions or views i would kindly answer. Thank you. Mr D
Jones Sent from my iPhone
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From: Steven White
Sent: 21 May 2012 12:37
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From:

report relates to a message you sent with the following header fields:

Having read your article regarding reforming the taxi and private hire industry I feel that the allowance for
private hire vehicles to wait outside there district is not acceptable as we in Liverpool already have enough
private hire vehicles clogging up are side roads and supermarket carparks.
Furthermore I feel the area of de regulating the taxi trade is unacceptable again we would be left with a
situation the same as private hire vehicles sitting around where they should not be taking up parking bays
obstructing traffic being illegally parked.The other issue is these people whom I am aware work long hours
suffer with many health problems due to the lack off mobility and many suffer with type 2 diabetes which
long term would have a massive on cost to the health service and tax payer.I await your reply kind regards
Steven White
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: mike v
Sent: 21 May 2012 15:17
To: TPH
Subject: reject the Lawcommission

My name is Mike Safeen
I am a taxi driver and I do not see that Taxi deregulation will benefit the country
Because
- There bis no space in the Taxi ranks to hold all of those numbers of taxis
- There will be a lot of mess as the private hire vehicles they will be standing every where in the city
- More important point from an expert taxi driver that if the private hire vehicles can take a job from
the street why he will be bothered to collect customers from their house it
will add more cost
- Disable people will phone for a taxi and drivers will not do it because they can wait for an easy job
pick up
from the road
for those reasons I have stated I am rejecting Law commission as there is no advantages of deregulation

many thanks
mike safeen

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: ROGER WATKINS
Sent: 22 May 2012 11:42
To: Gray, Hannah; Uguccioni, Jessica
Cc: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Fw: The word and term TAXI needs to be protected by law
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Ladies
At the moment just about anyone can advertise their services as a taxi operator.
This seems to me to be wrong.
My local council has a problem with at least one long term protagonist who is outside of the law. I am informed
that there is nothing wrong with advertising a service even if you do not have a licence.
Those of us in the legitimate trade need to have our livelihoods protected from these “Cowboys”
The travelling public needs to be protected for the general good of the nation.
If these people get up to no good it will always be the Bona-Fide trade that will suffer from all of the negative issues
that come forward when something goes wrong.
What I have noticed is that when these advertisements come forward on the inter-web they usually come with an
operators address complete with a map showing their location.
To make enforcement easier and more productive could you not allow for or perhaps require the seizure of all
vehicles registered to the address or at least those believed to be in use by the operator as unlicensed taxis.
When conducting a stop by an enforcement agency, could you not empower the seizure of ALL communication
equipment in order to gain intelligence about the business, methods of contact, and perhaps even enlighten the
customer base which might come forward as a result of the seizures.
Most of us in the trade can identify the Cowboys who prey on the unsuspecting public. Where there is enough
anecdotal evidence to suggest wrong doing is it not right to investigate vigorously and put the onus on the
perpetrator to clearly state why he is advertising a service which he has no lawful reason to do.
Having bought this upon him or herself the full weight of the law needs to be put in a clearer light and not pussy
foot around in dark corners hoping for a disgruntled customer to come forward in the vain hope of a prosecution
somewhere in the never never land future.
The penalties for impersonating a taxi driver need to be instant and punitive with the term taxis as a protected term
this would make the prosecutions much easier.
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As an extra bonus: Would it be possible to do away with mobile phone numbers as a prime source of obtaining a taxi service and
require that any service provider has a landline, with a recognisable STD area code so as to make it easier to identify the locality,
especially when vehicles are used "Out of Area".
Landline numbers within an area of operation are usually six figures and can be easy to remember whilst mobile phones have
longer numbers which are harder to remember and can be accessed from anywhere in the country where a vehicle might be seen.
(This mobile facility might encourage taxi drivers away from their base area to take on work in an area where they have no
intimate knowledge and might well lead them into trouble in places where they have no control or resort to instant help)

Roger Watkins (Yellowcars Aldershot)
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
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Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: ROGER WATKINS
Sent: 22 May 2012 18:19
To: Gray, Hannah; Uguccioni, Jessica
Cc: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: The requirement for all taxis to be wheelchair accessible may not be entirely beneficial?
Importance: High
Ladies
This section might seems to be a mistaken supposition based on incomplete evidence.

Wheelchair accessible vehicles benefit more of the travelling public than just those in wheelchairs.
They provide a degree of safety and security for the driver with an increased seating capacity capable of lowering
travelling costs.
They offer a dedicated “Comfortable”travelling experience reflected in all other modes of public transportation.
Luggage carrying areas can be beneficial, safety of goods and large stowage areas far surpass those of any saloon
car.

11.21 The requirement for all taxis to be wheelchair accessible may not be entirely
beneficial. Full accessibility may not be right for every area, depending on the
needs of the local population. A requirement for all licensed taxis to be
wheelchair accessible imposes a financial burden on the industry. Anecdotal
evidence gathered during our preliminary meetings with stakeholders suggests
that, where such requirements are imposed, a number of taxi drivers transfer to
the private hire vehicle trade. This in turn may be detrimental to the population at
large as it may reduce availability.

I do not really like bringing up my past history but it is relevant.
Whilst today I operate a (Very) small taxi company here in Aldershot this was not always the case.
I entered this business some 27 years ago as a private hire operator. I supplied brand new recognisable vehicles to
a standard then unheard of in the taxi trade. Advertising was not allowed so for recognition and identity purposes
I painted my vehicles bright yellow.
It went down a storm with the customer base which expanded rapidly as did the fleet of vehicles. I was then the
largest private hire operator in Aldershot and probably the major provider of taxi services in the town.
Needless to say this upset the then restricted, public hire side of the trade which was only resolved with the
introduction of WAV’s in the form of London Taxis when a mandatory order came into force requiring all vehicles to
meet the requirements of the proposed DDA.
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Where I have a problem with your conclusion is very simply that from my perspective it is totally incorrect.
Private Hire drivers transferred to Public Hire even with the increased costs which came along with the mandatory
order and required “Brand new and previously unregistered purpose built taxis capable of carrying a passenger
seated in a wheelchair”. The bar to entry at that time , if there was one, was a 20% deposit and the full VAT up
front. As a commercial vehicle this went down over time to 10% again with full VAT which today is irrelevant as
vehicles are now regarded as Private Light Goods (PLG) with deposits as low as £99.
This, historical “Mandatory Order” is still the case here in Rushmoor today, although for some unfathomable reason
the council are considering, against the trades best advice, to allow second-hand vehicles which will reduce the
“Quality” put in place those many years ago to revert to the scrap yard which was the hackney carriage fleet prior to
the implementation of the mandatory order.
Personally, I stayed with the Private Hire vehicles for far too long and lost out big time on evolving passenger
patterns. Five seats as the norm are evidently better than four. Now this would be a standard six for the
“Alternatives” with seven as an option, the biggest change however was in the customers mind, it was with the
young mums who voted with their feet and purses and preferred to just wheel their buggies into the London hacks.
No more unloading of infants, stowing of shopping on a wet windy Friday Night, where did we stow the buggy? or
loading it all back up again at the destination, just wheel it all in in one fell swoop, easy peasy.
This was ok for me as I still had all of the old ladies who thrived in my vehicles, but, sadly this was an ever
restricted, shrinking market place, which was in stark contrast to the other side of the trade where young mums not
only wheeled their buggies in during the day but also built up confidence in the new regime and transferred their
loyalties to the public hire side of the taxi trade.
The older generations of today, having grown old with the current taxi fleet, accept them without hesitation. Turn
up with anything resembling a saloon car and you will probably get a weird look from an all knowing eye.
It was not until “Alternative” vehicles started to appear that I came on board, much too late into the public hire
side. I could not see the point of paying, in those days, £21K for a vehicle which I could not actually see out of the
windscreen of without adopting an uncomfortable driving posture. If it rained it was even worse the area swept by
the windscreen wipers was a lot less, more neckache.
That’s history, what is happening today is that rarther than drivers reverting to private hire, all of these businesses
have failed. Only the newcomers seem to have any success and only with one vehicle, and only for a limited period.
Very few stand the test of time. All pretend to be taxi companies, advertising as such and all seem to aspire to
become public hire drivers. There is now just one dual role company set up a couple of years ago which might just
break the mould as it has a logo and a distinctive vehicle fleet but from what the drivers say the white flags of
surrender are already waiting to be unfurled.
From what has happened in this licensed area, and what continues to happen your statement is clearly wrong.
If you need verification of the facts outlined above it will probably be possible to obtain that information directly
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from Rushmoor Borough Council.
A dedicated fleet or reliable vehicles here seems to be our best asset which seems to be the envy of surrounding
districts. Up until quite recently we definitely had the highest number of vehicles per head of population all of
which travelled far and wide offering “Professional” taxi services far and wide. The WAV concept has seen taxis
from this borough flourish when others are sat on the side-lines.
By providing the “Brand new vehicles” as is the current position here it somehow escalates not just the professional
attitude but the fiscal investment seems to enhance our joint standing putting us head and shoulders above
everyone else. The pride that we take in our vehicle fleet is also reflected in the image of our council which our
council are so proud of.
This is a further reason to question the sense and validity of the proposal to introduce second-hand vehicles.
Point to note:
We operate here the most expensive vehicles at an appreciable cost to us the trade, plying for hire as we do at the
cheapest fares locally. This too can be borne out by an examination of the record of fares published monthly in the
Private Hire and Taxi Magazine.
It would be a mistake to assume that the taxi licensing and provision model currently in place here in Rushmoor
could not be beneficial asset to all other licensed areas.
There is now an abundance of “Bespoke” Hackney Carriages here, similarly there is now an abundance of saloon
cars in some of our adjoining licensed areas. None seem to offer our level of service or supply a distinguishable
“Quality” vehicle in which to travel.
Roger Watkins (Yellowcars Aldershot)
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From: Roger
Sent: 29 May 2012 14:39
To: Gray, Hannah
Subject: Backing up my universal taxi idea.
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Hannah
Pictured here is one of my current vehicles. It has as you can see a high entry threshold. It is probably too high by at least 2 inches overall.
The progression of steps into the vehicle is quite easy for most if not all of my regular customers, ad-hoc people do not even give it a
second look. I have put in place a twelve inch ruler in order for you to see the heights involved. The initial step can be mitigated when a
kerb line is in place leaving just two steps of about 3 or 4 inches.
Given that the additional, under slung, step, being the lowest parts which has an under tray to accommodate the workings, clears the ground
by a good seven inches. With no witness marks beneath to demonstrate that this clears all road humps and other obstructions it should be
possible to lower the whole interior floor to this about level. (see Jubilee MB T1 taxi) But only on a vehicle built in this configuration and with
this use in mind.
With the overall height being lower and the floor being considerably lower still it givers the cavernous interior a much more useful and
welcoming aspect to travellers both in and out of wheelchairs. This particular variant, as with all other newer models is only a fraction wider
that a London Hack but is about six inches longer. The bonus is that in addition to the larger interior there is plenty of luggage space both
alongside the driver and in a large boot space
I had hoped to attend the PH&taxi exhibition later this week but will probably be unable to.
It is not very likely that any vehicle resembling the model featured will be on show, except perhaps a PH variant on the Jubilee Automotive
stand.
As with all previous Jubilee supplied vehicles, both VW and Mercedes Benz, it is possible to gain entry to the vehicles with a wheelchair from
both sides which I find invaluable in my current business.
The one vehicle that you ought to see a is the Jubilee T1 (new vito) taxi. Again it is highly unlikely to be on show but if you can find an in use
model in the car park I am sure you will be impressed by the low floor and ease of access. It also has the most sturdy one piece ramp available
and also has access to both sides for wheelchairs. It also has the lowest threshold entry level of any current taxi vehicle with a flat floor. The
only trouble with this vehicle is that from the outside it is indistinguishable from any other MB variant which would include the new model
currently in use in London as a taxi.
This new London vehicle has none of the attributes of the Jubilee model and has many extra disadvantages “Built in”.

Roger.
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From: Roger
Sent: 29 May 2012 15:01
To: Gray, Hannah
Subject: Focus on all taxi models seems to focus on wheelchairs and their travelling safety. Nobody seems
to be aware of infants in Taxis.
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Hannah
Shown here is the last of my rear access vehicles which is no longer in use as a taxi. It was supplied by Automotive Group of Newcastle who
are still in business and are not listed for the show.
This rear access ramp offers not just the easiest loading of any acceptable wheelchair into any taxi, it also holds the occupant, facing
forward, within the vehicles own seat belts, making eye contact with the driver in the rear view mirror. With the centre seat folded forward
the wheelchair user has an uninterrupted view of the journey through the windscreen.
For mobility restricted customers wishing to use the front seat it can be swivelled to allow easy entry. There are two solid steps under the
vehicle if required.
The biggest BONUS when supplied was the fact that two toddler booster seats were provided which also doubled up as baby seats for
infants. The middle seat has fastenings for ISO fix baby seats. All in a vehicle that is now over 12 years old.
There is no earthy reason why such practical inclusions should not be made commonplace in all new taxi models. If my concept were to be
realised it would be. Be they young or old frail infirm or able bodied, all of my customers deserve, and hopefully get, the respect of the
trade by offering the very best ”Quality” vehicle in which to travel. “In Safety”.

Volkswagen have done us no favours in upgrading the Sharan to a vehicle that is no longer suitable for wheelchair
adaption, although most of the other “bonuses” are still in place in the new vehicle. They leave us with another van
based alternative adaption which is far from ideal. (See Automotive Group) h
Accessible Taxis
Roger
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From: ROGER WATKINS
Sent: 22 July 2012 18:58
To: Gray, Hannah; Uguccioni, Jessica
Cc: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: "Vocational " (DSA) driving test provision. Why NOT?
Importance: High
Ladies

There should be a case now for recommending that only one set of licensing conditions be applied for the whole of the UK, London
included, with perhaps this following item forming part.
A proposal for consideration under your updates on taxi licensing.  
No more local licensing panels fiddling unneccesarily with the legislation. No more ill informed "Local" interpretations causing any
discrepancies between licensed areas:
One set of rules

One LAW . Perhaps this item might be included.

"Vocational " (DSA) driving test provision.
Since this was introduced by the DSA some years ago, I believe it was intended for all new applicants to the trade as well as the
group reaching 70 years of age. There is now a case, and this is the appropriate time to recommend that it should, now become
part of our UK taxi licensing provisions.(i.e LAW?)
It seems that there are "Valid" reasons for the implementation of a "Vocational Driving Test" administered by the DSA perhaps
customers could / would feel much happier if there were a UK minimum standard.
It is possible to give countless "Anecdotal" accounts from within my own "Peer Group" of where the travelling public are being let
down by this omission. Drivers speeding and bumping over kerbs especially left hand turns are favourites, cutting corners, not
using the left hand lane when applicable, failing to indicate direction.

Also:
Loading and securing wheelchairs in the correct and proper manner is usually attempted only when confronted with a passenger
requiring the service. This type of "Learning on the job" could so easily be avoided if the DSA test was as could be so easily be
currently required and made: "Mandatory "
Failure to receive proper instruction usually means that in a majority of cases no measures are ever taken to secure a wheelchair.

Points of interest gained from my own experience.
All new drivers have had to pass an initial driving test, SOMEWHERE, and as we are all aware it need not be a UK based test,
and not even with a suitable "Highway Code". Certainly because we drive on the left there must be and are fundamental
differences. A written of verbal Highway Code test is or should be a required provisioning but questioning is no substitute for a
practical demonstration(s).
And then additions again from my own personal experiences concerning new drivers.
They pass the test usually in a suitable small low powered vehicle which is provided by either an approved driving school or a
member of the family. In any event it does not cover the use of larger vehicle with an enhanced performance. Or even one with
more "Positive" steering. Even Saloon cars which form the bulk of our taxi fleets fall into this category whilst purpose built
vehicles bring forward more potential problems.
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Larger Vehicles and "Purpose Built Taxis" (WAV's?)
In other sections of driving there has been a recognition which has been recognised by the DVLA with people who passed their
driving test recently not having the C1 or C1E provision that was the norm some years ago.
Although taxis are licensed and tested as cars not all of our taxis come completely within that lower basic group B provision.
The "Purpose Built Wheelchair Accessible Taxis" which we all operate here in Rushmoor and elsewhere (London?) fall loosely into
a dual class classification and as such escape into that lower, wider and more basic group B category.
Goods Vehicles of a smaller size and weight than previously are not now covered by the initial driving test. Neither is the towing
application above 750kg.
Basically, car based vans together with the smaller transit type vans still fall within the car group B.
Larger, heavier vans fall within group C1 which requires an additional test which "Taxis" can fall into but seem to have escaped
from.
Why and how taxis have escaped this ever tightening test provision is beyond my explanation but possibly because
unlike Rushmoor and a few other "Enlightened" councils, most taxis in the UK are still saloon cars.
The DSA has a vocational test which is suitable for all and where in the case of Rushmoor there is currently a wheelchair securing
requirement, this too is covered by that DSA test.
DSA (Driver Standards Agency)
It should be a relief to you to learn that an independent outside agency is capable and willing to make sure that all new applicants
meet a higher than basic standard of driving, in the class of vehicle that they are intending to use, and that any bad habits picked
up after the "New Driver" was let loose on their own, have a competent person to make them aware of their mistakes are rectified
before they become "The Norm".
This is especially important when transporting old, infirm, and possibly frail passengers within a business which is or should be:
"Professionally Run" for " Hire and Reward".
You might even consider mandating a re-test period after a period of between three and nine years as most local taxi
drivers licences are for a maximum duration of three years. (Unless of course you might be considering offering this proposed
national standard administered by a national taxi licensing body?)
In advance of any new imposed legislation by government via your report I would suggest that this might now be the time to include
exactly this requirement when your updated legislation comes into force.

In Addition : Drivers over 70.
Not long ago all of these would have ceased to work as a taxi driver when their "BASIC" driving licence expired on their 70th
Birthday.
Currently ALL UK drivers licensing ceases at 70 years of age and If you give this some thought it might not be a bad time to
introduce by mandate this DSA vocational taxi driving test for this group in order to make sure that standards are maintained.
If you find that this is a "reasonable" suggestion perhaps you might consider a three year re-appraisal?
N.B. In my local authority area (Rushmoor) this is a mandatory provision which is currently under review with a revocation of this
provision already on the cards. That will be a bad day if it happens which it almost certainly will.
This would, in my view, be a mistake as "Professional Drivers" often pick up different bad habits or so called "Professional Foul's"
with different "Courtesy" values.
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Here in Rushmoor most drivers over 70 taking this DSA driving test have FAILED and it seems on multiple occasions, of the two
who eventually came through there were I believe re-tests in order to meet the required standard on the initial test at 70 as well as
the current three year additions.

Ladies
With regard to the over 70's these are verifiable FACTS most of which the Rushmoor Borough Council licensing officer team should
be aware of.
If there is any doubt it is still possible to ask former members of the trade, who if they are honest will confirm the statement above.
There is still one trading driver over 70 now at 76 who could also be used as an example there are very many others trading
elsewhere who have not had to demonstrate their competence to any authority anywhere.
Times and conditions on the road have changed, and are changing, vehicles continue to evolve, with perhaps we the very rael
need to keep the skillset which we all pride ourselves in, up to date.
If a "Professional Driver" is unable to satisfy a recognised government department, an independent outside
agency and authority, set up to ensure driving standards within the UK and pass a driving test then the
current situation has proved it's worth and validity which endorses the need for it's retention as a
worthwhile tool within any councils or indeed the governments armoury.

The DSA vocational driving tests should be introduced across the board for all
professional taxi drivers, and then retained and maintained by statute with all of the
current requirements and protocols being enforced.
No discrimination or dispensation, anything to stimulate a professional workforce capable of operating at and to the highest
"Professional " standards.
Roger Watkins (Yellowcars, Aldershot)
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From: ROGER WATKINS
Sent: 22 July 2012 19:35
To: Gray, Hannah; Uguccioni, Jessica
Cc: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Taxi meter dilemma : When does the journey start or the "Hire" commence?
Ladies

Here again is a subject worthy of your study and interpretation for the future.
Taking on board a passenger is something that most taxi drivers do many times a day in the course of their work.

Simple:
But when does the journey start or the hire commence? When is it applicable to start the meter charging?
Off the street it might be as soon as somebody gets their bum sat on a seat. But, you may end up waiting for some time whilst the
other people travelling in a group manage to arrive. Has the hire started?
Again, someone coming from a shop with bags of whatever, does the hire start as soon as the cab is engaged for a job or when it
moves?
Going for a booked job at a set time: Going for an ASAP booking.
1. Does the hire start when you first make contact with your potential customer.
2. A short time after the hire was booked to commence?
3. Or immediately the booked time comes onto the face of the meter?
These are questions that we in the trade have to come to terms with hour by hour on a daily basis for which there is / are no clear
definitive answer(s).

What say you M' Lords?
Then you add into that ever so complicated mix: The Wheelchair, Buggy, Perambulator, Bicycle, Dirty Laundry, Clean Washing,
Shopping, picking children up from school. You might even end up working as a cheap removal lorry, or even be an unwitting
party to a criminal act. But: Do you get paid for it? Are you entitled to "Charge for your service(s)?
Anything occurring mid journey, waiting at a shop, waiting for the kids from school and any other daily business will be accounted
for in time by the taxi meter. Is the start of the journey, hire, so very different?
Does the Hire start when you are sometimes employed aiding loading, required to aid loading, or courteously aiding loading? This
is all work for which others in different walks of life might like to be paid for.
Or, do you provide all of this time and effort as a FREE bonus and only put the meter on when you first move the vehicle? If this
is the case are we entitled to be registered as charities?
Do you discriminate between different groups or treat them all equally?
These are question that have been asked of the local council during a recent debate between the council, Rushmoor Borough and
the Taxi Trade Board.
Surprisingly there were no answers let alone a satisfactory resolution.
Perhaps you might like to answer the trades question on behalf of the council when you eventually publish you report.
Do you engage the meter when:
You are first Hired or make contact for an agreed hire. Or when you first move the vehicle.
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Simple Question, no simple answer.

YET???
Roger Watkins (Yellowcars Aldershot)
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From: Dream Wedding Cars
Sent: 21 May 2012 20:38
To: TPH
Subject: Wedding and Funeral Car Hire - Removal of Exemption
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
To whoever it may concern.
For what my views and comments may be worth I would like to say the following;
I have today been forwarded a copy of the proposed changed to Taxi and Private Hire Law and I’m alarmed
about what I read in relation to Wedding and Funeral Hire.
I operate a small business that provides Bentley Motor Car for Weddings, I don’t do many each year may 20
tops. I only use my cars for Weddings and nothing else. The cost that it would add to my overheads to have
to register as a Private Hire Operator, then register the vehicle then my two casual drivers would mean an
average annual increase of about £1500. If I am lucky after taking out all my other cost include Wedding Car
Insurance etc this mean that the small profit I make would be slashed in two.
Changes in the law to companies that solely provide Wedding Transport (i.e. Bridesmaids / Bride to Church
then from there to a reception) would just put the knife in the small family run businesses that do nothing
else.
We are not taxis or mini cabs and to “Bag” us all together is basically unfair. We provide a unique service and
I for one would not dream of hiring my Bentley to a group of yobs on a Stag Night !
If a company want to hire its cars for anything other than weddings when they may be both working during
the day and night 7 days a week in an American stretched limousine then yes I fully agree but when you are
limited to one type of hire, normally on a Saturday between the hours of 11am and 2pm (and if you’re lucky)
a couple of times a month then it’s totally unfair.
Making a change like this would finish my business and put two local people out of a job as well as this I
would end up having to sell my car and go back to the land of unemployment. I am 45, disabled and have
built a business for myself! Now to worry if that’s all going down the pan.
Regards
Richard Waghorn
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Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire)
Law Commission
Steel House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ
22nd May 2012

Dear Ms Patterson,
Consultation on Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
I am writing on behalf of our Consultation Co-ordinator Joanne McDermott.
We would like to thank you for seeking our views on the above consultation.
We have no comment to make.

Yours Sincerely

Ms Beverley Hall

Joanne McDermott
Consultation Co-ordinator
Operational Policy Branch
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From: Gary Slater
Sent: 22 May 2012 06:42 To: TPH Subject: Taxi and PH review Follow Up
Flag: Follow up Flag Status: Red Dear sir I have read through the above report and have a number of questions.... Two
tier system London I would regard as a three tier system. 1.Green badge all London 2.Yellow badge suburban (plus
extensions) 3.Private hire The extensions were created due to unmet demand and were offered to YB drivers after
completion of an additional knowledge test. Eg a Sutton and Merton driver could have the Clapham extension(south
west London) In addition to this there is a Pre Booked rule that requires Suburban drivers to only take Pre booked jobs
when in the sector.(we cannot take a pre booked job out of sector) This rule discriminates against YB drivers given
that PH can take a pre booked job anywhere. There appears to be no mention of this in the report ? Clearly YB drivers
are treated the same as GB drivers in all aspects of "Taxi" driving Running cost,cost of license,vehicle choice,street
hailing (in sector) all the same except Pre booked rule. Kind regards Gary Slater Sent from my iPad
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From: M HARDING
Sent: 22 May 2012 11:40
To: TPH
Subject: Question 12 Reintroducing the Contract Exemption
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red
Dear Sir's
Ref : Question 12 Reintroducing the Contract Exemption
This the most important part for us as we only ever do and have done since 1998 local authority work including
schools and colleges etc.
No one questions that vehicles and drivers must be safe but with the introduction of over regulation and dictatorship
attitude of our licencing authority ( West Oxfordshire District Council ) means we cannot employ any new people now
to cover our school and college work for Oxfordshire County Council Integrated Transport Unit.
This some mainstream schools but in particular we specialize  in special needs transport including wheelchair access.
The work is only part-time and suits mainly people retired or semi-retired and my existing employee will all be
finishing work soon because of being forced to do a knowledge test and an onerous dsa test. Within twelve months
my business  could be closed.
Another company who is my competitor is in the same position and if we both have to close our businesses there will
be no licensed vehicles with WODC in the whole of West Oxfordshire to do school transport.
If the Contract Exemption is reintroduced could it be for local authority work only. If there were a wider need could
that be added on or have two categories. In particular just one for county council work with them issuing a licence disk
with registration for that vehicle only doing local authority work. If anyone is found doing private hire additional work
bring in appropriate penalties.  
We believe this is a growing problem around the country that could become critical to school transport and in
particular to special needs transport and need desperately to have our own category to do this work away from over
regulated taxi licensing.
Yours Sincerely
Martin Harding
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CONSULTATION REPONSE
Provisional Proposal 1
Disagree, there is an opportunity to update the trade and allow the public to have a
one tier system in place which will be clear, with up to date regulations to allow for
compliance and to establish this form of transport into local transport strategies more
fully.
Provisional Proposal 2
In principle this is a good idea to have one system to deal with this issue, however,
the practicalities of the urban environment and the rural environment are very
different and any standardisation would need to take this diversity into account.
Provisional Proposal 3
Agree
Question 4
Disagree. In a rural County which relies on tourism as a major service sector as part
of our fleet we have horse drawn hackneys, novelty vehicles (stretched
limousines/converted fire engines) and pedicabs. More recently we have received
requests to licence “Tuk Tuks”. To restrict licensing to vehicles that require a driving
licence would eliminate these forms of transport from the licensing regime. There is
already is an anomaly concerning horse drawn vehicles that carry more than 8
passengers as VOSA will not licence them because they are not mechanically
propelled. These vehicles are trading but are not covered by any legislation.
Provisional Proposal 5
Agree. You could go further and restrict PSV licenses to vehicles which have more
than 8 passenger seats only. This would get rid of the anomaly of the Traffic
Commissioner licensing vehicles of 8 seats or less and operators choosing who to
licence with L.A or T.C.
Provisional Proposal 6
Disagree. See question 4 above. It is believed that all horse drawn “stage
coaches/stage carriages” should remain within the taxi licensing remit regardless of
the number of passengers. This will remove the grey area that some of these
vehicles currently operate in.
Provisional Proposal 7
Agree. As the law is to be re-written with statutory minimum standards then it is
believed that limousines (especially stretched limousines) and novelty vehicles
should be covered by the proposed minimum standards policy. All vehicles with 8
passenger seats or less should be the responsibility of L.A.s, not the T.C.
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Provisional Proposal 8
Agree in part. It is very difficult to identify “genuine volunteers”. There are
“volunteers” who work 5 days a week driving hospital patients to/from appointments.
A round trip between two hospitals could be 100 – 200 miles @ 50p per mile could
include a margin of profit which would make it a licensable activity. Consideration
should be given to hotel transport and exempt this out of the legislation. Believe this
requires further investigation.
Question 9
(a) Carpooling.
The Department for Transport’s guidance refers to using the rates as set by HM
Revenues and Customs to assess the “profit” which may be made by carpooling.
This is based on the vehicle travelling 10000 miles in a year. Profit is the money
made above and beyond the cost of running any vehicle for a particular
journey. If any profit is made from an individual journey, them that vehicle must
be licensed.
(b) Members clubs.
This has already been dealt with by the Courts who decided that this type of
operation needs to be licensed. To re-open the discussion of possibly
entertaining this type of transport is wrong. Who will licence/control/enforce this
type of operation?
Provisional Proposal 10
Agree in principle but would like to see a safety net of consultation with Local
Authorities prior to any decision being made.
Provisional Proposal 11
Exclusive use of vehicles for funerals and wedding cars should remain as an
exemption.
Question 12
None what so ever. The whole idea of the repeal was to take away the option of
unlicensed drivers/vehicles with no formal enhanced Criminal Records check being
allowed to transport vulnerable children/adults. In this area the repeal has not
caused any problems and it is believed more problems will be created by taking this
retrograde proposed action.
Provisional Proposal 13
Agree.
Question 14
Believe this is a question that can only be answered by Authorities who have airports
within their area of responsibility.
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Provisional Proposal 15
Agree
Provisional Proposal 16
Agree
Question 17
Yes
Provisional Proposal 18
Agree
Provisional Proposal 19
Agree
Provisional Proposal 20
Disagree. The current system is simple to use and does not affect the use of the taxi
for family use. The only restriction being that the driver must hold a licence to drive a
taxi issued by the parent Authority. As LA officers have no powers to stop vehicles
proving/disproving that the vehicle was being used socially would create an
unnecessary extra burden of proof aspect to any prosecution action taken by a LA.
This proposal would appear to only appease the taxi trade in London.
Provisional Proposal 21
Agree in principle. The DoT guidance is very non specific when using words like
“likely to” and would need to be amended accordingly. The section “Volunteers”
contained within the guidance is at variance to the feelings of many Licensing
Authorities and the answer at 9(a) is relevant here as well.
Provisional Proposal 22
Agree
Question 23
No. This is giving mixed messages and will be confusing for the public.
Provisional Proposal 24
Agree
Provisional Proposal 25
Agree
Provisional Proposal 26
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Disagree. Private Hire services are still transporting members of the public for a fee.
Therefore should have the same level of safety standards as required for taxis.
Without knowing what the “minimum” safety standards are going to be it is
impossible to answer this question any other way.
Provisional Proposal 27
Depends on what those safety standards are going to be. Agree that topographical
knowledge would not be required.
Question 28
Yes in relation to signage, consideration may also need to be given to signage by
way of advertising and marketing too.
Question 29
Remembering that taxis can also carry out private hire work there should be no
difference to the standard between taxis and private hire vehicles. I fail to see why a
private hire vehicle is considered to be of a lesser risk than a taxi.
Question 30
No
Provisional Proposal 31
Agree
Provisional Proposal 32
Agree
Question 33
Consider that this would be best addressed by creating regional forums who would
report to the technical advisory panel. This could be done initially through the
IOL/NALEO regional meetings with specific guidelines to follow.
Provisional Proposal 34
Agree
Question 35
Again without knowing what the National minimum standard will be it is difficult to
say what local standards Authorities would wish to introduce. This would impact on
the ability of cross border enforcement if there are vast differences between
Councils.
Question 36
As question 35 above.
Question 37
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Believe it would be best left to individual Councils to make local arrangements. It
may be useful for small local Authorities but County Councils with large geographical
areas may find statutory conditions cost prohibitive.
Provisional Proposal 38
Agree
Provisional Proposal 39
European Restrictive Working Practices legislation. This also goes against DoT
guidance (2.28 of this document).
Question 40
Good idea in principle but isn’t this a restrictive practice. This would be difficult to
control or regulate unless significant investment made by way of colour coding or
some other identifier. Also issues for times spent at the wheel and consideration of a
TAG type system for drivers.
Provisional Proposal 41
Agree
Provisional Proposal 42
Disagree. This will lead to conflict between local drivers and those from “out of area”.
What reason would a driver doing a 100 mile trip for an airport drop off have for
staying in an area completely unknown to him. Not practicable for a rural authority
with distances in excess of 40 miles.
Provisional Proposal 43
Agree with both questions.
Question 44
No.
Question 45
Set out in primary legislation.
Provisional Proposal 46
Yes vehicle owner should also be subject to a fit and proper test.. The owner of the
vehicle is also the person responsible for acquiring the necessary insurance, road
fund licence and MOT certificate for the vehicle. This person must, therefore, be a
“responsible” aka fit and proper person.
Question 47
Set out in primary legislation.
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Provisional Proposal 48
Agree.
Question 49
Yes. Where a company controls the radio base and owns the vehicles.
Provisional Proposal 50
If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators, then no. If the intermediary
is dealing directly with the driver of a vehicle, then yes.
Question 51
Yes.
Provisional Proposal 52
Agree but a record of who the booking was sub contracted to should be made.
Question 53
Yes. Should drivers be allowed to accept bookings in their vehicles when driving
especially if they are already carrying passengers. Not only do they have to take the
call, they have to write down the details when driving.
Provisional Proposal 54
Agree.
Question 55
May see a short term increase in vehicles but this may be negated by the
introduction of more stringent national quality controls.
Question 56
This question should be directed at the 93 Authorities which are specifically affected
by this proposal. From a personal point of view it is believed that no transitional
measures should be put in place.
Question 57
(1). Yes, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move away from
other vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base.
(2). Yes, in principle, but with the numerous vehicle body types (i.e. rear loading) this
would not be practical on a rank owing to the distance required behind the vehicle for
loading purposes. Each rank would require a “dropped curb” to facilitate this type of
vehicle (unless this type of vehicle was deemed unsuitable as a taxi).
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Question 58
Yes, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move away from other
vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base. Concerns about the legality of
the fee structures, id subsidise are to be given who pays. The licensing regime
should recover real costs and not be subsidised by the tax payer.
Question 59
All drivers of disabled access vehicles should be required to have disability
awareness and safe handling training before being allowed to drive this type of
vehicle. Accessible vehicles should also reflect the diversity of the disabilities and
cater for all forms of wheelchairs of this is the case, one size does nor necessarily fit
all and you could be in a position where you create a monopoly.
Provisional Proposal 60
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 61
Agree in principle but would this stop any owner licensing disabled access vehicles
because of the cost of driver training? Who would pay for the driver training?
Provisional Proposal 62
Agree in principle but where and how would this information be displayed? It would
have to be in a position where it could be seen and accessed by passengers. It
would also need to be available in Braille for visually impaired passengers.
Question 63
Yes but would be very difficult to prove if the driver claimed to be on route to another
pick up. This would be very difficult to enforce as it is now.
Question 64
Yes.
Question 65
Very little with the limited resources available to Licensing Authorities. The offence
would have to be observed in the first instance. It is suggested that this can only be
targeted on receipt of good intelligence from the trade.
Question 66
Agree in principle but there would need to be in place definitive guidelines for officers
to follow.
Question 67
Agree, but for prescribed offences only.
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Provisional Proposal 68
Agree.
Question 69
No. It is believed that cross border enforcement should be restricted to the issue of
fixed penalty notices/suspensions only for proscribed offences. Revocation should
be the responsibility of the home Authority after receiving written submissions from
the reporting Authority.
Provisional Proposal 70
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 71
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 72
Agree.
Question 73
Agree.
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From: lorraine munday
Sent: 22 May 2012 16:49
To: TPH
Subject: Fw: Law commission enquirey
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Red

-------Original Message------From:
Date: 22/05/2012 16:38:26
To: tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uklaw
Subject: Law commission enquirey

Dear sirs,
I hold a pco private hire operators licence as well as a drivers licence.in fact I am a single   
Owner/driver/operator and have been for the last 6 years.
I work mainly in London and around the M25 to all the airports.
My biggest bug is that I cannot use bus lanes(apart from picking up/setting down).this is blaytent prejudice
By TFL against phv drivers.I can understand buslanes for buses as they are a public service but why should
Black cabs, which are a profit making private enterprise, be allowed to use them.It should be a level playing field
Where either all of us can use them or none of us.I notice that Boris wants to keep the present 2 tier system
in London,
By which I presume he means black cabs are the 1st tier and phv are the 2nd or lower tier.presumably he is
strongly influenced by the strong black cab lobby in London.
I also think that there should be fairer treatment of phv's at airports.Whilst black cabs have there ranks ,phv's
Have nowhere to go and seem to be under constant harrassment by the police and traffic wardens.
Thank you for listening and if I have any more points to raise I'll be in touch
Yours
a.munday
CHELSFIELD CARRIAGE LICENCE NO 04055/02/02
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This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied
by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of
problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Brian Sullivan
Sent: 24 May 2012 08:19
To: TPH
Subject: Review of Taxi and Private Hire Laws
Dear Sir/Madam
I have been a chauffeur car business owner for the last five years. One of the most frustrating things for my comapany has been
the interpretation of safety requirements between different licensing authorities. New cars are subject to European Safety standards
which are very high yet the Local Authority takes no notice of this in licensing vehicles. For example, even if I buy a new car from
the manufacturer I still have to subject it to a 'Garage Test' before I can put it on the road. There is a need for a national standard
which strips away the stupid local licensing rules. This also applies to the number of passengers a vehicle can be licensed for. This
is variable from one local authority to another. Finally, it would be good and make economical sense if we are able to 'ply for trade'
across local authority areas.
Kind Regards,

Brian Sullivan
BPS Executive Cars & BPS Wedding Cars
-----------------------------------------------

www.bps-executivecars.co.uk // www.bpsweddingcars.co.uk

" We

do great rates for combined bookings - ask me about this now

"

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Alison Lambert
Sent: 24 May 2012 12:04
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Cc:
Subject: UCG Meeting 23 May
Dear Jessica and Hannah,

It was lovely to meet you both yesterday and discuss some of the issues raised in your consultation.
Whilst driving back I suddenly hit upon a really simple safety proposition in respect of PHV's. There should be a
mandatory requirement that the central locking mechanism is disabled in all vehicles operating as PHV's. This would
mean a passenger could not get "trapped" in the rear of a vehicle with a rogue driver. Of course it would not affect
unregistered vehicles but as we know that is a different issue.
With kind regards,
Alison
Alison Lambert

Information in this message is confidential and may be legally privileged.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender, and please
delete the message from your system immediately.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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James Hardaker

24 May 2012
Public Law Team (Taxi & Private Hire)
Law Commission
Steel House
11 Tothill Street
LONDON
SW1H 9LJ
Dear Sirs
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
As a licensed hackney and private hire driver in the district of East Lindsey, I would be most
grateful if you would consider my comments in respect of your current consultation.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 1-3
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 4
The key advantage of restricting licensing to motor vehicles which require a driving licence
would clearly be that of safety and road awareness. I do not believe it appropriate that any
vehicle, motorised or otherwise, which is licensed to carry paying passengers should be driven
by an individual who has not passed a relevant driving test. Essentially, passengers are placing
their lives in the hands of the driver. I would therefore suggest that–
i.
licensing not be restricted to motor vehicles which require a driving licence; but
ii. any drivers carrying passengers for hire, regardless of the vehicle in question, be required
to take a driving test either through conventional methods or as administered by the
relevant licensing authority.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 5-8
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 9
A) In the case of carpooling, I would suggest that drivers be exempt from taxi and private hire
licensing regulations provided that–
i. the journey is one which the driver would have made in the course of his normal
activities regardless of whether carrying passengers;
ii. the purpose of the journey falls strictly within the definition of social, domestic, pleasure
or commuting; and
iii. that, should the driver choose to accept compensation for the journey, its total cost be
calculated using HMRC’s current guidelines on claiming expenses for the use of a private
motor vehicle and divided equally between the driver and passengers (i.e. that the driver
be permitted only to accept a contribution toward the expense incurred in making the
journey, and not to make a profit out of it).
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B) I do not support private members clubs as I believe them to be discriminatory. Allowing
‘male only’ or ‘female only’ policies in regard to customers is an extremely retrograde step
which flies in the face of the better efforts of many to promote equality. One can only
imagine the uproar that would result if such a club imposed a ‘white customers only’ rule,
and this is the kind of danger that exists in allowing such archaic policies to continue. Many
of the female taxi drivers whom I know are just as capable of handling troublesome
customers as I am, and to suggest otherwise is demeaning to them. Taxi and private hire
drivers are aware of the potential dangers before they come into the trade, and I believe that
this should be enough. For this reason I would suggest that private hire operators be
prohibited from discriminating against customers based solely on gender, race or other such
factors.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 10-11
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 12
I would not support reintroduction of the contract exemption, particularly in the case of
vulnerable passengers, where I feel that the need is even greater to ensure reliability, safety
and trustworthiness.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 13
I would support this proposal.
QUESTION 14
I have no experience of airport work and therefore can offer no comments.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 15
I would support this proposal. In order to avoid queues of taxis gathering at awkward locations
I would also suggest limiting the locations at which a hackney carriage may ply for hire while
stationary to–
i. in the case of public places, designated taxi ranks only; and
ii. private land with the owner’s consent, e.g. supermarket car parks and caravan parks.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 16
I would support this proposal.
QUESTION 17
I can see no advantages in adopting the Scottish approach as detailed. I believe that the
current definitions are certainly adequate.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 18
I would support this proposal, so long as there remains adequate provision for a hackney
carriage driver to refuse a fare in situations such as those where–
i. the customer is intoxicated to such a degree that he is likely to be troublesome;
ii. the customer is for any reason likely to be abusive or refuse to pay the fare;
iii. in the case of a long-distance journey, the customer refuses to pay the fare or any such
deposit as is required advance;
iv. the hiring would take the driver beyond the maximum distance as required by the
licensing authority; or
v. accepting the hiring would require the driver to be late for an advance booking.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 19-22
I would support these proposals.
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QUESTION 23
Allowing a private hire vehicle or operator to use the word ‘taxi’ would be a direct contradiction
to Provisional Proposal 22, which recommends continuing the distinction between the two. In
addition, the word ‘cab’ is directly associated with taxis. I would therefore suggest that–
i. the words ‘taxi’ and ‘cab’ continue to be prohibited from advertising on or for private hire
vehicles; and
ii. the term ‘minicab’ which is used in cities such as London to describe booking-only
vehicles be scrapped and replaced with ‘private hire vehicle’ in order to ensure
consistency nationally.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 24-27
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 28
I believe that local standard-setting in respect of signage be retained as it is a trivial matter
with no direct link to the safety or reliability of the driver or operator.
QUESTION 29
I can see no practical obstacles in respect of setting national safety standards. Maintaining a
vehicle to a safe and roadworthy condition is a legal requirement regardless of whether it be a
taxi, private hire vehicle or a person’s own car, and therefore there can be no excuse for failing
to do so. I would support setting national safety standards.
QUESTION 30
It can be very difficult, often impossible, to judge by a simple telephone call whether a
customer is likely to be abusive or to pose a danger to a driver. Private hire drivers are
frequently required to pick up passengers at the same locations and at the same times of day
as taxi drivers, and therefore face exactly the same potential danger to their personal safety.
Just because a journey is pre-booked, does not make it impossible for the passenger to be a
mugger or murderer. For this reason I believe that the same conditions in respect of driver
safety be applied to both taxi and private hire drivers.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 31-32
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 33
In any given situation there can be no better people to consult than those with experience. I
would therefore suggest that the best way to determine national safety standards would be to
establish a panel comprising taxi and private hire operators, drivers and customers together
with representatives from licensing authorities and relevant bodies such as the Police, RAC and
possibly an organisation such as the Suzy Lamplugh Trust.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 34
I would not support this proposal. If national standards and conditions are properly thought out
then there should be no need for local authorities to enforce their own additional rules. If we
aim to create a more nationalised approach to taxi and private hire services – which I would
certainly support – then it would seem that this proposal almost undermines such an effort and
gives authorities the power to enforce stricter conditions than are necessary, making it more
difficult for operators and drivers in one district than it may be in another. This could also lead
to complications when considering the possibility of allowing operators and drivers to conduct
business outside of their base area. I would suggest that national conditions be set in stone,
and that to enable this they be enforced by a panel similar to that intimated in my response to
Question 33.
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QUESTION 35
For reasons similar to those in my response to Provisional Proposal 34, I would support
statutory limits to local authorities’ power to set local taxi standards.
QUESTION 36
I can see no reason why a local authority should have the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators. I believe that if an authority makes a
rule for one, then the same rule must apply to all.
QUESTION 37
As intimated in one of my previous replies, if a job is worth doing then it is worth doing right. If
we wish to create a national ‘framework’ around which all taxis and private hire operators are
regulated, then it seems sensible to make it a statutory requirement that local authorities
cooperate.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 38-39
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 40
I can see no benefit in the issue of peak time licences. Certainly in my local area, I could not
imagine any taxi or private hire operator being interested in putting a vehicle on the road for
peak hours only, since all of the overheads would be the same and the operator would
essentially need to see the same return on a peak-only vehicle as he was getting from a
vehicle which was on the road all day, all week. In my area many drivers already work double
shifts to make ends meet, and cannot imagine any situation in which a driver could possibly
survive by working only peak hours.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 41-43
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 44
So long as there has been an agreement between the operator/driver and the customer, I can
see no reason why taxis should be prohibited from charging a fare higher than that on the
meter for pre-booked journeys. This could be especially useful in situations where the customer
requires a premium level of service, e.g. that the driver wear a suit or that signage be removed
from the sides of the vehicle prior to the hiring. However, it is my view that the meter must still
be used on any such journeys, so that the customer can be absolutely aware of the premium
that he is paying for such a service.
QUESTION 45
I would suggest that standards such as these be included within the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general powers, since this would allow for any amendments as are necessary
from time to time to be made without the need for new legislation.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 46
I would support this proposal.
QUESTION 47
I would suggest that standards such as these be included within the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers’ general powers, since this would allow for any amendments as are necessary
from time to time to be made without the need for new legislation.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 48
I would support this proposal.
4 of 7
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QUESTION 49
I believe that operator licensing should be extended to cover radio taxi circuits in the same way
as private hire operators, on the basis that the roles they perform are virtually identical. It
would seem logical to apply the same conditions and requirements upon both.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 50
I would support this proposal.
QUESTION 51
I see no reason why ‘fit and proper’ criteria in respect of operators should not be maintained.
Operators are required to perform a function which is, in many ways, as important as that of
their drivers, and so I believe that the requirement to meet the same standards can only be a
good thing.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 52
I would support this proposal.
QUESTION 53
Since the potential to require that records of a journey be produced exists regardless of the
nature of the booking, I believe that a taxi driver taking a direct pre-booking should be required
to keep the same records as those of an operator. I fail to see a good reason to give bookings
made to taxi drivers an exemption, but can easily see that in the interests of consistency it
would make sense not to do so.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 54
I would not support this proposal, and in fact would suggest the opposite, specifically that taxi
numbers be restricted by forbidding local authorities from issuing more than a certain number
of licenses, calculated by the use of a formula specified in primary legislation and taking into
account both population and geographic area. My reasons are given in my response to Question
55.
QUESTION 55
In my local area, there are often more taxis in town than there is rank space to accommodate
them. As a result, as more and more taxis flood the ranks, it is becoming harder and harder for
each driver to earn his living. If we were to remove local authorities’ power to restrict taxi
numbers, the likely outcome is that this problem would be repeated in other areas as well. The
consequences that I can foresee are more and more drivers working longer hours and double
shifts to make ends meet, driving tired and compromising the safety of both themselves and
their passengers. I would have grave concerns about opening up the trade in this way, and
would ask that you seriously reconsider your Provisional Proposal 54 for this reason.
QUESTION 56
Should quantity restrictions be removed, I would support any and all measures put in place to
minimise the hardship to existing drivers, many of whom have been on the ranks for a good
number of years and could otherwise see their livelihoods effectively taken away from them as
more and more competition is introduced. Staggered entry to the taxi trade would be a sensible
precaution, as would strict driver skills and knowledge testing, coupled with an increase in
start-up licensing fees, so that the trade would be attractive only to those with a serious and
committed interest in the trade.
QUESTION 57
I do not feel it necessary to introduce a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
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QUESTION 58
I would be cautious about offering wheelchair accessible vehicles any kind of preferential
treatment. Such vehicles are often the preferred choice for taxi proprietors anyway, because of
their capacity for carrying 6 or more passengers. It is also worth considering that by
encouraging more wheelchair accessible vehicles and fewer standard cars on the ranks, while
increasing provision for one group of passenger you are at risk of discriminating against
another. Some customers, in particular the elderly or infirm who are not confined to
wheelchairs, find it a lot easier to get into a car than to climb up the step into a wheelchair
accessible vehicle. It can cause discomfort and even create a trip hazard for elderly or infirm
people who are not so steady on their feet, to require them to climb up a step in such a way.
Therefore, to give priority to wheelchair accessible vehicles is almost to ignore this entire cross
section of people for whom the reverse is preferable.
QUESTION 59
I believe that there is a certain reluctance among many drivers to load and unload wheelchairs,
probably because of the time and/or effort that it takes to do so. I have known operators to
turn down such bookings, claiming that they have ‘no wheelchair vehicles out today’, when in
fact they have these very vehicles sitting on the ranks and awaiting work. It may be worth
considering ‘mystery shopper’ or random spot check exercises, in which operators and drivers
are tested as to their willingness to accept wheelchair bookings. I believe you may be surprised
at your findings, and this alone may help to ensure the increased availability of such vehicles.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 60-62
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 63
Please see my response to Question 59.
QUESTION 64
Since licensing authorities are tasked with regulating the industry, I see no reason why
licensing officers should not have the power to stop licensed vehicles, so long as it is
reasonable to do so.
QUESTION 65
I have no experience with the problem of touting and therefore can offer no comments.
QUESTION 66
I would consider it reasonable that powers be introduced to enable impounding of vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire rules. It would be an effective way of ensuring that said
breaches are not repeated, and a genuine deterrent against them in the first place.
QUESTION 67
I am generally not in favour of fixed penalty schemes. I believe that they create unnecessary
extra work for licensing authorities at a time when staffing is at a premium already. I believe
that each case should be judged on its own merits, and that a fixed penalty scheme could even
be counterproductive at the start in particular, with a general perception among drivers that ‘I’ve
got no points so I can do this a couple of times and get away with it’. In addition I think that
some of the ‘offences’ connected with certain proposed fixed penalty schemes – e.g. forgetting
to wear your licence badge – are, while legitimate, not serious enough to warrant a ‘three
strikes and you’re out’ type of approach.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 68
I would support this proposal.
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QUESTION 69
I would support cross-border powers encompassing the suspension of a licence, but only for a
short period of, say, 7 days. However, I would not support cross-border powers encompassing
revocation of licenses, as I feel that any warnings or action taken by authorities in a crossborder capacity should immediately be notified to the driver or operator’s ‘home’ authority, for
them to decide upon any longer-term or permanent disciplinary steps to be taken. This is
because each ‘home’ authority is likely to have a greater knowledge of any previous
misdemeanours by the driver or operator in question, and in terms of taking away someone’s
livelihood I believe it to be important that any such decisions are made with the best possible
knowledge at hand.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS 70-72
I would support these proposals.
QUESTION 73
I see no reason to remove the right of onward appeal to the Crown Court.
Thank you for your attention to my responses, and I look forward to seeing the results of your
consultation.
Yours sincerely

James Hardaker
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From: Len Martin
Sent: 24 May 2012 14:24
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Cc: 'Alison Lambert'
Subject: RE: UCG Meeting 23 May
Jessica/Hannah, Alison came upon this idea while we were discussing the issue of Blacked-out windows in PHVs on our way
back to Liverpool st Station, Taxis have been forbidden from using blacked-out windows for many years. However PHVs have
no such condition. We (Taxi Trade) feel this is a real and serious threat to the safety of women travelling alone at night.
We have raised this with TFL but are yet to see a resolution.
We think this may be because of the cost of replacing the windows in PHVs. However I do point out that Taxis were obliged to
make this change at their own expense.
I also note that I have seen examples where PHVs have “Stick-On” window tinting and easily removed.
The problem is that a “rogue” driver could activate the central locking, (and as they do not have partitions) climb into the
back of the vehicle and with the cover of tinted windows at night….
So Alison struck on a brilliant, simple but overlooked idea.
Disable the central locking on PHVs.
Please consider this as a recommendation.
The best ideas are always the most simple.
And any future vehicle registration should exclude tinted windows altogether.
Kind Regards
Len Martin
From: Alison Lambert
Sent: 24 May 2012 12:04
To: taxi-phv.regulation@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
Cc:
Subject: UCG Meeting 23 May

Dear Jessica and Hannah,
It was lovely to meet you both yesterday and discuss some of the issues raised in your
consultation.
Whilst driving back I suddenly hit upon a really simple safety proposition in respect of PHV's.
There should be a mandatory requirement that the central locking mechanism is disabled in all
vehicles operating as PHV's. This would mean a passenger could not get "trapped" in the rear of a
vehicle with a rogue driver. Of course it would not affect unregistered vehicles but as we know
that is a different issue.
With kind regards,
Alison
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United Cabbies Group

A Response To:

Reforming The Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
A Consultation Paper
By Len Martin for and on behalf of the United Cabbies Group
Acknowledgements:
Alison Lambert Trinity Chambers
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Summary
This document is in response to the consultation paper CP203 Taxi and Private Hire Services.
The structure of this response is firstly to answer directly each question or proposal presented in the
consultation document. Some of these responses are quite detailed, others are either not relevant
or are of little relevance to the London Licensed taxi Trade. The length of response to each question
is appropriate to the anticipated affect the proposal will have on the London taxi trade.
Particular attention has been paid to the issue of technology and the immediacy of hire in a
technological world. “Addendum A” explores the competitive position that Taxi services that have
regulated fares will face when presented with the challenge of technology encroaching into the
hailing sector of the trade. The outcomes of this have been demonstrated by the use of Game
Theory and a recommendation to deal with this is made.
London has a particular problem with touting and this has been exacerbated by the introduction of
Satellite booking offices, this is explained with suggested remedies in “Addendum B” “Exhibits 1 & 2”
apply to this section
The issue of touting and a suggested method to tackle this by on street compliance officers is
discussed in “Addendum C” – the triplicate booking system.
“Addendum D” discusses London’s acute problem with Rickshaws and an exhibit posing questions
regarding their licensing status is provided along with an exhibit, “exhibit 3”

On behalf of the United Cabbies Group I thank the Law Commission for the opportunity to respond
to this consultation paper and make myself available to answer any questions arising from this
submission or clarify anything that you may require.

Len Martin

For and On Behalf of the United cabbies Group
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On behalf of the United Cabbies Group I wish to express my thanks for the invitation to respond to
this consultation paper. I also acknowledge the help, advice and assistance of Alison Lambert
Barrister at Trinity Chambers Chelmsford, Essex. Her advice and assistance has proven very helpful in
clarifying many of the issues contained within the consultation paper.
I shall begin my response by addressing each of the proposals in the summary document in turn
where I have worthy input and therefore reason to do so. Some of the proposals do not affect the
Licensed London Taxi trade, I shall comment from a London Licensed Taxi Driver in these instances.
Where these specific proposals touch upon areas that are of concern I shall provide a more detailed
response and where necessary cross refer to other parts of this response as many issues are related
to each other.
Provisional Proposal 1.
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre‐booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre booked
fares. (Page 160 refers)
The UCG fully concur with this. It is an important distinction between what are two different modes
of operation undertaken by two similar but equally different sides of the Taxi/Private Hire industry.
Provisional Proposal 2.
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of the reform. (Page
162 refers)
While the UCG broadly agree with this statement, London does have specific issues in respect of
density of population; density of nightlife, density of business, several London borough councils each
with their own responsibilities for their own road space, Transport for London has responsibility for
some road space and an inner authority with its own police force “City of London”. London has two
airports within its licensing area and many very busy rail hubs. We anticipate the detail of covering
these differences with legislation will prove difficult and likely to create addendums so as to make
what will in effect be two documents in one.
Provisional Proposal 3.
The regulation of Taxi and Private Hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of
vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of the
driver. (Page 164 Refers)
Incorporating Question 4 would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving license?
The UCG feel that for the purposes of licensing non motorised vehicles in respect of carrying
passengers, all vehicles used should require a driving license. This is irrespective of the classification
of vehicle. The fact that a vehicle does not require a driving license to be used in a private capacity
should not set the requirement when the vehicle is being used in a hire for reward capacity, so if a
“pedicab” does not require a driving license for social domestic and pleasure use then when used to
carry passengers it must. The standards of driving cannot be ascertained without a DSA driving test.
All vehicles currently officially in use as either PHV or Taxis require the driver to have demonstrated
safety and road craft. This is a very important issue for public safety and should not be overlooked.
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There can be no good reason not to require a driving license when operating in a hire for reward
capacity where the carriage of passengers presents risks to those passengers in the event of a road
traffic accident. This does not exclude the usage of those known or future vehicles but is a sensible
safe guard that presents no downside while improving passenger safety.
Provisional Proposal 5.
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire
vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer
passengers. (Page 165)
The UCG agree with this statement with the proviso that public service vehicles will not
subsequently be allowed to compete directly with Taxi or Private Hire Services.
Provisional proposal 6.
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no‐longer feature as an exclusion from
the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
The UCG agree with this statement; however we also refer to “The Hackney and Stage Carriage Law
(32 & 33 VICT.) Amendment of 1869 that specifically states that both Hackney and Stage carriages
must be licensed and the operator of such a vehicle is committing a criminal offence by doing so.
Thus remove the terminology “Stage Carriage” from statute, change the classification and definition
of a stage carriage by removing the term “charging separate fares” or introduce specific legislation
to cover stage carriages and ensure a robust licensing regime is implemented for stage carriages.
Provisional proposal 7.
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner
about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Where local authorities refuse to license limousines of up to 9 seats then the UCG feel it is
appropriate and necessary give the senior Traffic commissioner guidance in licensing these vehicles.
However the UCG feel that there should be a general condition of fitness in this guidance specifically
turning circles if they will operate in London. Braking for increased loads and wheel bearing
maintenance intervals. The stock chassis of these vehicles are not designed to carry as much weight
as when they are used in limousine conversions. This causes premature wear on load bearing
components and ineffective braking forces at high load levels. Tyres should be at least 6ply
construction.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope
of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where
transport is ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
The UCG agree with this statement. However care should be taken in safe guarding against
operations described as tour guiding where the operator describes the service as educational
excursions etc.
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Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) Members clubs? (Page 170)
The UCG feel this is entirely inappropriate. Excluding vehicles from the licensing regime on the
grounds of the carrier choosing to only accept bookings from a certain section of the community is
not grounds to exempt them from the legislation, will be impossible to enforce as there will be no
way for enforcement officers to know whether a passenger is indeed a member of a particular club.
We feel this is an ill conceived idea that will introduce a non regulated group of vehicles carrying
passengers while being excluded from the legislation designed to protect the public.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible
enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page
171)
The UCG feel this proposal warrants the same reply as question 9 for the reasons given in question
9.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no‐longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through
primary legislation. (Page 172)
Licensing these vehicles will ensure they are only used for the purpose intended. However in the
case of wedding and funeral directors they should also be given a guaranteed operator status
subject to national standards.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications
could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)
The UCG feel there should be no contract exemption for vehicles operating under contract, the
operators of such vehicles are most likely to be closely aligned with the private hire trade and
therefore should be licensed and regulated. There is always the possibility of these services being
subcontracted too further removing the provision of these services from the user group.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be
limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
The UCG agree and this is the current position in London.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports?
In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to allow a
shuttle service for passengers who have pre‐booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
(Page 177)
London’s Taxis service both London Heathrow and London City; here are ranks in close proximity to
all the terminals in the airports. However we note this refers to airports where concessionary
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agreements are in place. In those cases then airports should be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have booked with another operator or Taxi
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing
and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non‐exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)
The UCG unreservedly endorse this Proposal. We are aware that a working group is to be formed
specifically to deal with this.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.
(Page 181)
The UCG feel that technology should not override the definitions of hailing or plying for hire. We feel
that this proposal has not been given due consideration to the implications this will have on the
ability of PHVs to be engaged immediately in any location at anytime. This is, by this documents own
definition plying for hire and the fundamental difference between plying for hire and pre booking. If
a taxi is in motion and a member of the public hails it with their bare hand, this is considered hailing.
If that same member of the public were to point a Smartphone camera at a PHV that had a “QR”
code (modern form of bar‐coding) upon a visible surface, then with 3g and soon to be available 4g
mobile services an instant booking can be made, a “stop you are booked” signal transmitted to the
PHV and the passenger may then board the vehicle.
If a PHV were stationary for whatever reason this would allow the passenger to enter the vehicle
immediately, it is by this documents proposal acceptable. This would surely result in the unintended
consequence of “QR” coded vehicles cruising the streets (let’s name this action as plying for hire) in
anticipation of a member of the public using a Smartphone or similar device to hail that vehicle.
Unless this proposal recognises this as not only a possibility, but in all probability a certainty. How
does this differ from plying for hire and hailing?
The only difference is the hail was made with a Smartphone rather than a bare hand. This is possible
with the technology we have today. It is entirely possible for a fleet of vehicles to transmit a
“beacon” signal that although not advertising their services could be cloaked in an innocuous
advertising message that guides the handset to a booking site, people would soon learn to identify
these signals as local availability of the PHV itself. (My own taxi can transmit a beacon using a 12v
portable 3g router with a range of several hundred meters; I have in fact done this to prove the
concept) Such a beacon signal could be switched on and off easily so as to send the equivalent of a
“for hire” signal. How could this be enforced against?
Prior to driving a London Taxi My background was IT, I would be happy to assist in any discussion
regarding technology and its application.
Addendum A – Technology and immediacy of hire explores the economic and competitive issues
faced by the Taxi Trade and is included in this document.
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Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of
“arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page 182)
The UCG believe there is little substantive difference between the two methods with the exception
that under Scottish law the need to prove the intent is replaced by the provable action. This will and
should be largely addressed by defining clearly the definition of plying for hire. However once
defined UK and Welsh laws should reflect the Scottish approach where intention does not have to be
proven.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182)
The UCG broadly agree with this proposal, however with the drive towards greener vehicles in
future, alternative fuels, specifically vehicles that do not use immediately renewable fuel resources
this cannot be enforced. For example, a battery operated vehicle has a range of 30 miles left, the
customer wishes to travel 20 miles in a westerly direction leaving the driver with a 40 mile drive
home in an easterly direction. If the driver takes such a fare he or she will run out of fuel and be
unable to make the journey home. An exception clause must be made for vehicles with such fuel
systems.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre‐booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all
technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be
pre‐booked. (Page 183)
The UCG Unreservedly agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non‐professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would
however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time
unless the contrary can be proved. (Page 184)
The UCG agree with this proposal, it is unclear what the burden of proof will be. For London Taxis
and PHVs this is current practise.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in
respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
The UCG agree with this proposal. However existing conditions of fitness should always be taken into
consideration.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to
“hackney carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
The UCG do not agree that the term “Hackney Carriage” should be abandoned anymore than the
term “Wigs or black rod”. Hackney carriages were drawn by a type of horse from France called
“hacquenée” hence the term Hackney Carriage, In 1823 a two‐seat, two‐wheeled carriage called a
cabriolet was introduced from France. It was very popular for its speed and comfort and from this
vehicle we derive the term ‘cab’
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The fitting of taximeters was made compulsory in 1907 and cabs thus fitted became known as
‘taxicabs’, abbreviated to ‘taxis’
In London, the Taxi trade is very proud of its history and to remove the term originally given to its
cabs would be the same as renaming Black Rod or Queen’s Bench Counsel. It would remove a sense
of time honoured tradition that binds London’s’ cab drivers to the city they serve.
In London the terms Hackney Carriage and Taxi are synonymous.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they
are only used in combination with terms like “pre‐booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer
confusion? (Page 186)
The UCG feel that the term TAXI must only be used when referring to a hackney carriage. Much of
the reasoning above applies (Provisional proposal 22), however. Additionally to that we believe that
that the word TAXI is in general parlance in the UK to mean a vehicle that does not have to be pre‐
booked, and the term mini‐cab is used in general parlance to mean a vehicle that has to be pre‐
booked. We strongly object to the use of the term TAXI in connection with private hire services. This
will bring about confusion among members of the public contrary to your stated desire within this
consultation to bring clarity.
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page 188)
The UCG agree entirely with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards. (Page 189)
The UCG agree with this proposal contingent that the standards in London are maintained and not
lowered in any way. Higher standards set Taxi services apart from PHV and therefore we would seek
assurances that standards will be maintained at and not below those currently in force.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards. (Page
189)
The UCG agree that there should be mandatory minimum standards in respect of PHVs these should
be of a national minimum standard so as to enable enforcement where cross border hiring could
leave cross border enforcement officers unsure of whether certain standards are met by vehicles
working out of their “home” area.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements
such as topographical knowledge would no‐longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
A topographical knowledge is not a requirement in London of the PHV trade. This would be difficult
to expect a PHV driver to hold a topographical knowledge of the different areas they may work in
(Cross border hiring being a case in point)
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Question 28
Should local standard‐setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle
signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page
190)
The UCG believe that advertising signage is not appropriate for PHVs. This could lead to the situation
we outline in detail in addendum ‘A’ whereby technology will transform these PHV vehicles into
immediately available substitutes. They are supposed to be pre‐booked, our suggested remedy is a
pre booking with a time exclusion (the addendum explains this in detail).
We do believe that signage would encourage late night revellers who were in an impaired state of
judgement through alcohol are more likely to approach a PHV if it is identifiable as one (PHV). As
enforcement is becoming increasingly difficult we believe any enticement on behalf of the public
should be avoided.
We do also recognise that it is important that members of the public are made aware that any PHV
vehicle should be pre‐booked first.
We believe that for PHVs there should be no signage that could tempt members of the public to
approach these vehicles as if they were hackney carriages. We also suggest that the use of QR codes
(or similar electronic embedded information, visual or radio transmission) upon any surface of a PHV
vehicle should be expressly forbidden (as will be discussed in section Addendum A).
Some Signage should be used to inform and warn members of the public not to enter any PHV
vehicle without a pre‐booking. We feel that local licensing authorities should insist on the inclusion
of these and that they should be very prominent and visible upon the side of the vehicle, particularly
near or on the doors as placing them upon the rear windscreen will not be seen by a passenger
entering the vehicle.
Suggested wording as follows is used by many local authorities today and is always on the side of the
vehicles not the rear as is currently the case in London.
“No Booking No Ride” or “Pre Booked Only” should be the only permissible signage.
Exemptions should be considered for vehicle’s who will fall into the newly classified section of PHV
such as Funeral Cars and wedding cars – exemptions should only be granted to the newer categories
to be brought into legislation or where the main service being offered is not transportation and
transportation is an element of less than 50% of the financial value of the transaction.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis
and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
The UCG feel that to introduce joint minimum standards for both PHV and Taxi services would be so
difficult due to the mismatch in vehicle types in some geographic areas. In some areas PHV and Taxi
use the same vehicle, in these instances it would be very easy to implement a joint standard. In
other areas the LTI/LTC – Mercedes Vito is the taxi and thus there are such differences in vehicle
construction and design any that any attempt at commonality would require watering down
standards to a degree as to become of little use. We feel that there should be different standards for
Taxi and PHV vehicles.
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Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with
private hire services? (Page 192)
The UCG welcome any improvement to the safety of drivers whether they are PHV or Taxi drivers. It
is for the licensing authorities to approve what measures are appropriate. It should be noted that
the installation of a partition in any vehicle effectively creates a two compartment vehicle whereby
only the rear of a vehicle with a partition can then be used. In the case of some PHVs this could
reduce their passenger carrying capacity by 25‐33%.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire
vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
The UCG agree that it is appropriate for the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set minimum
standards relating to the safety of Taxi and PHVs. These should be minimum standards and
appropriate to the type of vehicle in question. IE purpose built or production line.
Provisional proposal 32 The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
The UCG agree entirely with this statement.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In
particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page
193)
The UCG believe that the imposition of national standards should refer to a technical advisory board
consisting of representatives from all relevant parties and include a cross section of representatives
from across the UK and Wales so that local conditions are considered. Representatives from PHV and
Taxi trades should be consulted.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the
minimum national standards. (Page 193)
The UCG agree with this proposal however we also believe that general conditions of fitness as may
change from time to time may be challenged in a structured and formalised way so as to provide a
route of appeal for uneconomic or unworkable conditions of fitness being imposed in the future.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards? (Page 194)
The UCG believe there should be statutory limits on the local authorities ability to set local standards
as the local authority do not have to pay for the additional cost of these additional local standards,
thus when the economic reality of funding these policies falls upon a third party there is a
disconnect between ideals and commercial reality. Any additional local standards set by local
authorities should be subject to an appeal procedure overseen by Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.
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Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire
drivers or operators? (Page 194)
The UCG accept that the flexibility to allow local authorities to impose individual conditions on
individual drivers, however this should be additional conditions due to circumstances of the
individual. These individual conditions should not introduce lower standards or grant licenses to
individuals who would in the normal course of licensing be rejected. These individual conditions
should be subject to an appeal to a magistrate where the safety of the public is at stake.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it
best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
With the introduction of cross border hiring the UCG feel that the relationship between licensing
authorities be formalised, further we recommend that regular workshops to bring together best
practise be encouraged.
In particular the enforcement duties of licensing authorities should be funded nationally and co‐
ordinated nationally. This will become a necessity in dealing with cross border hiring issues. A
nationally funded and structured enforcement agency will be able to specialise in this area and be
mobilised to deal with particular hotspots returning to their own duties when able. All of these
enforcement officers must be warranted and fully conversant with both Hackney carriage and PHV
law. A new look and feel similar to the highways agency would be a powerful signal that
enforcement and public safety is paramount and Taxis and PHV trades will be properly enforced
where transgressions arise.
The National enforcement agency should also be given statutory powers to enforce airports where
at the moment they are under resourced.
If public safety is a primary consideration, then a national enforcement agency with national training
and policies will be an asset.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of
taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
The UCG have no objection to this proposal. The proposal is stated to cover amalgamation of county
councils within a district council area, we feel this is not an issue that will affect London, we have no
objection to this.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page
196)
The UCG recognise this as a sensible safe guard to allow authorities to “undo” the proposal 38 if it is
found unworkable. We have no objection to this.
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Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may
only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
The UCG met with the Law commission to discuss this item. It was explained that the intention of
this proposal was to increase the availability of Taxi or PHV services at peak times in licensing areas
where there are restrictions on the number of licenses issued.
The peak time license will carry all the same criteria for issue as a full time license and only Taxis will
be allowed to ply for hire whether they are full or peak time licensed drivers.
In London, with the requirement for the London Knowledge this would not be an attractive option
for a potential applicant, also there are no numeric restrictions on taxi or private hire licenses.
Therefore it was suggested by Lawcom that this proposal is unlikely to impact London or any
licensing area where there are no restrictions on numbers of licenses.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a
particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.
(Page 198)
The UCG are very clear in our view of this and our response is;
Before this proposal is implemented the following structures must be in place to manage this.
National Licensing of PHV operators
National Pooling of operator intelligence by the licensing authorities
National Standards for PHV Operators, Drivers and Vehicles
The creation of a national enforcement agency
National standards for record keeping
National legislation and penalty scales for transgressors.
Without these the proposal would result in an unmanageable free for all on our streets with both
the public and legitimate operators being either put at risk or disadvantaged from an anti‐
competitive position.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out‐of‐area drop offs.
(Page 199)
This proposal was given an example in our (UCG) meeting with Lawcom, the example used was that
an operator has a vehicle taking Mrs Jones to an airport. On route another booking is taken from
that airport returning to that area. It would make sense for the PHV on route to that airport to
return with a paying customer both financially and environmentally in terms of no dead mileage.
This is a very powerful argument for allowing this behaviour.
However there is another example that should be considered too. Mrs Jones on this occasion takes a
PHV ride into a city centre some miles from her home. The time is approximately 8pm on Saturday
night. At that time many other people are also driving cross border to this city centre too.
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The peaks and troughs of a typical Saturday night would place these PHVs in a city centre away from
their own area, with little work in their city centre at this time (once people have travelled into a city
for a restaurant or theatre show the streets become quiet and work levels drop until later in the
evening)
Does the PHV driver decide to drive back to quiet streets in his own area? Does he “hang up” in the
hope that there will be work in the city centre in a couple of hours time?
Our belief is that the PHV will prefer a longer ride later in the evening. This behaviour when
multiplied across multiple operators/PHVs will result in additional congestion and/or the potential to
unlawfully ply for hire.
Unless there are national licensing and enforcement agencies this will be impossible to regulate and
enforce against...
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities
should not have the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
The UCG agree with this for fares within the licensing area of a Taxi, however often a fare may travel
beyond the geographic boundary of that Taxis’ licensing area. The Taxi is now carrying a passenger in
an area for which different metered mileage rates may apply. Also the journey may be expensive
when completed using the taximeter and an agreement may be entered into for the journey to be
completed at a fixed price. (This is common practise at Heathrow Airport) The driver of a taxi
licensed to work at Heathrow Airport is free to set his own fare (where the fare is going outside the
metropolitan area governed by TfL) and the passenger is free to decline and approach the Taxi
behind to secure a lower fare.
This is an arrangement that enables customers to enter into price bargaining and obtain a
competitive fare without the interference of any outside agency.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre‐booked
journeys? (Page 200)
The UCG feel that for pre‐booked journeys Taxis behave in a similar manner to PHVs. Accordingly
when undertaking pre‐booked work should be free to set the price in agreement with the passenger.
Any such agreement is between the passenger and the driver alone. It would be anticompetitive and
unfair to require Taxis to have regulated pre‐booked fares whilst PHVs use unregulated pre‐booked
fares.
Addendum A demonstrates competitive market behaviour in respect of this.
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be
either?
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(b) Included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 203)
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The UCG believe that national driver safety standards must be set out in primary legislation; this
should include a requirement to be a “fit and proper person”. However a national description of
what a fit and proper person is should be defined in law and adopted nationally. If Primary
legislation is to apply to Licensing, then, those who hold such licenses should be similarly described
in that legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate
solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
The UCG disagree with this proposal, in London the iconic London Black Cab signals safety to those
who are vulnerable at night. It is a criminal offence to purport to be a Licensed Taxi Driver in London
if you are not so. Owners of these vehicles may not be drivers themselves but fleet operators. It is a
requirement that these only be rented out to Hackney carriage drivers who “lodge” a copy of their
motor cab drivers license with any proprietor whom they rent a motor cab from.
As people inherently trust the London Taxi as a sign of safety, then the availability of these vehicles
must be strictly controlled as it is now in London. By requiring fleet owners to also meet the
requirement of a fit and proper person should ensure that the rental of these vehicles is controlled
by way of ensuring only people of good character control these vehicles.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 205)
The UCG find no argument against national safety standards being either in primary legislation or
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 207)
The UCG believe that Operator Licensing must be retained as mandatory for public safety; operators
are the key component in a private hire operation being the only point of contact at the time of
booking. Any move away from this would be detrimental to public safety.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208)
The UCG believe that if a taxi radio circuit only provides Taxis then it is acting as an agent on behalf
of the Taxi driver and therefore does not need an operator’s license. However If a radio circuit also
accept bookings for PHVs then it must hold an operator’s license and meet all of the relevant criteria
for a PHV operator.

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)
The UCG disagree that Intermediaries should not be defined as operators. Anyone who is party to a
PHV booking should be both an operator and have “fit and Proper status” with the introduction of
modern technology it is possible that a customer may have no direct interaction with a PHV operator
(for example an intermediary uses some modern type of bidding system between PHV operators)
and thus the only interaction could be nothing more than a computer program. We feel this could
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prove detrimental to both the passenger and the more professional operator who will find
themselves operating in an entirely price driven environment. Over time they will find their prices
driven to marginal cost this is also bad for the consumer as safety may suffer due to pressure on
running costs and the pressure to reduce maintenance costs.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
The UCG strongly recommend that the requirement for operators to hold fit and proper status be
retained, there is a very real danger to the public if anyone who is not a fit and proper person runs a
PHV operators company that the public will be placed at risk, an unscrupulous operator might use
persons to drive PHVs that are not themselves fit and proper persons. There are no advantages to
dropping the requirement for all operators to be fit and proper persons.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub‐contract services. (Page 210)
The UCG have no objection to this as this is the current position in London and presents no apparent
problems.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre‐booking directly, should record‐keeping requirements apply? (Page
210)
The UCG cannot see any good reason that this should be the case, A Taxi driver takes numerous
passengers on a hail or rank basis and there is no reason these should be recorded as the Taxi trade
is regulated. How would these bookings be scrutinised and by whom? How would keeping a specific
record of these pre arranged rides affect the safety of a passenger? The fare a passenger pays? It is
not obvious what the advantages are. We fail to see the case for Taxi drivers recording their pre
arranged work when the majority of the work done by Taxis is not required to be kept as a record.
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
The UCG’s position on this is that there are no current restrictions on numbers of Taxi licenses in
London. It is also true that the onerous task of passing the knowledge of London does in some way
limit the speed at which applicants qualify to drive a Taxi in London, but not the overall numbers.
We do however most strongly object to the principle of licensing authorities being able to limit the
number of Taxis but not PHVs. This is inherently unfair; if it is right to limit Taxi numbers then it is
also true that PHVs should be subject to the same restrictions.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to
restrict numbers? (Page 213)
The UCG point to the experiences of Dublin where restrictions were removed and the trade was
flooded with so many taxis and PHVs in such a short period of time that chaos ensued and roads
were blocked by congestion. Before any derestriction is undertaken a detailed study of 24/7 demand
should be performed. Providing sufficient taxis or PHVs to cope with peak demand will as seen, as in
the Dublin case result in heavy underutilisation. There are barriers to exiting the Taxi and PHV trade
as much as entering it. Investment in suitable vehicles, insuring the vehicle and operating those
vehicles is very costly, far more so than a private car. The costs of setting up as either a Taxi driver or
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a PHV driver involve significant upfront costs, once invested the drivers will be reluctant to leave the
trade at least until the costs are recovered. Consideration should be given to peak time licenses
rather than outright derestriction, with the safeguard that all the same criteria apply to peak time
licenses as do full time licenses. PHVs cannot be led to believe that they will be allowed to ply for
hire at peak times.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed? (Page 215)
The UCG response to this is that this is in light of the Dublin experience a more thoughtful approach;
the proposal should however include scope for a continuous feedback loop to stop the issue of
licenses when an optimum level has been reached. If this approach is not taken it will lead to the
same outcome but it will take longer to reach.
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 217)
All London Licensed Taxis are wheelchair accessible. It would be very helpful if licensing authorities
worked alongside Taxi drivers as to how wheelchair accessible ranks are implemented. Involve
drivers in the design and siting of these facilities.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?
The UCG Feel that there should be a financial benefit of having the only 100% wheel chair accessible
fleet in London.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering
for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Operators should have wheelchair accessible vehicles in their fleets and available 24/7

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
The UCG have a neutral view on this proposal.
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Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognised
disability awareness training.
All London Taxi drivers undergo disability assessment (wheel chair loading etc. During the course of
studying the knowledge and our ability to deal with wheelchair bound passengers and our ability
tested by the DSA.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination taxis
And private hire vehicles should be required to display
Information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
This is already the case in London for Taxis; this should be extended to PHVs in London.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking
to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances,
help?
An obligation to stop is although desirable would be difficult to enforce. There can be no positive
proof that an empty Taxi (IE any Taxi available for hire is by definition empty and accordingly there is
no way to determine whether the Taxi driver had in fact seen the passenger.)
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Licensing officers should NOT have the powers to stop a licensed vehicle that is in service carrying a
passenger. As pointed out in the consultation the licensing officer would in fact be stopping a
member of the public. Licensed vehicles are of course liable to be stopped by a Police officer in the
event of a road traffic violation.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to
solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
The UCG believe that the only way to stop touting is by regular enforcement activities on a daily and
nightly basis, central funding of a nationwide enforcement body should be implemented and
real/measurable targets set for reducing Touting.
We have included an Addendum C “the triplicate booking system” with suggestions how this
would assist in tackling touting.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of
taxi and private hire licensing rules?
The UCG feel that the only real deterrent in stopping touting is for vehicles to be impounded that are
being used for touting. The vehicles should be sold off at auction and the money raised be used for
additional enforcement activities.
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Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how?
We feel that the use of penalty points to deal with such offences committed as PHVs on taxi ranks
would be considered a cost of doing business. Other such offences similarly dealt with would result
in the same way where drivers would see such offences as a cost of business.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators
licensed in other licensing areas.
The UCG entirely agree with this statement, with cross border hiring a probability this will be the
only way to ensure compliance with Taxi and PHV law is being adhered to.
Question 69
Should cross‐border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If so
what would be the best way of achieving this?
We believe that cross border enforcement should have the ability to remove or suspend licenses,
however the right of appeal must be preserved in the home licensing area and the decision to
revoke ultimately lie with home licensing authority.
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private
hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
The UCG agree with this statement. We can think of no reason anyone other than the license holder
should lodge an appeal.

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals,
suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
The UCG agree with this statement.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
The UCG agree with this statement.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Yes in the same way that any other appeal is challenged in Crown court, then the courts of justice if
appropriate.
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Items not covered in the consultation document but relevant to the review process.
Addendum A – Technology and immediacy of hire.
Addendum B – Satellite booking offices.
Addendum C – The triplicate booking system (Tackling touting)
Addendum D – Rickshaws (Pedicabs)
Attached to the emailed submission separately as they are external documents are:
Exhibit 1 – The STaN programme
Exhibit 2 – Ogwr Borough Council v Baker (Ref Satellite booking offices)
Exhibit 3 – Stage Carriages
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Addendum A
Game theory and why there should be a time lapse between the booking and availability of PHVs.
With ever increasing technological advances it is now possible to pre‐book a PHV almost instantly.
Using technology readily available today it is possible to have a large “QR” code printed onto large
sheets of adhesive plastic and have these applied to the bonnet and/or doors of PHV vehicles.
A QR code is a modern barcode that can convey not just information but instructions how a
handheld device such as a mobile phone should behave when pointed at it.
Point a mobile phone with any bar code reading “app” at the following QR and see what happens.

In this simple example you are taken to a website to download an application to allow you to book a
Taxi via a service called hailo. We could just as easily have created a similar code to implement an
actual booking rather than just open a web page.
Throughout this consultation document there is an assumption of two separate and distinct markets,
one for Taxis and the other for PHVs. This is in fact erroneous; there is one market capable of being
addressed by two different players. Taxis and PHVs.
For the purposes of this response assume that Taxis are one player and the whole PHV trade is
another – it would be impossible to demonstrate succinctly within the scope of this response the
following market failure about to be outlined with too many players. The model would just simply be
too complex to draw, however the principle does not change.
Available substitutes
With the introduction of technology it is possible to book a PHV in less than a minute, for an
experienced user perhaps less. In future applications will run on more powerful hardware and
mobile data will move to 4G, this will bring incredibly fast response times to applications. Beyond 4G
is impossible to predict other than we can be certain things will become faster and more powerful
leading to even faster response times.
It is therefore not beyond the scope of imagination that soon response times will compress to a
point where they are so fast as to present no perceptible delay.
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Plying for hire V’s pre booked in a 4G world and beyond.
If a PHV can be pre booked with no human perceptible delay, this we contend is in fact not pre
booking at all. It is in all but terminology hailing. We explore cross border hiring in this consultation
and cover removing the requirement to return to base for a PHV before accepting the next booking.
This then presents the following possibility. An empty PHV is driving along a high street and a
passenger points their mobile device at the QR code on the PHV. With no perceptible delay the
passenger is allocated that vehicle and a fare quoted, the driver is allocated that passenger. All of
this will take place in a second or perhaps less in future. How is this different to hailing a Taxi with
the palm of your hand?
Why does this matter?
We explore this through the principles of game theory and demonstrate this is anti‐competitive as a
fare regulated Taxi cannot compete with PHV in this instance and so “Nash’s Equilibrium” theory will
never be attained (see game theory below).
If a PHV is available with no human perception of delay between booking and availability this brings
it into direct competition with Taxis who, having their fares regulated find themselves competing
against an “available substitute” who has no price regulation.
For the PHV industry this is “information asymmetry” and leads to market failure.
Game Theory
Although few know or study Game theory, nearly everyone does this unwittingly in their daily lives.
John Nash was a mathematician (Nash was the subject of the Hollywood movie A Beautiful Mind.) He
identified the process and created the Game theory that is used in decision making in many
organisations. Complex derivatives of this theory are used from stock market analysis to military
strategy today. In 1994, John Nash received the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences as a
result of his game theory work.

I will use Nash’s game theory to explain the market failure that will result if licensing legislation does
not protect the Taxi trade from unfair competition.
Let us examine the following scenario.
The prisoner’s dilemma!
In this game two prisoners have been arrested by the police for a crime. They DID commit the crime
and they will be charged with the/a crime, however the evidence is incomplete and the police really
need one of them to confess, otherwise they will have to charge them with a lesser offence they can
prove. This carries a shorter prison sentence (2yrs) than the sentence for the crime committed
(5Yrs).
The game plays out like this. If a prisoner co‐operates and confesses their sentence is reduced to 1yr
but the other prisoner if he does not confess has his sentence increased to 10yrs for obstructing
justice and vice versa. However if both confess then the correct prison sentence for the crime is
levied upon both prisoners of 5yrs each. If neither confesses, the lesser crime that can be proved will
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be the one they are both charged with, this carries a sentence of 2yrs. The two prisoners are held in
separate cells and are unable to communicate with each other, thus neither knows what the other
prisoner is doing.
Nash contests that they will both be compelled towards confessing for fear of finding themself with
a 10yr sentence. Remembering that they cannot collude for the purposes of this game play.
As each cannot know what the other is doing (and this is of course key to their behaviour) then the
fear of losing out (In this case ending up with a 10yr sentence) will compel them to confess. If the
other prisoner does not confess they will end up with a 1yr sentence, if the other prisoner does
confess their worst sentence is 5yrs. By confessing they limit the possible outcomes to two results,
1yr or 5yrs. By remaining silent they risk 2yrs or 10yrs. If they could collude they could agree to both
stay silent but they cannot collude.

Here’s what this looks like in a graphical sense, where the results for Prisoner 1 are in green and the
results for prisoner 2 are in blue.

Now imagine what would happen if Prisoner 1 knew what Prisoner 2’s response was, prisoner 1
could play the situation to his advantage every time the game was played Prisoner 2 would lose.
PHVs playing the game
How does the above play out in the world of PHV and Taxis?
In this addendum, we argue that PHVs become “available substitutes” to Taxis if technology allows
them to be pre booked in such a manner, so as to have a response time that is almost imperceptible
as a delay between booking and availability.
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We contend this is the same as hailing. Now it is possible for the PHV Company to develop an
application that will automatically quote in real time a fare from point A to point B and be instantly
available if the PHV is in the immediate vicinity. This customer can get an immediate quote, then hail
a passing Taxi and compare the price estimate a Taxi driver (considering his experience of his
taximeter) might give if asked. If the price quoted by the PHV is lower, then it is probable that the
Taxi will lose the work to the PHV.
PHVs will have the advantage of quoting lower fares every time because fare tariffs for Taxis are
public domain and lookup and compare tables can be built into PHV booking applications enabling
the PHVs to maximise their prices whilst undercutting the regulated fares of the Taxi.
The effect of this if we return to the prisoner’s dilemma is to give Prisoner “1” the response of
Prisoner “2” every time and thus allow gaming of the competitive market in favour of the PHV trade.
This will have a devastating effect upon the Taxi trade as it will introduce unfair competition through
“information asymmetry” and an inability to react to market pressure through regulated fares.
Preventing gaming the system
The UCG feel that unless the issue of immediacy of hire through technology is addressed properly
then the Taxi trade will be so adversely affected as to cause its extinction over time.
We propose the following remedy to correct this unfair competitive position available only to the
PHV trade.
As immediacy of hire becomes not just a possibility but a certainty then safe guards are required to
correct this market failure. We propose that a 15 minute delay be introduced between the time of
booking a PHV journey and the PHV vehicle being made available. In doing this we separate the
market into two segments addressed by two players. Therefore this will prevent PHVs with their
market price mechanism being a directly “available substitute” to the Taxi with its regulated pricing
structure.
As this is the pre booked market it should make no difference to the passenger as people are
generally aware of their need to travel prior to the journey taking place. If a journey is required
immediately then the Taxi trade can fulfil that role. In most instances, most people are aware of the
journeys they are to make 15 minutes or more in advance of that journey.
The UCG have no issue with competition, it is a sign of a normally functioning market. Taxi drivers
have themselves been subject to a lack of competition of available alternate vehicles for many years,
leading to stagnation in innovation of the London Taxi Vehicle itself.
We are happy to compete, but this must be fair or our demise facilitated by unfair and
anticompetitive advantage afforded through legislation to the PHV trade will be a matter of fact not
debate.
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Addendum B
Satellite booking offices
The subject of Satellite booking offices is not covered within the consultation document; however
respondents are invited to include items not covered in the consultation document if the respondent
believes them to be relevant.
In 2006 TFL, The London Mayor and the Metropolitan police were awarded the Herman Goldstein
Award for Excellence in Problem Oriented policing for an initiative called STaN, a copy of the
explanation of this initiative is included as exhibit 1.
The basic premise of this initiative was to reduce the dangers posed to members of the public by
illegal mini cab touting at night in London.
The solution was to make it easier for the public to access legally booked minicabs to enable the
public to get home safely, pilot trials were conducted and all went very well while these centres
were few in number and properly managed while the spotlight was upon them during the trail.
The trial as stated went very well. It was decided to roll this initiative out across London’s clubs, bars
and other venues such was the initial success. This however was when it started to go very seriously
wrong. Insufficient attention was given to the potential for abuse post trial period.
As the number of these satellite booking offices rapidly expanded across London the task of
assessing them become greater. A decision was taken by the then head of legal affairs at TfL Mary
Dowde to drop the requirement for minicab booking offices to require planning permission. Thus
entirely unsuitable locations and venues were given satellite booking office status without any
member of the local council, TfL or the police ever visiting these premises to ascertain whether they
were suitable or not.
Some of the criteria to be used in ascertaining suitability were:
A separate booking area within the venue (off of the street) must be provided by the venue.
An area where PHVs could wait without causing obstruction.
An area that was not serviced well enough by the London Taxi trade due to locality for example.
With the removal of these planning regulation requirements came numerous entirely unsuitable
venues causing lines of PHVs waiting to be booked. This under current Hackney carriage law is illegal.
However these Satellite offices were soon to prove to be unenforceable. The Police were given to
believe they had a legal status they do not have. Any vehicle waiting to be booked would claim to be
associated with these venues.
It was initially a requirement that these venues not only hold copies of their booking records for all
their vehicles, but records of the vehicles associated with these venues satellite operator status. This
would enable the police or enforcement agents to check that the vehicles waiting outside were
associated with that satellite office. The satellite booking offices complained it was too onerous to
keep booking records. In response TfL dropped the requirement for records to be kept at these
venues. Now there were no records of what venues were or were not licensed, what minicabs were
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associated with each satellite office or even records of passenger bookings available to the police or
enforcement officers.
By any definition this must amount to illegal plying for hire or touting, and all done under the banner
of the Herman Goldstein award, it is simply impossible to have any meaningful discussion with
anyone in authority about these satellite offices. They are the elephant in the room.
TfL were supposed to hold electronically searchable records available to enforcement officers of the
venues that were licensed and the vehicles associated with them. Initially this was done, however as
the initiative was rolled out far too quickly the records kept by TfL were not being input into an
electronic searchable database. The records soon fell into chaos, ending up as nothing more than a
paper list of venues. The UCG believe to this date this has not been addressed and enforcement
agencies have no visibility of the status of any of these venues or the vehicles that should or should
not be outside them. (Indeed none of them should be outside them until an actual booking has
taken place Ogwr Borough Council v Baker included as exhibit 2)
As more of these venues opened up, the records being input into any electronic system fell further
behind. The UCG used a freedom of information request to identify what venues had satellite status.
A member of the UCG was invited into the Palastra building (home of TfL Taxi and Private Hire) to
examine the records as they were not suitably recorded in a way to be sent to the UCG. It was then
obvious to the UCG that the enforcement agencies cannot enforce these venues behaviour as there
is no suitable record keeping systems in place.
As the venues became more numerous the task of enforcing their activities to ensure they are acting
within the scope of their licensing became impossible. The situation is now so out of control that
rather than stopping touting, these satellite offices are the biggest cause of touting in London.
However, these won the Herman Goldstein Award for Excellence in Problem Oriented Policing. How
embarrassing to now admit that this once promising idea has created a far bigger problem than the
one it was designed to prevent.
Below is a YouTube link to a tout that had registered his satellite office to an alleyway, the removal
of planning requirements meant that no one from TfL who was issuing satellite office licenses ever
visited to even check if they were licensing a building or an alleyway.

This video was taken by a London Taxi driver who is also an ex special services officer with high
security clearance. As you see he is risking his personal safety to obtain this footage.

Modus Operandi
These venues are both a serious threat to public safety, a nuisance by way of the number of PHVs
they attract, blocking London’s tiny narrow streets, the cause of the majority of touting and
anticompetitive to the Taxi trade and other PHV operators in London.
There is an unstated flaw in the operation of these venues in that, each venue only has one
potential operator causing a monopolistic venture that prevents both other PHV companies from
competing and stopping London’s Taxis from competing too. The correct method for the operation
of these venues is that inside each venue is a booking desk. The operator’s agent (booking clerk) is
supposed to sit at the desk and wait for customers of that venue to approach them. They are to take
the booking details and allocate the passenger to a particular vehicle and guide them to that vehicle.
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What frequently happens within these venues is that the operator mingles with the customers of the
venue harassing them into booking a minicab.
The owners of these venues quickly act to stop their customers being harassed and often eject the
agent (who have been nicknamed Clip Board Johnnies ‐ CBJs) out onto the street. This is now illegal.
They must not operate outside the venue. But so often they are either ejected from the venue for
the reason above, or simply they cannot hear the requests of the public in what might be a very
noisy environment. This is often the reason given by CBJs for their presence on the streets. This was
another reason for planning requirements to ascertain if a suitable booking area was available
before issuing the license.
The problem with Satellite offices can be directly traced to the presence of the CBJ. They not only
harass members of the public on the street, customers in the venues and shut out any competition
from other PHV operators or Taxis but they also act as a filter.
At the time satellite offices were introduced It was overlooked that the marshals, who were to take
the bookings and accompany passengers to the PHV cars, were employees of the PHV operator and
thus would act in a way to effectively shut out any competition.
Taxis have their fares set by TfL because at the point of hiring they are effectively a monopoly, yet
the satellite offices are monopolistic and escape regulation.
A further detrimental action of these CBJs is that of filtering the work, cherry picking the best rides
for their own PHV drivers and directing passengers to passing Taxis or Taxis on a nearby rank where
the requested ride is short and thus of little monetary value.
Many Satellite offices have been issued with 5yr licenses. Often when a venue closes and reopens
under new ownership these licenses remain without being recalled by TfL. The venue may well still
be a bar or club but as the license was issued to an operator, it is the operator who holds the license.
The UCG do not believe under these circumstances that these operators’ licenses can still be valid.
There are numerous totally unlicensed satellite offices across London, so poor is the record keeping
at TfL of these venues that the police or other enforcement agencies have no way to tell which is a
licensed venue and which is not. There is such a lack of enforcement surrounding these venues due
to the issues we point out that “chancers” will literally just turn up outside any bar, restaurant or
club in London with a clipboard knowing there is little chance they will ever be arrested. There is no
mechanism for checking the venues status as there are no electronic records in a format that can be
shared across enforcement agents.

Levelling the Playing Field
As it has been discussed the CBJs are a primary cause of both touting and anticompetitive behaviour,
venue owners are often unhappy that these operators are in their venues but it was made a
licensing condition of any new venues that they should have a satellite operators license by
coordinated activities of local council and TfL. Many venues do not even want these operators in
their venues at all.
The UCG make the following recommendation. Eliminate the CBJs; retain the best parts of the
principle of people getting home safety. The role of the CBJ in escorting a passenger seems
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superfluous people manage to get into other PHVs or Taxis all the time without the aid of a marshal.
The UCG recommend that the CBJ is replaced with an “in venue” booking screen.
On one side of the screen the customer is offered the option to book a Taxi on the other side of the
screen the option of booking any one of a few PHV operators’ vehicles. This would eliminate the
monopolistic activity of PHV operators in these venues. Remove the potential for touting as the
enforcement officers would know anybody accosting members of the public at any venue would be
touting. Restore the natural balance of choice between either Taxi and PHV.
Any PHV found waiting to be hired outside these venues could be checked by the enforcement
officer by typing in a booking code (the PHV driver would have) and the terminal in the venue would
confirm it was a legitimate booking. The enforcement officer would then be sure that the PHV had a
legitimate reason to be there. This would also greatly reduce congestion in and around London’s
narrow streets.
To install the number of terminals to enable this would take some time so a stop gap system could
be introduced very quickly and is recommended to this review for serious consideration in
addendum C.
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Addendum C
Enabling enforcement officers to check bookings on street.
In Addendum B the issue of satellite booking offices in London was raised and the issues of touting
and lack of enforcement were identified.
The suggested solution was the introduction of a booking screen in any venue that wished to be a
satellite office and the removal of the booking agent who is acting both in an anticompetitive
manner and often openly touting on the street.
The implementation of such a system will take a while. But a general suggestion to assist
enforcement officers may be a workable solution in assisting enforcement officers dealing with
satellite offices in the interim, and more specifically if the recommendation to move to a national
enforcement agency is considered then some uniform mechanism for checking bookings should
apply.

The Triplicate Booking document.
The use of a three part booking form for each PHV journey should be introduced where an electronic
tracking system is unavailable.
The booking operator retains the master copy, the driver another different coloured copy and the
passenger a third and differently coloured copy. The details of the journey recorded and the pre
agreed price on the document.
If an enforcement officer were to stop the vehicle for any reason a quick check to ensure both the
driver and passengers copy match and are available to hand should easily allow enforcement officers
to trap touts.
The document should include the passengers name, the driver details, the pickup address, the
destination, the price quoted, the date and time of the booking.
The UCG feel this is a very quick and simple to operate system. We are informed that this was
introduced in an American City (we believe New York) and was explained to a committee member by
an American tourist who was a passenger is his Taxi.
We are told it reduced touting significantly overnight. The UCG included this suggestion in a recent
consultation paper regarding satellite offices produced by TfL. The idea was not adopted by TfL to
deal with the problem of Satellite offices. TfL have given no reason why they did not adopt this
proposal.
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Addendum D
Rickshaws.
London has a particular problem with Rickshaws, they clog up the streets of London, they are
frequently ridden by riders who hold no driving license and many have not read the Highway Code.
The UCG feel that any vehicle used for the conveyance of passengers should be driven (ridden) by a
“fit and proper person” and that person should hold a current driving license allowing them to drive
any equivalent motorised version of the class of vehicle they are driving.
Because a vehicle does not require a driving license due to its category when used for social,
domestic and pleasure purposes should not be the benchmark requirement when operating the
same vehicle for carrying passengers. To allow passengers to be carried by a driver who may have no
driving license or even have read the highway code places the passengers in danger as that
individual driving this rickshaw will not have demonstrated their road craft to anyone in authority for
the purposes of satisfying a governing body of their competence to convey passengers safety.
We enclose a recently discovered document which is an amendment to the 1869 Metropolitan
Hackney Carriage act which was effective 1st January 1870. This amendment makes frequent
references to Stage carriage drivers committing a criminal offence if they ply for hire without a
license.
The Case of Robert Oddy v BugsBugs resulted in rickshaws being classified as stage carriages.
We contest that if they are stage carriages then they still require a stage carriage license to ply for
hire. And accordingly rickshaws throughout the UK are breaking the Law on a daily basis.
We include this amendment as Exhibit 3 ‐ Stage Carriages. We have been unable to find this section
being withdrawn from the legislation and believe that this is the case that this legislation is still in
force.

End
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Addendum A
Game theory and why there should be a time lapse between the booking and availability of
PHVs.
With ever increasing technological advances it is now possible to pre‐book a PHV almost
instantly.
Using technology readily available today it is possible to have a large “QR” code printed onto
large sheets of adhesive plastic and have these applied to the bonnet and/or doors of PHV
vehicles.
A QR code is a modern barcode that can convey not just information but instructions how a
handheld device such as a mobile phone should behave when pointed at it.
Point a mobile phone with any bar code reading “app” at the following QR and see what
happens.

In this simple example you are taken to a website to download an application to allow you to
book a Taxi via a service called hailo. We could just as easily have created a similar code to
implement an actual booking rather than just open a web page.
Throughout this consultation document there is an assumption of two separate and distinct
markets, one for Taxis and the other for PHVs. This is in fact erroneous; there is one market
capable of being addressed by two different players. Taxis and PHVs.
For the purposes of this response assume that Taxis are one player and the whole PHV trade is
another – it would be impossible to demonstrate succinctly within the scope of this response
the following market failure about to be outlined with too many players. The model would
just simply be too complex to draw, however the principle does not change.
Available substitutes
With the introduction of technology it is possible to book a PHV in less than a minute, for an
experienced user perhaps less. In future applications will run on more powerful hardware and
mobile data will move to 4G, this will bring incredibly fast response times to applications.
Beyond 4G is impossible to predict other than we can be certain things will become faster and
more powerful leading to even faster response times.
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It is therefore not beyond the scope of imagination that soon response times will compress to
a point where they are so fast as to present no perceptible delay.
Plying for hire V’s pre booked in a 4G world and beyond.
If a PHV can be pre booked with no human perceptible delay, this we contend is in fact not
pre booking at all. It is in all but terminology hailing. We explore cross border hiring in this
consultation and cover removing the requirement to return to base for a PHV before
accepting the next booking. This then presents the following possibility. An empty PHV is
driving along a high street and a passenger points their mobile device at the QR code on the
PHV. With no perceptible delay the passenger is allocated that vehicle and a fare quoted, the
driver is allocated that passenger. All of this will take place in a second or perhaps less in
future. How is this different to hailing a Taxi with the palm of your hand?
Why does this matter?
We explore this through the principles of game theory and demonstrate this is anti‐
competitive as a fare regulated Taxi cannot compete with PHV in this instance and so “Nash’s
Equilibrium” theory will never be attained (see game theory below).
If a PHV is available with no human perception of delay between booking and availability this
brings it into direct competition with Taxis who, having their fares regulated find themselves
competing against an “available substitute” who has no price regulation.
For the PHV industry this is “information asymmetry” and leads to market failure.
Game Theory
Although few know or study Game theory, nearly everyone does this unwittingly in their daily
lives. John Nash was a mathematician (Nash was the subject of the Hollywood movie A Beautiful
Mind.) He identified the process and created the Game theory that is used in decision making
in many organisations. Complex derivatives of this theory are used from stock market analysis
to military strategy today. In 1994, John Nash received the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Sciences as a result of his game theory work.

I will use Nash’s game theory to explain the market failure that will result if licensing
legislation does not protect the Taxi trade from unfair competition.
Let us examine the following scenario.
The prisoner’s dilemma!
In this game two prisoners have been arrested by the police for a crime. They DID commit the
crime and they will be charged with the/a crime, however the evidence is incomplete and the
police really need one of them to confess, otherwise they will have to charge them with a
lesser offence they can prove. This carries a shorter prison sentence (2yrs) than the sentence
for the crime committed (5Yrs).
The game plays out like this. If a prisoner co‐operates and confesses their sentence is reduced
to 1yr but the other prisoner if he does not confess has his sentence increased to 10yrs for
obstructing justice and vice versa. However if both confess then the correct prison sentence
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for the crime is levied upon both prisoners of 5yrs each. If neither confesses, the lesser crime
that can be proved will be the one they are both charged with, this carries a sentence of 2yrs.
The two prisoners are held in separate cells and are unable to communicate with each other,
thus neither knows what the other prisoner is doing.
Nash contests that they will both be compelled towards confessing for fear of finding themself
with a 10yr sentence. Remembering that they cannot collude for the purposes of this game
play.
As each cannot know what the other is doing (and this is of course key to their behaviour)
then the fear of losing out (In this case ending up with a 10yr sentence) will compel them to
confess. If the other prisoner does not confess they will end up with a 1yr sentence, if the
other prisoner does confess their worst sentence is 5yrs. By confessing they limit the possible
outcomes to two results, 1yr or 5yrs. By remaining silent they risk 2yrs or 10yrs. If they could
collude they could agree to both stay silent but they cannot collude.

Here’s what this looks like in a graphical sense, where the results for Prisoner 1 are in green
and the results for prisoner 2 are in blue.

Now imagine what would happen if Prisoner 1 knew what Prisoner 2’s response was, prisoner
1 could play the situation to his advantage every time the game was played Prisoner 2 would
lose.
PHVs playing the game
How does the above play out in the world of PHV and Taxis?
In this addendum, we argue that PHVs become “available substitutes” to Taxis if technology
allows them to be pre booked in such a manner, so as to have a response time that is almost
imperceptible as a delay between booking and availability.
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We contend this is the same as hailing. Now it is possible for the PHV Company to develop an
application that will automatically quote in real time a fare from point A to point B and be
instantly available if the PHV is in the immediate vicinity. This customer can get an immediate
quote, then hail a passing Taxi and compare the price estimate a Taxi driver (considering his
experience of his taximeter) might give if asked. If the price quoted by the PHV is lower, then
it is probable that the Taxi will lose the work to the PHV.
PHVs will have the advantage of quoting lower fares every time because fare tariffs for Taxis
are public domain and lookup and compare tables can be built into PHV booking applications
enabling the PHVs to maximise their prices whilst undercutting the regulated fares of the Taxi.
The effect of this if we return to the prisoner’s dilemma is to give Prisoner “1” the response of
Prisoner “2” every time and thus allow gaming of the competitive market in favour of the PHV
trade. This will have a devastating effect upon the Taxi trade as it will introduce unfair
competition through “information asymmetry” and an inability to react to market pressure
through regulated fares.
Preventing gaming the system
The UCG feel that unless the issue of immediacy of hire through technology is addressed
properly then the Taxi trade will be so adversely affected as to cause its extinction over time.
We propose the following remedy to correct this unfair competitive position available only to
the PHV trade.
As immediacy of hire becomes not just a possibility but a certainty then safe guards are
required to correct this market failure. We propose that a 15 minute delay be introduced
between the time of booking a PHV journey and the PHV vehicle being made available. In
doing this we separate the market into two segments addressed by two players. Therefore
this will prevent PHVs with their market price mechanism being a directly “available
substitute” to the Taxi with its regulated pricing structure.
As this is the pre booked market it should make no difference to the passenger as people are
generally aware of their need to travel prior to the journey taking place. If a journey is
required immediately then the Taxi trade can fulfil that role. In most instances, most people
are aware of the journeys they are to make 15 minutes or more in advance of that journey.
The UCG have no issue with competition, it is a sign of a normally functioning market. Taxi
drivers have themselves been subject to a lack of competition of available alternate vehicles
for many years, leading to stagnation in innovation of the London Taxi Vehicle itself.
We are happy to compete, but this must be fair or our demise facilitated by unfair and
anticompetitive advantage afforded through legislation to the PHV trade will be a matter of
fact not debate.
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Addendum B
Satellite booking offices
The subject of Satellite booking offices is not covered within the consultation document;
however respondents are invited to include items not covered in the consultation document if
the respondent believes them to be relevant.
In 2006 TFL, The London Mayor and the Metropolitan police were awarded the Herman
Goldstein Award for Excellence in Problem Oriented policing for an initiative called STaN, a
copy of the explanation of this initiative is included as exhibit 1.
The basic premise of this initiative was to reduce the dangers posed to members of the public
by illegal mini cab touting at night in London.
The solution was to make it easier for the public to access legally booked minicabs to enable
the public to get home safely, pilot trials were conducted and all went very well while these
centres were few in number and properly managed while the spotlight was upon them during
the trail.
The trial as stated went very well. It was decided to roll this initiative out across London’s
clubs, bars and other venues such was the initial success. This however was when it started to
go very seriously wrong. Insufficient attention was given to the potential for abuse post trial
period.
As the number of these satellite booking offices rapidly expanded across London the task of
assessing them become greater. A decision was taken by the then head of legal affairs at TfL
Mary Dowde to drop the requirement for minicab booking offices to require planning
permission. Thus entirely unsuitable locations and venues were given satellite booking office
status without any member of the local council, TfL or the police ever visiting these premises
to ascertain whether they were suitable or not.
Some of the criteria to be used in ascertaining suitability were:
A separate booking area within the venue (off of the street) must be provided by the venue.
An area where PHVs could wait without causing obstruction.
An area that was not serviced well enough by the London Taxi trade due to locality for
example.
With the removal of these planning regulation requirements came numerous entirely
unsuitable venues causing lines of PHVs waiting to be booked. This under current Hackney
carriage law is illegal. However these Satellite offices were soon to prove to be unenforceable.
The Police were given to believe they had a legal status they do not have. Any vehicle waiting
to be booked would claim to be associated with these venues.
It was initially a requirement that these venues not only hold copies of their booking records
for all their vehicles, but records of the vehicles associated with these venues satellite
operator status. This would enable the police or enforcement agents to check that the
vehicles waiting outside were associated with that satellite office. The satellite booking offices
complained it was too onerous to keep booking records. In response TfL dropped the
requirement for records to be kept at these venues. Now there were no records of what
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venues were or were not licensed, what minicabs were associated with each satellite office or
even records of passenger bookings available to the police or enforcement officers.
By any definition this must amount to illegal plying for hire or touting, and all done under the
banner of the Herman Goldstein award, it is simply impossible to have any meaningful
discussion with anyone in authority about these satellite offices. They are the elephant in the
room.
TfL were supposed to hold electronically searchable records available to enforcement officers
of the venues that were licensed and the vehicles associated with them. Initially this was
done, however as the initiative was rolled out far too quickly the records kept by TfL were not
being input into an electronic searchable database. The records soon fell into chaos, ending up
as nothing more than a paper list of venues. The UCG believe to this date this has not been
addressed and enforcement agencies have no visibility of the status of any of these venues or
the vehicles that should or should not be outside them. (Indeed none of them should be
outside them until an actual booking has taken place)
As more of these venues opened up, the records being input into any electronic system fell
further behind. The UCG used a freedom of information request to identify what venues had
satellite status. A member of the UCG was invited into the Palastra building (home of TfL Taxi
and Private Hire) to examine the records as they were not suitably recorded in a way to be
sent to the UCG. It was then obvious to the UCG that the enforcement agencies cannot
enforce these venues behaviour as there is no suitable record keeping systems in place.
As the venues became more numerous the task of enforcing their activities to ensure they are
acting within the scope of their licensing became impossible. The situation is now so out of
control that rather than stopping touting, these satellite offices are the biggest cause of
touting in London. However, these won the Herman Goldstein Award for Excellence in
Problem Oriented Policing. How embarrassing to now admit that this once promising idea has
created a far bigger problem than the one it was designed to prevent.
Below is a YouTube link to a tout that had registered his satellite office to an alleyway, the
removal of planning requirements meant that no one from TfL who was issuing satellite office
licenses ever visited to even check if they were licensing a building or an alleyway.

This video was taken by a London Taxi driver who is also an ex special services officer with
high security clearance. As you see he is risking his personal safety to obtain this footage.

Modus Operandi
These venues are both a serious threat to public safety, a nuisance by way of the number of
PHVs they attract, blocking London’s tiny narrow streets, the cause of the majority of touting
and anticompetitive to the Taxi trade and other PHV operators in London.
There is an unstated flaw in the operation of these venues in that, each venue only has one
potential operator causing a monopolistic venture that prevents both other PHV companies
from competing and stopping London’s Taxis from competing too. The correct method for the
operation of these venues is that inside each venue is a booking desk. The operator’s agent
(booking clerk) is supposed to sit at the desk and wait for customers of that venue to
approach them. They are to take the booking details and allocate the passenger to a particular
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vehicle and guide them to that vehicle. What frequently happens within these venues is that
the operator mingles with the customers of the venue harassing them into booking a minicab.
The owners of these venues quickly act to stop their customers being harassed and often eject
the agent (who have been nicknamed Clip Board Johnnies ‐ CBJs) out onto the street. This is
now illegal. They must not operate outside the venue. But so often they are either ejected
from the venue for the reason above, or simply they cannot hear the requests of the public in
what might be a very noisy environment. This is often the reason given by CBJs for their
presence on the streets. This was another reason for planning requirements to ascertain if a
suitable booking area was available before issuing the license.
The problem with Satellite offices can be directly traced to the presence of the CBJ. They not
only harass members of the public on the street, customers in the venues and shut out any
competition from other PHV operators or Taxis but they also act as a filter.
At the time satellite offices were introduced It was overlooked that the marshals, who were to
take the bookings and accompany passengers to the PHV cars, were employees of the PHV
operator and thus would act in a way to effectively shut out any competition.
Taxis have their fares set by TfL because at the point of hiring they are effectively a monopoly,
yet the satellite offices are monopolistic and escape regulation.
A further detrimental action of these CBJs is that of filtering the work, cherry picking the best
rides for their own PHV drivers and directing passengers to passing Taxis or Taxis on a nearby
rank where the requested ride is short and thus of little monetary value.
Many Satellite offices have been issued with 5yr licenses. Often when a venue closes and
reopens under new ownership these licenses remain without being recalled by TfL. The venue
may well still be a bar or club but as the license was issued to an operator, it is the operator
who holds the license. The UCG do not believe under these circumstances that these
operators’ licenses can still be valid.
There are numerous totally unlicensed satellite offices across London, so poor is the record
keeping at TfL of these venues that the police or other enforcement agencies have no way to
tell which is a licensed venue and which is not. There is such a lack of enforcement
surrounding these venues due to the issues we point out that “chancers” will literally just turn
up outside any bar, restaurant or club in London with a clipboard knowing there is little
chance they will ever be arrested. There is no mechanism for checking the venues status as
there are no electronic records in a format that can be shared across enforcement agents.

Levelling the Playing Field
As it has been discussed the CBJs are a primary cause of both touting and anticompetitive
behaviour, venue owners are often unhappy that these operators are in their venues but it
was made a licensing condition of any new venues that they should have a satellite operators
license by coordinated activities of local council and TfL. Many venues do not even want these
operators in their venues at all.
The UCG make the following recommendation. Eliminate the CBJs; retain the best parts of the
principle of people getting home safety. The role of the CBJ in escorting a passenger seems
superfluous people manage to get into other PHVs or Taxis all the time without the aid of a
marshal. The UCG recommend that the CBJ is replaced with an “in venue” booking screen.
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On one side of the screen the customer is offered the option to book a Taxi on the other side
of the screen the option of booking any one of a few PHV operators’ vehicles. This would
eliminate the monopolistic activity of PHV operators in these venues. Remove the potential
for touting as the enforcement officers would know anybody accosting members of the public
at any venue would be touting. Restore the natural balance of choice between either Taxi and
PHV.
Any PHV found waiting to be hired outside these venues could be checked by the
enforcement officer by typing in a booking code (the PHV driver would have) and the terminal
in the venue would confirm it was a legitimate booking. The enforcement officer would then
be sure that the PHV had a legitimate reason to be there. This would also greatly reduce
congestion in and around London’s narrow streets.
To install the number of terminals to enable this would take some time so a stop gap system
could be introduced very quickly and is recommended to this review for serious consideration
in addendum C.
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Addendum C
Enabling enforcement officers to check bookings on street.
In Addendum B the issue of satellite booking offices in London was raised and the issues of
touting and lack of enforcement were identified.
The suggested solution was the introduction of a booking screen in any venue that wished to
be a satellite office and the removal of the booking agent who is acting both in an
anticompetitive manner and often openly touting on the street.
The implementation of such a system will take a while. But a general suggestion to assist
enforcement officers may be a workable solution in assisting enforcement officers dealing
with satellite offices in the interim, and more specifically if the recommendation to move to a
national enforcement agency is considered then some uniform mechanism for checking
bookings should apply.

The Triplicate Booking document.
The use of a three part booking form for each PHV journey should be introduced where an
electronic tracking system is unavailable.
The booking operator retains the master copy, the driver another different coloured copy and
the passenger a third and differently coloured copy. The details of the journey recorded and
the pre agreed price on the document.
If an enforcement officer were to stop the vehicle for any reason a quick check to ensure both
the driver and passengers copy match and are available to hand should easily allow
enforcement officers to trap touts.
The document should include the passengers name, the driver details, the pickup address,
the destination, the price quoted, the date and time of the booking.
The UCG feel this is a very quick and simple to operate system. We are informed that this was
introduced in an American City (we believe New York) and was explained to a committee
member by an American tourist who was a passenger is his Taxi.
We are told it reduced touting significantly overnight. The UCG included this suggestion in a
recent consultation paper regarding satellite offices produced by TfL. The idea was not
adopted by TfL to deal with the problem of Satellite offices. TfL have given no reason why they
did not adopt this proposal.
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Addendum D
Rickshaws.
London has a particular problem with Rickshaws, they clog up the streets of London, they are
frequently ridden by riders who hold no driving license and many have not read the Highway
Code.
The UCG feel that any vehicle used for the conveyance of passengers should be driven
(ridden) by a “fit and proper person” and that person should hold a current driving license
allowing them to drive any equivalent motorised version of the class of vehicle they are
driving.
Because a vehicle does not require a driving license due to its category when used for social,
domestic and pleasure purposes should not be the benchmark requirement when operating
the same vehicle for carrying passengers. To allow passengers to be carried by a driver who
may have no driving license or even have read the highway code places the passengers in
danger as that individual driving this rickshaw will not have demonstrated their road craft to
anyone in authority for the purposes of satisfying a governing body of their competence to
convey passengers safety.
We enclose a recently discovered document which is an amendment to the 1869
Metropolitan Hackney Carriage act which was effective 1st January 1870. This amendment
makes frequent references to Stage carriage drivers committing a criminal offence if they ply
for hire without a license.
The Case of Robert Oddy v BugsBugs resulted in rickshaws being classified as stage carriages.
We contest that if they are stage carriages then they still require a stage carriage license to ply
for hire. And accordingly rickshaws throughout the UK are breaking the Law on a daily basis.
We include this amendment as Exhibit 3 ‐ Stage Carriages. We have been unable to find this
section being withdrawn from the legislation and believe that this is the case that this
legislation is still in force.
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Safer Travel at Night (STaN)
Partner Agencies: Transport for London and the Metropolitan
Police Service / Greater London Authority
In 2002 analysis by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) showed that 212 sexual
offences were committed by illegal minicab drivers between October 2001 and
September 2002; 54 of these women were raped. The number of sexual assaults
in illegal minicabs was rising and forming a substantial proportion of those sexual
assaults in London committed by offenders not previously known to the victim.
This was a serious problem affecting Londoners and visitors to London.
Contributing to this was that taxi touting was an endemic problem in central
London and posed a serious risk to the travelling public. Statistics showed that
unlicensed minicabs provided a cover for some of the most serious crime in
London including sexual attacks on women. Local isolated responses were having
a limited effect on this serious problem and a coordinated response was needed.
Further analysis by key stakeholders identified a number of underlying conditions
that contributed to this serious problem:
♦ The public was unaware of the laws relating to private hire vehicles
(minicabs), i.e., it is illegal for minicabs to ply for hire on the street and
that minicab journeys must be booked through a licensed minicab office.
♦ The public was unaware of the dangers of using illegal minicabs.
♦ The illegal minicab industry was operating in a largely unregulated market
with little enforcement and with no real legal deterrent.
♦ The public was unaware of the legitimate travel alternatives at night and
how to access them.
♦ Travel options were limited at night.
Traditionally, the response to this type of situation had focussed on detecting
and apprehending the offender. Little else was being done to address the other
elements of the problem analysis triangle, i.e. victim and location. A
coordinated, systematic and broader approach was needed to address the
underlying conditions that were contributing to the growing number of sexual
assaults in illegal minicabs. To this end the STaN partnership was created to
undertake further analysis and problem solving and to implement any actions
identified.
STaN is a partnership between the Mayor of London / Greater London Authorityi,
Transport for London (TfL)ii and the Metropolitan Police Service iii, who are
working together with organisations across the capital to help make London safer
at night. STaN is a programme of integrated activities covering delivery of
services and projects through transport, policing, and providing public
information.
STaN aims to reduce the number of sexual attacks on women in illegal minicabs
by both traditional police activity and by cracking down on illegal taxi touts,
delivering improved late night travel services and information and raising public
awareness about the risks of using illegal minicabs.
STaN [Transport for London] June 2006
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STaN has been successful in reducing the number of sexual assaults on women in
illegal minicabs in London. Numbers have fallen from an average of 18 women to
10 women a month being attacked in illegal minicabs since 2002. In addition, the
percentage of women using illegal minicabs has fallen from 18% to 7% over this
period.

STaN [Transport for London] June 2006
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SCANNING AND ANALYSIS
In 2002, Project Sapphire, a unit of London’s Metropolitan Police Service (MPS)
responsible for improving victim care and investigating sexual offences,
identified that 18 women a month were being sexually assaulted in illegal
minicabs. The MPS reported that in the year leading up to October 2002, 212
women were sexually assaulted in illegal minicabs; 54 had been raped.
London is one of the most cosmopolitan, vibrant and energetic cities in the
world and is increasingly becoming a 24-hour city. Over half a million people
regularly go clubbing at the weekend with many more visiting pubs, theatres and
other activities in the evening. While London is safe for most people travelling at
night there were major concerns over the number of sexual attacks and the
dangers for women travelling in illegal minicabs.
Further scanning of the problem coordinated by the Stan Project Board
highlighted the problems with taxi touting more generally. Although the
government and the police were aware that taxi touting was widespread across
London it wasn’t until the problem of sexual assaults in illegal minicabs was
highlighted that it focussed their attention on the extent and seriousness of the
problem. The police had been trying to tackle the taxi touting problem across
London but were having no real impact on reducing the supply of or demand for
illegal minicabs. Furthermore, taxi touting was being dealt with as a minor traffic
offence and not as an issue that could act as a gateway into serious crime.
It is an offence for private hire vehicles (PHV), also known as minicabs, to ply for
hire in the street in the United Kingdom. The offence for ‘Tout for business –
private hire / other vehicle’ is a criminal offence under the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994. Those arrested and charged with taxi touting are also
charged with having no valid insurance. Drivers that tout for business are
commonly referred to as taxi touts or illegal minicabs. Research has shown that
many of these illegal taxi touts are linked with more serious crimes.
Taxi touting was a prevalent problem in the capital, particularly in the West End.
The West End, although geographically small, is London’s main entertainment
district and was a magnet for illegal taxi touts. The combination of no significant
legal deterrent to touting, their availability and relatively low price in comparison
to London’s licensed black taxis, a lack of awareness amongst the public
regarding the laws surrounding minicabs and a lack of awareness of the potential
risks amongst passengers, allowed the minicab market to thrive. Taxi touting
provided an ideal cover for sexual predators.
The police expected that the number of attacks on women would rise in what
appeared to be a growing illegal minicab trade operating in the city. Numbers of
sexual assaults in illegal minicabs had risen to over 200 reported sexual assaults
in illegal minicabs over a year compared with 66 in 1997. The police
acknowledge that the numbers are likely to be far higher given the radical underreporting of sexual assaults. Women travelling in illegal minicabs were putting
themselves in serious danger. In 2002, the Times newspaper reported that taxi
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touts were one of the most underrated and fastest–rising dangers of city
nightlife.
The MPS undertook detailed analysis of these predatory crimes to test the
hypothesis that a large percentage of stranger rapes and sexual attacks were
committed by sexual offenders purporting to be minicab drivers. The analysis
findings confirmed this. Further spatial and temporal analysis was undertaken
and trends identified. The analysis identified patterns in the three major
components of the problem analysis triangle - the victim, offender and location.
The police recognised that the details provided by victims were sometimes hazy
or incomplete as the victims were often intoxicated at the time of the incident.
However, the majority of victims were able to confirm that they had got into a
minicab in the West End after leaving a late night venue. Analysis of the crime
data identified that approximately 80% of the sexual assaults in illegal minicabs
over this year originated with a pick up in the West End. All of these attacks were
committed by taxi touts – the journeys were not pre-booked through a licensed
minicab office.
The targets were young women who were travelling alone. The analysis found
that in nearly 50% of cases the victims were aged 24 or under and 91% of victims
aged 35 or under.
This full crime analysis exercise was supplemented by an in-depth analysis of taxi
touting activity and market usage of late night transport services undertaken by
TfL. Research was undertaken to gain a better understanding of illegal minicab
touting behaviour at identified hotspots across London. This helped the key
stakeholders to better understand the touting problem and aid the evaluation of
anti-touting initiatives. Surveys were also commissioned to gain a better
understanding of the night time travel patterns of Londoners, including the use
of minicabs.
Baseline results showed that that the overwhelming majority of minicab users in
the West End picked up one in the street or outside the venue, rather than
booking it from a minicab office, giving illegal minicabs a 14% total market
share in the West End area prior to STaN initiatives being implemented.
A number of contributory factors were identified as part of the analysis stage.
The most significant factors included:
♦ lack of public awareness of the laws surrounding minicabs;
♦ lack of public awareness of the potential risks associated with illegal
minicabs;
♦ an active illegal minicab trade that was operating in a largely unregulated
market with little enforcement and with no real legal deterrent;
♦ legitimate travel options were limited at night and the public was unaware
of how to access them.
Local borough police (BOCUs) had been adopting different local approaches to
tackling the problems of sexual assaults and illegal taxi touting iv. These offenderbased strategies were not effective in reducing the number of sexual assaults on
women in illegal minicabs.
STaN [Transport for London] June 2006
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RESPONSE
It was clear from the early scanning and analysis stages that this problem could
not been addressed wholly by an individual agency and that a multi-faceted and
coordinated approach was needed. The response had to shift the focus from an
offender based strategy to one that covered all aspects of the crime triangle.
Conventional policing alone could not tackle this acute problem so the MPS
joined forces with the GLA and TfL. The Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone,
made a commitment to improve the safety of people travelling at night and
launched the Safer Travel at Night (STaN) Initiative in October 2002. Under this
Project Board, a number of further scanning and analysis activities were
undertaken and further informed the response stages detailed below.
The key objectives of initiative are to:
♦ reduce the number of sexual assaults committed by illegal minicabs;
♦ raise awareness amongst Londoners and visitors to London of the risks of
using illegal minicabs; and
♦ reduce the demand for and the availability of illegal minicabs.
To ensure lasting success, it was critical that STaN was developed from the
principles of situational crime prevention and that it addressed the situational
causes of the problem. The key stakeholders and their partners sought to do this
largely by increasing the efforts of offenders through target hardening, increasing
the risks for offenders and reducing the rewards by disrupting the illegal minicab
market.
The strategy adopted had four main elements that were implemented as part of a
coordinated package. These include three demand reduction activities focussed
on victims and a supply reduction area focussed on offenders and locations:
♦ raising public awareness - informing the public of the dangers of using
illegal minicabs;
♦ delivery of improved late night travel services;
♦ providing the public with enhanced travel information and providing the
public with better access to safe travel options; and
♦ improve safety through greater regulation of the PHV industry,
enforcement and safety measures.
Each element involves a programme of integrated activities that are continually
evolving in response to feedback and evaluation.
The success of the STaN is dependent on an effective partnership between three
core agencies - TfL, GLA and the MPS who are engaging with organisations
across the capital to make London safer at night. The initiative has the support
of many bars and nightclubs. This coalition is responsible for the overall
development and implementation of the programme. A steering group was
STaN [Transport for London] June 2006
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established in 2002 which is chaired by the Mayor of London’s Policy Advisor on
Women and is attended by senior representatives of the core agencies. The
group is accountable for delivering results.
Raising Public Awareness
A central element of STaN is the multi media
communications campaign to raise public awareness
about the dangers of using illegal minicabs. The aim of
the campaign is to persuade the public (women in
particular) to choose what they perceive to be a less
convenient form of transport at a time when they are
least likely to make a rational decision. The primary
target audience for the campaign is women aged 16 35 going for a night out in London. Analysis of crime
data and police intelligence identified that this group was most at risk of attack.
The campaign is focussed on hard hitting images and messages to highlight the
risks associated with unlicensed minicabs.
The “Know what you’re getting into” campaign was launched in October 2002 as
a poster campaign utilising sites on bus shelters and Underground stations
across London and at pubs, clubs and other late night venues in central London.
The campaign material is regularly updated and continues to be used, with
posters and postcards distributed at major London Events and Festivals, to
Universities and to late night venues.
The campaign was further strengthened by a chilling cinema and television
advertisement that was directed by acclaimed British Director, Mike Leigh. The
campaign won two prestigious national advertising awards for successfully
alerting women to the dangers of using illegal minicabs. The cinema ad shows a
harmless-looking middle-aged man talking to us as he drives. He tells us that
he's been in and out of trouble over the years, and how hard it is to get a proper
job with a criminal record. A conviction for sexual assault hasn't stopped him
from picking up women, though - far from it. We see him stop the car and lean
out to talk to a young woman on the pavement - 'minicab love?' he says.
Increasingly electronic media and websites are also being used to target specific
audiences (http://www.london.gov.uk/mayor/safer_travel/index.jsp)
Delivery of improved late night travel services
A key component of TfL’s transport strategy is the promotion of safer travel in
the capital at night, and one of the most effective ways of achieving this
objective is to encourage the use of night buses and licensed taxis and minicabs.
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TfL has provided better late night transport options,
including more night buses than ever before. The 100th
night bus route was introduced on 3rd June 2006. There
are now much easier, safer and more reliable travel
options at night. Frequency and capacity improvements
of bus services have shortened passengers’ waiting times
and have increased night bus patronage. Fares have been
cut. In 2005 there were 34 million passengers travelling
by night bus and this figure continues to rise.
Furthermore, the entire London bus fleet which consists of over 8,000 vehicles
has been fitted with CCTV cameras.
TfL introduced changes to the operation of black taxis to encourage greater use
of these services. Night tariffs for taxi fares were introduced in order to
encourage more licensed taxi drivers to work unsociable hours. Black cabs were
also instructed to accept all journeys of up to 12 miles which was double the old
limit of six miles.
TfL set up a marshalled taxi rank on Cranbourn Street near
Leicester Square tube station in London's West End. The
taxi rank is marshalled on Friday and Saturday evenings.
Marshals provide a reassuring presence to passengers and
co-ordinate taxi travellers with taxi drivers heading to
similar destinations. The rank is covered by CCTV and
patrolled regularly by police. Marshalled taxi ranks have
now been rolled out to various locations across London
and are an important and increasing part of the STaN campaign.
Late night travel was made safer with the launch of the Transport Operational
Command Unit (TOCU), a unique partnership between TfL and the MPS, in 2002.
With some 1,300 staff including over 400 police and 400 police community
support officers the Unit provides a dedicated police capability to focus on
reducing crime and the fear of crime on London’s bus network, enforcing the law
relating to taxis and private hire vehicles and dealing with critical congestion
across London. The TOCU has been highly effective in reassuring passengers and
staff by providing a visible, uniformed presence across the surface transport
network and for the first time provides focussed policing for the bus and cab
networks.
Further TfL improvements include the:
♦ planned extension to the running hours of the London Underground on
Friday and Saturday nights;
♦ Dockland Light Railway’s (DLR) last mile home initiative has introduced a
radical, new car free booking service for Londoners and DLR passengers;
and
♦ introduction of satellite cab desks in some of London’s most popular
nightclubs so that customers can book their cabs before leaving the
venue.
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Enhanced travel information
Another key part of STaN is informing people of the safer travel options that are
available to help them make the right choice when travelling late at night. STaN
aims to encourage people to pre-plan their journeys. A number of initiatives have
been introduced to provide people with better access to safe travel options
through enhanced travel information.
TfL’s travel information line and internet journey planner play a major role in
providing travel information with the number and website address used in all
publicity and information material. The journey planner is a tool designed to help
people plan trips in London. Women are able to use this facility to find licensed
female drivers.
In September 2005, the UK’s first text service aimed at
reducing sexual attacks in illegal minicabs was launched
as part of the STaN initiative. The new service means that
people can text ‘Home’ to 60835 and receive the numbers
of licensed minicab and taxi firms in the area they are
texting from. Early indications show that this service is a
great success.
Travel information and access to information has been improved in a variety of
other ways including:
♦ freefones to licensed minicab offices installed at a
number of student unions across London
♦ localised travel information boards at clubs and
bars
♦ one number booking systems for taxis
♦ information on taxi fares and contact details for
taxi services at taxi ranks – taxi poles installed at a
number of locations across London
♦ local transport maps distributed at late night
venues and displayed at bus shelters / underground stations.
Furthermore, TfL works closely with local authorities to provide localised travel
information that meets the needs of those living and visiting the area.
Improve safety through industry regulation, enforcement and safety
measures
This fourth element of the STaN initiative aimed to increase the risks for
offenders in a number of ways. PHV licensing reduces the anonymity of taxi
touts while targeted police enforcement is a deterrent threat to potential
offenders as it increases the chances of getting caught. Furthermore, the STaN
agencies have lobbied for legislative change to increase the risks of detection
and the consequential penalties.
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TfL’s Public carriage Office (PCO) is responsible for
licensing the private hire vehicle trade including
operators, drivers and vehicles. Since October 2001 as
part of a Mayoral driven initiative it has been illegal to
operate as a minicab without a licence from the PCO. The
PCO has a team of dedicated licensing officers who visit
licensed operators to ensure that they and their drivers
are complying with regulations. This regulation gives
passengers confidence when using a licensed minicab operator that they are
dealing with an honest, professional organisation with reliable drivers and safe
vehicles.
Driver licensing is regarded as the most important part of this process which is
due to be completed later this year. The checks on drivers are rigorous and will
certainly make a difference in improving safety. Over 2,260 operators, 40,000
vehicles and 30,000 drivers are currently licensed. All licensed minicabs must
show a new distinctive disc fitted to the front and rear windscreens to show that
the car is licensed and has met strict safety standards.
The TOCU’s dedicated pan-London Cab Enforcement Unit is responsible for
enforcing the law relating to taxis and PHVs in London. The Unit has been highly
effective in targeting PHV drivers that tout illegally, as well as clamping down on
unsafe vehicles and other taxi and private hire offences. The majority of its
efforts are focussed towards anti-touting activities at key hotspots in and around
central London and developing enforcement expertise and tactics to ensure
maximum impact.
The deployment of the TOCU Cab Enforcement Teams is based on intelligence
information from a variety of sources including TfL, Project Sapphire, local
police, the licensed trade and members of the public. Intelligence sources have
identified that the majority of problems with unlicensed minicabs and touting
activity are concentrated in the West End. In response, the Cab Enforcement Unit
undertakes anti-touting patrols in the West End from Wednesday to Saturday
(inclusive) every week of the year. In addition, the Unit carries out many covert
operations in central London and other hotspot locations identified by analysis.
Over 2,750 arrests have been made for cab related offences including taxi
touting since its introduction in June 2002. The unit has carried hundreds of
operations, both overt and covert, to deter and apprehend taxi touts. Tactics
have included officers dressed in formal wear exiting from hotels in taxi touting
hot dots. The TOCU regularly runs covert operations involving only female
officers as these have proved to be more effective in identifying touts and sexual
offenders.
The TOCU’s remit was recently expanded to include the active investigation of
known sexual offender taxi touts. This work will involve targeted sting
operations involving female officers. The TOCU Cab Unit team will work closely
with Project Sapphire to identify and apprehend sexual predators.
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In December 2003, following strong lobbying from the Stan partners taxi touting
was made a nationally recordable offence, allowing police to take DNA samples,
fingerprints and photographs from all taxi touting offenders. The benefits include
tracking persistent offenders, identifying those unlawfully at large, improved
opportunities to detect perpetrators of sexual offences, the ability to build
offender history at a national level to inform licensing decision making. It was
recognised that DNA collected from touts would be a powerful tool in
identifying the perpetrators of these crimes and ultimately reduce the number of
rapes and sexual assaults. A number of offenders have been identified as part of
this process.
TfL and the Mayor of London also raised concerns with the Home office about
the inconsistency and leniency of penalties being imposed for taxi touting. The
average fines were not high enough to be seen as a deterrent. The maximum
fines for touting and the linked offence of no insurance were increased. The
inconsistency of penalties continues to be an issue but is being addressed in a
variety of ways including magistrate briefings and sentencing guidelines. The
TOCU Cab Enforcement Unit sought to redress this issue by organising for all of
its cases to be heard by a single court which has been valuable in ensuring that
the penalties are both consistent and appropriate for the offence.
The STaN agencies have been working with bars, clubs and other late night
venues to ensure the safety of customers and staff once they have left the
premises. The GLA, TfL and the MPS are working with licensing authorities and
local authorities to sign up to and follow ‘best practice’ guidelines. In many
cases, door staff are being utilised as place managers to help prevent sexual
attacks on women. Door staff are directing patrons to legitimate modes of travel
and providing police with valuable intelligence.
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EVALUATION
Ongoing evaluation is critical to the success of the STaN initiative. Monitoring of
sexual offence crime data, illegal minicab usage and perceptions, enforcement
results and taxi touting levels both informs and improves the response to this
problem.
STaN has been highly successful in achieving its primary objective that is,
reducing the number of sexual assaults by illegal minicab drivers. Sexual assaults
in illegal minicabs have fallen each year since the STaN initiative began in 2002.
212 sexual assaults were reported between October 2001 and September 2002.
54 women were raped in these attacks. In the first 12 months of the initiative
sexual assaults by illegal minicabs fell by 27% to 155, with rapes falling by 22%
to 42. The number of reported attacks fell to 140 the following year; 32 of these
were rapes. Project Sapphire has reported that this number has now fallen to ten
assaults per month.
Chart 1
Reported Sexual Assaults in Illegal Minicabs
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TfL commissioned an independent agency to conduct an ongoing programme of
research to assess the effectiveness of the initiative. The primary objective of
the research is to provide an ongoing market share measure of the night
transport marketing the West End and control areas, by determining the share of
journeys taken with illegal minicabs. The research is carried out twice a year –
prior to and after the media campaign.
The research provides:
♦ a baseline measure of market share prior to the launch of the anti-touting
initiatives and further monitors to assess changes over time.
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♦ explanations for the market share of each transport mode and assesses
the extent to which these change over time.
♦ feedback on the awareness of the complementary measures such as
advertising campaigns and PR activity and assesses their impact on the
perceptions of illegal minicabs versus other forms of transport.
Results from the most recent wave of research undertaken in February 2006
(Wave 7) have again highlighted the positive impact of the STaN initiative in the
West End. The research has showed that STaN has been successful in changing
attitudes to illegal minicab usage. Usage has fallen from 14% in wave 1
(September 2003) to only 4% in wave 7 (see Chart 1). A diffusion of benefits has
also seen illegal minicab usage fall from 18% to 11% in areas other than the west
end (including specific control areas).
Chart 2
Illegal Minicab Usage
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The most welcomed news is that fewer females are making journeys in illegal
minicabs. Females were previously more likely to use illegal minicabs than males
(18% vs. 10% in wave 1). The proportion of males using this mode of transport
over the period has remained steady, but the proportion of females using an
illegal minicab has dropped significantly (18% in wave 1 to 7% in wave 7). This
demonstrated that the anti-touting initiatives have been most successful with
this key demographic group as originally planned. This is also supported by the
fact that females had a much worse perception of the safety of illegal minicabs
than was the case with males.
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Latest results include:
♦ In both the West End and the Control areas, the incidence of touting has
fallen steadily since the anti-touting initiatives began, and is now
significantly lower than in Wave 1.
♦ The main reasons for regarding illegal minicabs as the least preferred
option relate to safety and risk. Women are significantly more likely than
men to choose an illegal minicab as their least preferred choice. The
proportions mentioning illegality of minicabs have risen significantly since
before the anti-touting initiatives began in both the West End and Control
areas.
♦ The preferred late night transport modes are the night bus or black cabs.
♦ Respondents were also specifically prompted as to whether they had seen
any of the “Know What You’re Getting Into” adverts. In total, 59% could
recall seeing these adverts – a very high figure for this type of campaign.
A separate piece of independent qualitative research was undertaken in
September 2005 to provide a deeper understanding of those ‘hardcore’ users,
specifically lone female users. Hardcore users are defined as those who have
used an illegal minicab and when told that this is illegal, still remain very likely to
use an illegal minicab. This research will be undertaken periodically and any new
developments will be used to further tailor the response.
This research forms a valuable part of the ongoing evaluation of the STaN
initiatives. The results of this research are used to both inform and improve the
response. This has been extremely important in evaluating and tailoring each
element of the response to ensure maximum effectiveness.
Research undertaken after the first media campaign highlighted the fact that the
marketing campaign needed to be stronger to achieve the desired income. Taking
this into account the campaign was re-launched to
include more hard hitting images and a chilling cinema ad.
Posters and radio adverts use shock value to remind
people that ten women a month are still sexually attacked
and raped by illegal minicab drivers in London. Future
campaigns will aim to also reach the family and friends of
young women to help dissuade them from getting into a
car with a taxi tout.
In wave 7, 55% of West End respondents recalled seeing or hearing advertising or
communication relating to safer travel at night compared with only 24% in wave
1. In wave 7, 22% of respondents recall advertising messages with stories about
attacks / rapes in illegal minicabs compared with 6% in wave 1.
The results from a number of research waves have shown an altered pattern of
touting activity and highlighted the increase in ‘passive touting’ which suggests
that the touts are aware of how to avoid police detection / arrest. The TOCU
reported that after a number of years of active and concentrated enforcement
and media exposure of taxi touting persistent hard-core offenders have adapted
STaN [Transport for London] June 2006
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their methods to avoid arrest and prosecution. The police have identified that
these offenders were beyond reach of the police’s covert approaches and police
tactics must change in response to changing touting methods. The TOCU Cab
Enforcement Strategy has been revised in response to this evaluation of
enforcement activity. The apprehension and prosecution of taxi touts will
continue to be an integral part of the TOCU / PCO strategy.
Anti-touting initiatives are concentrated in Central London (West End) where the
problem is greatest but have been extended to other areas of London. Stan
partners are collaborating with Local authorities and BOCUs on STaN initiatives.
STaN Board meetings are held regularly to review the strategy and progress
against the annual STaN Action Plan and work plans.
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STaN
Safer Travel at Night demonstrates an effective problem solving approach to
reducing crime and the opportunities to commit crime. The STaN partners are
committed to continuous improvement. The initiative is ongoing and further
measures will be implemented to raise awareness, improve travel services,
enhance enforcement and provide better information to travellers.
AGENCY AND OFFICER INFORMATION
TfL is highly committed to tackling and reducing crime and disorder on the
transport network. With work co-ordinated through the Transport Policing and
Enforcement Directorate (TPED) TfL now commits over £120 million a year to
policing services. TPED delivers policing and enforcement services across TfL’s
operational businesses by funding and working in partnership with the MPS
TOCU and the British Transport Police.
TPED applies a problem solving approach based on the principles of SARA and
the problem analysis triangle to combat crime and disorder on the transport
network. Staff including senior managers, project managers and analysts have
received training in problem solving approaches to crime. In addition, staff
regularly attend courses and seminars on problem oriented policing / problem
solving throughout the UK and the US.
This approach is also adopted by the MPS. The MPS has a dedicated Problem
Solving Unit which has identified best practice and designed a simple but
effective problem solving process which is compliant with the national
Intelligence Model. The MPS Problem Solving Process and Training Programme
were recipients of the Tilley Award 2003. The Unit provides coaching, advice and
support and has developed a number of guides, templates and checklists for
officers. Project Sapphire and the TOCU have an excellent understanding of and
experience in problem solving. The SARA process is applied rigorously to STaN.
No problems were encountered with the model.
Many elements of STaN were already funded and the initiative drew these
separate funding streams together into a coherent package. Transport for
London has provided funding for the provision of services, research,
enforcement and marketing costs. A number of private transport providers have
also contributed to the initiative.
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END NOTES
i

The GLA is a unique form of strategic citywide government for London. It is made up of a directly elected
Mayor - the Mayor of London - and a separately elected Assembly - the London Assembly. The GLA’s main
areas of responsibility include: transport, policing, fire and emergency planning, economic development,
planning, culture, environment and health.
ii

Transport for London (TfL) is the integrated body responsible for the capital’s transport system. Its role is
to implement the Mayor’s Transport Strategy for London and manage the transport services across the
capital for which the Mayor has responsibility. TfL manages London’s buses, London Underground, the
Docklands Light Railway (DLR) and London Trams. It also runs London River Services, Victoria Coach Station
and London’s Transport Museum. As well as running the central London congestion charging scheme, TfL
manages a 580km network of main roads, all of London’s 4,600 traffic lights and regulates taxis and the
private hire trade.
iii

The MPS is by far the largest of the police services that operate in greater London (the others include the
City of London Police and the British Transport Police). Today, the Metropolitan Police Service employs
31,141 officers, 13,661 police staff, 414 traffic wardens and 2,106 Police Community Support Officers
(PCSOs), and covers an area of 620 square miles and a population of 7.2million.
iv

The basic street level policing of London is carried out by 33 Borough Operational Command Units
(BOCUs).
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Official Transcripts (1980-1989)

Ogwr Borough Council v Baker
QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION (CROWN OFFICE LIST)
BINGHAM LJ AND LEGGATT
CO/1642/87, (Transcript:Marten Walsh Cherer)

12 DECEMBER 1988

12 December 1988
N Cooke for the Applicant; the Respondent did not appear

LEGGATT J:
This is an appeal by way of a case stated against a decision of the Newcastle and Ogmore justices whereby
they dismissed an information against the respondent, John Baker, that he on 28th November 1986 did ply
for hire at Market Street, Bridgend, a Ford Cortina motor car for which a licence had not been previously obtained. That offence was expressed to be against Section 45 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847. That section makes it an offence for any person to ply for hire with any carriage which in effect is being used as a
hackney carriage without previously having obtained the requisite licence for that purpose.
The justices found these facts. For a period of over half an hour between 1.20 and 1.56 am on 28th November 1986 a police officer was on duty near a nightclub in Market Street, Bridgend, called Shimmers Nightclub. He there saw a line of hackney carriages and private hire vehicles. The hackney carriages were plying
for hire by persons emerging from the nightclub. Also in Market Street at that time was a hot-dog van. It was
parked about ten yards away from the nightclub, and the respondent's vehicle was parked near to the
hot-dog van.
From time to time people came out of the nightclub and hired a hackney carriage from the line. A particular
couple emerged from the nightclub, passed some orthodox hackney carriages and went up to the respondent's vehicle. It bore on its windscreen a sticker saying "Allways," which the justices find was the name of the
firm that employed the respondent: it made available private hire vehicles.
The couple approached the driver, asked him whether he was for them, and he then communicated with his
controller for the purpose of ascertaining whether those who had accosted him had indeed booked a private
hire vehicle from his firm. It was established that they had, although the respondent had not been sent there
by his firm for the purpose of fulfilling that booking.
The justices found that the respondent sometimes parked in the position where he was when accosted by
the couple, for the purpose of using, as they put it, the "facilities" of the hot-dog van, but, as the police con-
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stable observed, the respondent did not get out of his vehicle for that purpose on this occasion. The officer
approached the vehicle and asked the respondent the names and addresses of his passengers. He did not
know either and confirmed that this was not a prearranged pick up. When the respondent was able to communicate with his controller, he at first was told not to take the passengers, but thereafter that instruction was
countermanded because the name of one of the passengers had been identified as being a person who had
made a booking.
The justices say in the case that their attention was not drawn to any particular cases, but it was contended
on behalf of the prosecutor that they were bound by precedent to interpret the expression "plying for hire" as
meaning being on view to the public and inviting the public to use the vehicle. It was submitted that inferences could be drawn from the appearance of the vehicle and the place where it was on view to the public.
For the respondent it was submitted that it was not inevitable that he should be convicted merely on account
of his propinquity to a line of hackneys, although it was acknowledged that that propinquity might give rise to
a reasonable suspicion of guilt.
This is the latest in a line of cases stretching back over a century in which the court has been asked by local
authorities to stiffen the resolve of magistrates in convicting unlicensed cab drivers of plying for hire. On behalf of this local authority, Mr Cooke has submitted that the decision of these justices was in effect perverse
having regard to the facts which they found, and the circumstance that the respondent did not attempt to afford them, when he gave his evidence, any explanation for why on the relevant occasion he was parked
where he was.
The question which it is acknowledged the justices had to ask themselves is whether by parking the vehicle
where he did the respondent was in the circumstances impliedly soliciting custom, that is, exhibiting the vehicle to the public as one which might be hired. To this question, however formulated, it seems to me there
could only be one answer.
The justices in the case stated gave reasons in support of their decision. First they said: "Although the defendant's private hire vehicle was on view to the public there was no evidence that the vehicle carried any
visible invitation to the public to use it, for example, a 'For Hire' sign." But it did bear, as they found, on its
windscreen the name of the taxi service, "Allways," which is no doubt known locally to people who have occasion to hire vehicles, and as such it was recognisable as a private hire vehicle.
Next the justices said: "Nor was there any evidence that the defendant by any means whatever invited the
public to use his vehicle: rather the reverse was true." They added: "The defendant was chosen by passengers, who had already booked with his firm, as defendant immediately tried to confirm by radio." But the respondent's presence in the vehicle with the name of the taxi service on the windscreen near a line of hackney carriages outside a nightclub at 1.30 in the morning could not but constitute an invitation. It is true that
the passengers may have booked with the respondent's firm, but the respondent was not there for the purpose of fulfilling that booking.
The justices then say: "As to the place where the defendant's vehicle was found, it appeared to us that (although he might put himself under suspicion by being near a place where hackneys were plying for hire)
there was a reasonable and valid excuse, if any were needed to exculpate him on that ground, for his being
near the hot-dog stand whose facilities he sometimes used."
The respondent was admittedly near the hackneys and therefore in a place to which people wishing to hire
cars would be likely to come but to speak of the hot-dog stand as providing a reasonable and valid excuse
for his presence seems to me absurd. There is no suggestion that the respondent used the hot-dog stand on
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the relevant occasion. Indeed, as I have already commented, he gave no explanation at all for being where
he was.
The question is not whether he may have stopped where he did in case he felt like eating a hot dog at some
stage but whether in so doing he was exhibiting his car to the public as being available for hire. He probably
was and indeed he must have known that he was and done so intentionally.
The justices say finally: "We could not reasonably draw inferences from the evidence which would have constrained us to the view that we were sure of the defendant's guilt." This court will not likely interfere with findings of fact by justices but since there is no dispute that the justices were properly directed or properly directed themselves, the conclusion is irresistible that their finding was one which no reasonable bench could
in the circumstances have made.
I would answer the question posed whether or not the decision of the justices is one to which a reasonable
bench applying their minds to proper considerations in giving themselves proper directions could come by
saying no and remit the case to the justices with a direction to convict.

BINGHAM LJ:
I agree. The factual conclusions of justices who have heard the evidence and who are no doubt familiar with
the locality in which an offence is said to have been committed will always be accorded great weight in this
court. We would not venture to interfere unless their conclusion was one which simply could not be supported if a proper approach in law were adopted.
My initial impression on reading this case was, I confess, that it was a very clear case of plying for hire by an
unlicensed vehicle. I have, accordingly, scrutinised the justices' decision with great care to make sure that
there is not some factor which may have justified them in reaching the decision they did. I can find none.
My Lord has rehearsed the facts and I shall not repeat them. It does, with respect to the justices, seem to me
that the evidence is all one way and conclusive in favour of the prosecutor. I would accordingly answer the
question no, as my Lord has indicated, and remit the case to the justices with a direction to convict.
Application allowed in that case remitted to the justices with a direction to convict; no order for costs
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From: Gert Kretov
Sent: 25 May 2012 08:05
To: TPH
Subject: Use of Taxi
Dear sir/Madame,
I think allowing Private Hire Vehicles to use word Taxi completely undermines the whole meaning of Taxi.
In fact, I think Private Hire Companies should be banned from using word Taxi altogether as some of them
use it and even advertise themselves as "Taxi" service. Therefore, please see below the meaning of word
taxi;
Harry Nathaniel Allen of The New York Taxicab Co., who imported the first 600 gas-powered New York
taxicabs from France, coined the word "taxicab" as a contraction of "taximeter cabriolet". "Taximeter" is an
adaptation of the French word taximètre, which is a derivation of the German word taxameter , coined from
Medieval Latin taxa , which means tax / charge, together with METER from the Greek metron ( μέτρον )
meaning measure. [1] A "cabriolet" is a type of horse-drawn carriage, from the French word "cabrioler"
("leap, caper"), from Italian "capriolare" ("to jump"), from Latin "capreolus" ("roebuck", "wild goat").
Thank you for your consideration,
Regards,
Gert Kretov
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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CONSULTATION REPONSE
Provisional Proposal 1
Agree with 2 tier system.
Provisional Proposal 2
It is appreciated what you are trying to achieve but is it practicable to compare the
requirements of the taxi trade in London, or other large city’s, to those of more rural
Councils?
Agree in principle but not to the detriment of the above.
Provisional Proposal 3
Agree
Question 4
Disagree. As a rural County with a large tourist base we already have horse drawn
hackneys, novelty vehicles (stretched limousines/converted fire engines) and
pedicabs operating within our area of responsibility. We have also received enquiries
in relation to licensing “Tuk Tuks”. To restrict licensing to vehicles that require a
driving licence would push the horse drawn hackney carriage outside the licensing
regime. There is already a problem with horse drawn vehicles that carry more than 8
passengers as VOSA will not licence them because they are not mechanically
propelled. These vehicles are currently trading but are not covered by any
legislation.
Provisional Proposal 5
Agree. I believe you could go further and restrict PSV licenses to vehicles which
have more than 8 passenger seats only. This would get rid of the anomaly of the
Traffic Commissioner licensing vehicles of 8 seats or less and operators choosing
who to licence with L.A or T.C.
Provisional Proposal 6
Disagree. See question 4 above. It is believed that all horse drawn “stage
coaches/stage carriages” should remain within the taxi licensing remit regardless of
the number of passengers. This will remove the grey area that some of these
vehicles currently operate in.
Provisional Proposal 7
Agree. As the law is to be re-written with statutory minimum standards then it is
believed that limousines (especially stretched limousines) and novelty vehicles
should be covered by the proposed minimum standards policy. All vehicles with 8
passenger seats or less should be the responsibility of L.A.s, not the T.C.
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Provisional Proposal 8
Agree in part. It is very difficult to identify “genuine volunteers”. There are
“volunteers” who work 5 days a week driving hospital patients to/from appointments.
A round trip between two hospitals could be 100 – 200 miles @ 50p per mile could
include a margin of profit which would make it a licensable activity. Believe this
section requires further investigation.
Question 9
(a) Carpooling.
The Department for Transport’s guidance refers to using the rates as set by HM
Revenues and Customs to assess the “profit” which may be made by carpooling.
This is based on the vehicle travelling 10000 miles in a year. Profit is the money
made above and beyond the cost of running any vehicle for a particular
journey. If any profit is made from an individual journey, them that vehicle must
be licensed.
(b) Members clubs.
This has already been dealt with by the Courts who decided that this type of
operation needs to be licensed. To re-open the discussion of possibly
entertaining this type of transport is wrong. Who will licence/control/enforce this
type of operation?
Provisional Proposal 10
Agree in principle but would like to see a safety net of consultation with Local
Authorities prior to any decision being made.
Provisional Proposal 11
Believe that funerals should remain exempt from the licensing regime. Wedding cars,
because of the numerous different types and ages could be included in what is being
described as “novelty” vehicles.
Question 12
None what so ever. The whole idea of the repeal was to take away the option of
unlicensed drivers/vehicles with no formal enhanced Criminal Records check being
allowed to transport vulnerable children/adults. In this area the repeal has not
caused any problems and it is believed more problems will be created by taking this
retrograde proposed action.
Provisional Proposal 13
Agree.
Question 14
Believe this is a question that can only be answered by Authorities who have airports
within their area of responsibility.
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Provisional Proposal 15
Agree
Provisional Proposal 16
Agree
Question 17
Yes
Provisional Proposal 18
Agree
Provisional Proposal 19
Agree
Provisional Proposal 20
Disagree. The current system is simple to use and does not affect the use of the taxi
for family use. The only restriction being that the driver must hold a licence to drive a
taxi issued by the parent Authority. As LA officers have no powers to stop vehicles
proving/disproving that the vehicle was being used socially would create an
unnecessary extra burden of proof aspect to any prosecution action taken by a LA.
This proposal would appear to only appease the taxi trade in London.
Provisional Proposal 21
Agree in principle. The DoT guidance is very non specific when using words like
“likely to” and would need to be amended accordingly. The section “Volunteers”
contained within the guidance is at variance to the feelings of many Licensing
Authorities and the answer at 9(a) is relevant here as well.
Provisional Proposal 22
Agree
Question 23
No. You have already made the proposal at number 22 to refer to the Private hire
trade as “Private Hire Vehicles” in legislation. Why then call them something else as
a result of the perception that some members of the public do not know the
difference between a taxi and a private hire vehicle? This should be addressed
through press releases on the different roles of both trades.
Provisional Proposal 24
Agree
Provisional Proposal 25
Agree
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Provisional Proposal 26
Disagree. Private Hire services are still transporting members of the public for a fee.
Therefore should have the same level of safety standards as required for taxis.
Without knowing what the “minimum” safety standards are going to be it is
impossible to answer this question any other way.
Provisional Proposal 27
Depends on what those safety standards are going to be. Agree that topographical
knowledge would not be required.
Question 28
Yes in relation to signage.
Question 29
Remembering that taxis can also carry out private hire work there should be no
difference to the standard between taxis and private hire vehicles. I fail to see why a
private hire vehicle is considered to be of a lesser risk than a taxi.
Question 30
No
Provisional Proposal 31
Agree
Provisional Proposal 32
Agree
Question 33
Consider that this would be best addressed by creating regional forums who would
report to the technical advisory panel. This could be done initially through the
IOL/NALEO regional meetings with specific guidelines to follow.
Provisional Proposal 34
Agree
Question 35
Again without knowing what the National minimum standard will be it is difficult to
say what local standards Authorities would wish to introduce. This would impact on
the ability of cross border enforcement if there are vast differences between
Councils.
Question 36
As question 35 above.
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Question 37
Believe it would be best left to individual Councils to make local arrangements. It
may be useful for small local Authorities but County Councils with large geographical
areas may find statutory conditions cost prohibitive.
Provisional Proposal 38
Agree
Provisional Proposal 39
Was under the belief that it was illegal to create zoning under European Restrictive
Working Practices legislation? This also goes against DoT guidance (2.28 of this
document).
Question 40
Is this not a restrictive practice? What legal right does an Authority have to say to an
applicant, you can have a licence, but you will only work hours as detailed by the
Authority?
Provisional Proposal 41
Agree
Provisional Proposal 42
Disagree. This will lead to conflict between local drivers and those from “out of area”.
What reason would a driver doing a 100 mile trip for an airport drop off have for
staying in an area completely unknown to him?
Provisional Proposal 43
Agree with both questions.
Question 44
No.
Question 45
Set out in primary legislation.
Provisional Proposal 46
Do not understand this question. Invariably the vehicle owner is also the vehicle
driver therefore he/she would need to comply with the fit and proper test. The owner
of the vehicle is also the person responsible for acquiring the necessary insurance,
road fund licence and MOT certificate for the vehicle. This person must, therefore,
be a “responsible” person.
Question 47
Set out in primary legislation.
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Provisional Proposal 48
Agree.
Question 49
Yes. Where a company controls the radio base and owns the vehicles.
Provisional Proposal 50
If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators, then no. If the intermediary
is dealing directly with the driver of a vehicle, then yes.
Question 51
Yes.
Provisional Proposal 52
Agree but a record of who the booking was sub contracted to should be made.
Question 53
Yes. It also begs the question of whether taxi drivers should be allowed to accept
bookings in their vehicles when driving especially if they are already carrying
passengers. Not only do they have to take the call, they have to write down the
details when driving.
Provisional Proposal 54
Agree.
Question 55
May see a short term increase in vehicles but this may be negated by the
introduction of more stringent national quality controls.
Question 56
This question should be directed at the 93 Authorities which are specifically affected
by this proposal. From a personal point of view it is believed that no transitional
measures should be put in place.
Question 57
(1). Yes, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move away from
other vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base.
(2). Yes, in principle, but with the numerous vehicle body types (i.e. rear loading) this
would not be practical on a rank owing to the distance required behind the vehicle for
loading purposes. Each rank would require a “dropped curb” to facilitate this type of
vehicle (unless this type of vehicle was deemed unsuitable as a taxi).
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Question 58
Yes, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move away from other
vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base.
Question 59
All drivers of disabled access vehicles should be required to have disability
awareness and safe handling training before being allowed to drive this type of
vehicle.
Provisional Proposal 60
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 61
Agree in principle but would this stop any owner licensing disabled access vehicles
because of the cost of driver training? Who would pay for the driver training?
Provisional Proposal 62
Agree in principle but where and how would this information be displayed? It would
have to be in a position where it could be seen and accessed by passengers. It
would also need to be available in Braille for visually impaired passengers.
Question 63
Yes but would be very difficult to prove if the driver claimed to be on route to another
pick up.
Question 64
Yes.
Question 65
Very little with the limited resources available to Licensing Authorities. The offence
would have to be observed in the first instance. It is suggested that this can only be
targeted on receipt of good intelligence from the trade.
Question 66
Agree in principle but there would need to be in place definitive guidelines for officers
to follow. There would also need to be protection for the officer against claims of
false impounding.
Question 67
Agree, but for proscribed offences only.
Provisional Proposal 68
Agree.
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Question 69
No. It is believed that cross border enforcement should be restricted to the issue of
fixed penalty notices/suspensions only for proscribed offences. Revocation should
be the responsibility of the home Authority after receiving written submissions from
the reporting Authority.
Provisional Proposal 70
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 71
Agree.
Provisional Proposal 72
Agree.
Question 73
Agree.
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LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
It is important that both types of trade exist that is Taxi and P/H. The problem has been that
P/H have reengaged on doing the work for which they are licensed to do correctly as they try
to compromise the unsuspecting customer by pretending to be that that they are not. This
leads to a fall down in the overall transport system as many customers get left behind and
the Taxis have to clean up or the safety of the customer becomes compromised. It is for this
and other reasons that the two trades must be kept separate and any practice that could
lead to confusion must be legislated against, for instance sinage or parking near busy spots.

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
London should be part of the review but at a different level which should relate to its own
special need.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
I believe a better general over view of vehicle type being included in this commission would
be beneficial. In particular appertaining to the driver. To drive a long limousine requires a
greater awareness regards length thus turning considerations. The use of pedicabs and
ponies/horses require road awareness skills even though as such they do not need to have
a licensed driver. These services require the higher standard as they are responsible for the
safety of customers.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
No advantage would be gained and as technology moves on it would have to be reviewed if
it had any restriction.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
All vehicles that are for hire or reward with a driver as defined is what I believe the review is
about and thus PSV do not need to be included.

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
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As taxi sharing in a limited form exists and very often customers choose this amongst
themselves, thus does not justify exclusion

Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
These vehicles do need some form of licensing regarding safety and confirming driver be fit
and proper as the customers are often young and gullible.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Agreed the emphasis being on GENUINE
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Carpooling is an essential way of commuting providing it is not done for hire or reward.
However Club Membership has many interpretations and can lead to issues with some
drivers thinking they have exclusive rights. It is the customer who should be able to specify
their own choice and thus as such should be avoided.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
No the law has to be very clear as to what is in and what is out. If anyone running a business
wants exclusion they will have to make strong representation to the highest level. This
applies to business only.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
If a friend has a vintage car or such like and would like to borrow it for a special occasion
then on a by exception basis that, I would think acceptable. Any other usage has a safety
risk.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
The contract exemption gave rise to much exploitation and as such never have existed. This
was used just to confuse the customers. If someone wants exemption then the said vehicle
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and driver must work exclusively for that contractor and be paid only by them and not the
passenger.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Any land that is accessible to the public has to be accessible to the Taxi providing it in the
authorities area for which they are licienced any other practice denies the public freedom of
choice re immediate hiring. P/H should not have this problem as they are pre booked and as
such are permitted by customer request but only upon that request being pre booked.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
I can understand the issues and customer venerability at airports which has lead to the bad
state of affairs that currently exist. It may be worth considering that any company or taxi that
wishes to operate out of an airport should preregister giving the airport right to refuse with
good reason.
I do not think they should have to make special shuttle service as it is for the provider to
locate the customer .The airport should provide a pick up point close to hand once the
customer and driver have located each other.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
This is made very difficult as P/H are trying to do work for which they are not licensed. Thus
causing under/ oversupply of vehicles of the wrong type. This causes customer service
delays creating the image of undersupply.If they are not visible or distinguishable from
normal traffic then the unwitting customer will not be tempted and the service would become
more efficient. For these reasons alone it has to be very clear what is acceptable including
supposed waiting for an unnamed customers and destinations.
.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Taxis do not have access to this sort advanced technology in the vehicle and if some did I
am sure it would be illegal to use whilst driving.
All bookings for P/H have to be made through the operator as they have access to the
overall customer needs and distribute the vehicles more efficiently. The driver should have
no conversation with public other than the designated customer thus all new technological
means should exclusively be available to the operator. Driving safely with chatty customers
etc is difficult enough without having to manage distracting call communication whilst driving

Question 17
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Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
I think the Scottish system is very much open to abuse as 14.77/78 would cause more
problems and tendency for abuse than it solves.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
See proposal 16 Mobile calls direct to drivers or drivers making calls to operator or using
direct communications such as radio to do so all could lead to immediate hire as it is not
done by the customer to the operator.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
I support private use of the vehicle as often it is the only family transport. There is a
tendency of the wife not paying. If one had suspicions re a vehicle then an easy check with
the operator would confirm if the vehicle was booked on as working and if it had been given
a job. If it was a private job it arguably would have been pre booked.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
You have me on this as I am not sure what this means. If it is about vehicle colour, type
capacity guidance then this is best left to local authorities.Although they have to be minful of
special needs such as disabled customers. There will need to be some basic rules such as
signage or the like to make sure that all possibility of confusion is removed.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Yes
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
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Absolutely NOT under no circumstances should any signage lead to the public to want to
approach the vehicle with intent to hire. The only signage if any on P/H vehicle should be
licence number as the public are easily unwittingly inclined to believe the vehicle is available
for immediate hire. The word hire cab kab or the likes do nothing else but mislead. Even on
Webb or any other type of advertising it does nothing unless deliberately used to mislead.
Any advert should only say that it is a Private Hire company and as such can invite
bookings. If they used the word Taxi which is a distinct different type of business can do
nothing but create the wrong impression.

A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24. 25. 26.
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188.189.190)
They have to be subject to national safety standards but not a minimum standard. Any
minimum standard would have to be mandatory. Because of the different types of trading the
standards have to have unique requirements but they will need to be of a high standard in
the interest of customer safety.
Provisional proposal 27.
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
As they are not available for immediate hire then naturally the route can be established
before picking up any customer, I am sure the operator would assist on this.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
I believe the commission should guide on this. Signage clearly can cause problems however
providing the licence was clearly visible then the safety issue would be somewhat diluted.
The other thing that may help would be a board with the customer’s name on could assist
however on this I do recognise that the driver should confirm that he has the correct fare by
withholding the destination until the passenger can confirm.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Varying standards across borders nateraly will cause problems and thus the minimum
standards would need to be very comprehensive and require input from all authorities as
varying standards could lead to major issues re cross border work for example.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192
The vulnerability for a driver is far greater in a taxi than that of a P/H due to the different
nature of the business. CCTV has to be very much supported. When I got it installed the
customer behaviour changed instantly and everyone supported. It paid for itself within
months in reducing the number of nonpayer’s and even those that got away the police were
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able to identify. Also single girls commented that they wished all taxis had it as it made them
feel safer.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
Sometimes operators are at risk epically if the office is town located and should also be
considered.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
I feel that it may be appropriate with recommendations of a high standard including CCTV
and if a driver does not want it then I ask why? It is for customer and personal safety and as
such all should be transparent. The commission I would think is well placed to do this taking
advise as to what sort of equipment is available in all aspects of safety. This is a
customer/provider process.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
I think technical should be part of a panel but not all. Police, customers, providers and the
law commission should all be stakeholders in this.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Yes, however the minimum standards must already be high. We want to improve the image
of the trade not bring it down to the lowest denominator.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
No not as such as these should be discussed between the trade and the authority initially. It
has to be said that sometimes the authorities just do not get it and in these cases the trade
must have access to an independent arbitrator at no cost to the trade and deferred before it
is implemented.
12
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes .
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
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Local authorities should have a duty to work together especially within a county or bordering
counties but the further afield you go the less important this becomes unless we have a
special case such as cross border hiring. Then maybe somea statutory enforcement maybe
required.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
In principle this is wise but it does lead to cross border issues and as such it is useful if the
public can easily identify a vehicle which in their licensing area. Possibly a large council crest
on the door, just a thought.
l
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Zones should be retained or even set up. The reason for this is that in large counties such as
Cornwall all taxis would zero in on the main cities and leave the small towns with no service.
Leaving no supply in one part of the authorities area and an oversupply in the other with no
way of managing it. The argument of market forces would have resolved this has no impact
as is the case with all taxi work.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No impossible to manage unless you provide an officer to stand by each car and fire the
starting gun. The idea of different identification would only confuse people more. The UK is
not USA and so it should remain.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
The idea of triple licensing is a sound one. If someone outside the area wants to use a
vehicle from a different area he is so entitled to do.
This could be the case of a visitor to Birmingham going to visit Stratford and later wanting to
use the same company to take them to say Manchester airport days apart. This would have
an on cost but providing he was aware of that that is his choice. This sort of scenario could
all be financed by a company who has a contract to service their needs as and when.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
I feel your logic is floored on this if and when I drop off out of area it has no implication on
cost to the customer. If I am fortunate to have a pick up in the area which has been
prebooked then I will do it but other than that I will ask the operator who should be aware
that I am running empty to divert me to the nearest job. To just wait has no advantage thus a
return to base philosophy is the correct one. This has always been the practice.
Provisional proposal 43
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Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
This is the current policy and I can see no reason to change. Very often customers barter
down from the meter fare in the taxi making it a very competitive business which is price
sensitive.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
This may happen if the customer has agreed the price and the meter is not set. If set that is
all you can charge in or out of the area. The customers often offer a price to get them to a
location in a given time and hand the money over then.
REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
13
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
There should be national standards on which a licensing authority can build. It is imperative
that these should be set high and the “fit and proper person” in itself is to broad a statement
and needs to be more clearly defined. It has to be remembered that the driver on many an
occasion has the safety and trust of young and venerable children or adults completely in
there charge. A charge that cannot be undertaken lightly.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
The test has to apply to vehicle owners and should be extended to include all the conditions
as in London 16.15 If an owner has limited funds or non and is off a bad business repute
then it is difficult to be sure that the vehicle is properly maintained to any safety standards
and would put customers at risk. This has to be vigorously tested before any person is
allowed to own a licensed vehicle.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
I can see no reason to change these standards unless it is to improve safety. However there
are some issues that do need addressing for instance if a new vehicle is licensed (fresh from
the manufacture they insist on a MOT. This I think is wrong and the first MOT should only be
required after 6 months and then at a frequency as required by said authority. May be
national standards should be set to cover these sort of issues.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
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vehicles. (Page 206)
Yes.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
Most operators have mixed fleets. Thus no change is required.
.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Agreed
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Yes
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes providing the meter is not set.
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
This has to be rethought. Since authorities lost the ability to control numbers the trade has
gone into a shambles unless the authority go through a very expensive process to justify
their position. The process itself being floored as can be seen by the number of authorities
who have subsequently taken control back mainly on damage limitation grounds. This is only
a proportion of those who want to reintroduce controls but due to a reluctance to admit they
got it wrong will not do so..
The consequence of this policy has reduced efficiency within the trade which automatically
leads to reduction in standards. Congestion in town centres, shortage of rank space, a
decline in customer service at peak time or anti social hours, a lowering of general
standards. Taxis all of which operate in a very competitive environment are less able to give
discounts as their margins are reduced and now as you are aware doing cross border work
as P/H so supplement their income. The effect of this alone is completely distorting the
trade. There are many arguments about this compounded with the perception that owners
trade with the licences which is a distortion of the facts. People trade in many other licensed
trades which have restrictions. This could be lead by envy by authorities I cannot tell but the
trade does not trade in the licence that is only a right to carry out that business. This policy
has been tried all around the world and has generally been found to be unsatisfactory. In
your own submissions you recognise that this policy does not improve taxi availability at
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peak times. The problem at peak times could be due to other traffic which the surveys do not
consider.
As has been shown by your own comments more taxis does not mean a better service and
the comment about latent demand are meaningless. Do you really believe that drivers just sit
and wait for the trade to fall into their laps
.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
You have already listed several long term problems all of which are sound but it appears you
refuse to seriously acknowledge just brush them aside. As regards the case of composition
are you to let us believe that was a real option. When we mentioned this to the authority on
this and even on inappropriate suspensions by bad practices by licensing officers the
authorities just laugh at the trade and say” take us to court”. This has happened on previous
occasions and they have lost but still they do not discuss just dictate. Not much of a
customer care policy which we always try to adopt with our customers.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Again we have put to the authority as a balanced process in that they should release a few,
measure the impact and if required release a few more. There by maintain the better service.
However there is none as deaf as those that won’t listen.
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
No. All drivers should be trained in disability awareness. The training for loading a wheel
chair safely is controlled by the vehicle type and it is for the operator or proprietor to ensure
that the driver has those skills.
As most wheelchair customers book by phone and organise the return the operator has the
required skills to be sure that they are not discriminated against.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Again No these vehicles are well suited to do normal hire work as well.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Yes all new entrants into the trade should come with a new wheelchair accessible vehicle
which will take a minimum of 1 wheel chair plus 3-4 other mobile passengers. This gives the
wheelchair users the same facilities as mobile customers instead of having to incur extra
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costs to move the same number of passengers by having to use 2 taxis which can take 4.
Whilst retaining the mixed fleet policy.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
I think this needs rethinking for without this authorities and the trade could ignore it and go
for the cheap option, the disabled would again become victims of a bad policy. Minimum
percentage mix should be applied. The policy as suggested above eliminates any challenge
to the policy being unfair.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Agreed
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
It may help. The main thing is to be sure that ranks are in a good position so as either rear
loading or side loading vehicles have space to do this safely. Normally other drivers do make
space. The other thing is drop kerbs on ranks should be considered.
REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
No not if the vehicle is hired or about to be unless there is something seriously wrong which
would have an immediate effect on safety. Not something like a light bulb. The officer should
take the identification of the vehicle and if tied to a company contact them for an immediate
appointment on conclusion of the current job. If it is an independent taxi then with details
contact it at its stored base unless there is a mobile number available. Any other immediate
stop should be done with the police. They can ofcourse approach any licensed vehicle which
is not working.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
I do not have direct experience of this however I have been approached by touts when in
London. I found it a very seedy way of getting trade and made my partner feel very
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intimidated and uncomfortable which is an illegal act and feel that impounding vehicles
would have a clear message attached to it.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Yes if the situation merited it. Improves their armoury of powers which at times they need.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
This would be a very useful tool used on the correct type of offence, the initial type would be
if the driver made a financial gain by the action or failed to take corrective action on safety to
save money. Double hit should have done it correctly, gain lost. Authorities must be sure that
they do not use it as a way of generating revenue thus in all cases the right to appeal must
exist.
The comment re a vehicle on a stand not being a taxi is already an offence but only enforced
with a fixed penalty by traffic wardens. Enforcement officers should also have this power.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
As standards vary this could cause issues. I would suggest that an enforcement officer can
approach any vehicle and if they cannot display a just and sound reason for being their than
they have the power to get them to leave the area.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
This power should exist but I would suggest a full report of the incident is made and sent to
the appropriate authority who issued the licence and jointly an action plan should be made to
uphold enforcement this is as suggested. The licensing authority must have a mandatory
commitment to respond and justify the action they take they must be seen to be effective.
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
This seems reasonable, it should be noted that authorities always state that the applicant
appeal through the courts. This intimidates applicants as it naturally involves costs which
they do not always have whilst the authority have access to the public purse thus they are
not under the same pressures as the applicant in their decision making.
. It would be better if some other form of appeal was available which did not incur a further
expense upon the applicant.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
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This I refer to in above but to be effective the appeal body should be a panel of independent
personnel who do not answer or are involved in the council or trade thus making it a totally
independent body with a right for both parties to object to 1 or2 members. A bit like a jury
system. Costs could come out of the public purse providing a ceiling was established.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
The issues hear do appear to make the thinking above fail, but again this is the situation we
are in now and providing access is given at all stages to the law which is not being ask at
these appeals just if it is fair and correct then I feel this is a reasonable route to follow as the
applicant would get a better understanding and consider more carefully if to appeal was
correct.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
This could be left to the court to consider but I am not qualified to be sure if this is in their
remit.
CONCLUSION
1.41 It is not possible in a summary of this length to introduce all of our provisional
proposals. Consultees are therefore encouraged to refer to the full Consultation
Paper available on our website. Please send responses by 10 August 2012.
How to respond
Send your responses either By email to: tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk or
By post to: Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire), Law
Commission, Steel House, 11 Tothill Street, London SW1H 9LJ
Tel: 020 3334 0266 / Fax: 020 3334 0201
If you send your comments by post, it would be helpful if, where
possible, you also sent them to us electronically (in any commonly
used format).
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M.J.Hayward. T/A Solo Cab.

Telephone Mobile.

.

26 May 2012
Please forgive my short response to you proposed changes to Taxi Rules and Regulations, I have read all the
proposed changes and it seems to me that it is all geared around the Private Hire Trade and will legalise all the
problems that causes all the controversy between the Private Hire and Hackney Carriage Trades, in doing so it
makes the cross boarder issues etc go away which is what you want, but alas it is biased towards the Private
Hire Trade and totally anti the Hackney Carriage Trade, we have a perfectly good system of two tiers in force
already which needs very little change at all, Taxi Regulation should be done by Local Councils who should be
allowed to do that job not have their hands tied by Government when it comes to spending money on
enforcement, not taking and increasing Licence Fees and doing nothing about anything because of Government
cuts to them, in my book charity begins at Home not abroad, these so called Problems the Trade has can be
easily governed at Local Level which is exactly where it should stay, Licences should be issued in the area of
the Local Council for the benefit of the Local Council and its Taxi Trade cross boarder issues is something that
should never happen if controlled by individual Councils not argued about because the Private Hire Trade want
to take over the whole Trade, one instant cure would be to Regulate both the Hackney and Private Hire Trade to
all be fitted with meters to eliminate Price wars so that drivers and owners should be able to make a living
without claiming all the benefits that are thrown at them for being on low incomes, and both sections of the
trade should be Regulated by Local Councils as to how many licence plates are issued that way stopping all
these leaches on society claiming low earnings because there are too many taxis in one area and even more
when you count the cross boarder issues, Licence Plates and drivers Licences should be the same price Country
Wide, which is another one of the reasons for cross boarder problems most cabbies just want to work in their
own Licensed Areas, not get Licences from other areas to save money on fees for the Taxi firm Owners who
will use as many drivers and cars as they can get to build up their income profits at the expense of drivers, the
cake is only one size the more drivers that want a piece the less they get, but more money goes to the Taxi
Firms that hire out and rents cars, which in turn means money the Government pays out in Benefits, please ask
the drivers not all these so called do gooders that are only interested in lining their own pockets. Most of the
problems with the Trade are fundamental and easily cured with common sense, but I fear having driven a
Hackney Carriage for nigh on forty years my end is near with all the rubbish that is written in your Consultation
which lesser people cannot even understand never, mind read. I always have believed that a Hackney Carriage
Ranks and it’s the hackney carriage drivers right to do so.
Malcolm Hayward
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From: khurram.ashraf
Sent: 29 May 2012 21:10 To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Cc: TPH Subject: Re: Test - Taxi and Private Hire Consultation Good Afternoon Law Commission, I would like to say
thank you for bringing up this issue nationally, We have few issues in "Aylesbury Vale Districit Council" comes under
Buckinghamshire County Council. We have currently 3 Taaxis plates in Aylesbury which are as follows: White Plate
(Black Taxis) Red Plate ( Only for Villages) Yellow Plate ( only works in Town and Village). Last time White Plate
issued in 1974, Since then they haven't issued any White Hackney plate at all. We have informed Local Council,
population has grown up, New Berryfield Station & Theatre and other SME's have been set up. They always using
demand unmet survey reports, survey doesnt recommend the NEW plates are not required. how ever one needs to
know whenever they come for survey Hackney Carriage Drivers take the phone off from hook and also hired a Private
Hire operator to run their business, because they want to send the impression to Survey people that taxis are nt moving
from Ranks. their is currently approximately 10 plates are operating within Aylesbury 's villages, we have asked to
local Council to removed the zones so we can access within the Town cente, how ever we dont want to de regulate the
taxis, town will be flooded with taxis and block the high streets. Can someone please highlight this issue to your
Honour Committee Members and pass over Red Hackney Carriage conerns. We have also informed council to see the
statistics how many operting license, drivers badge, new private hire taxis companies and new Hackney Carriage
drivers and plus new private hire vehicles have been issued since 2007(recession Not a single council out of 340
Councils having 3 Plates, only Aylesbury Vale Districit Council is running 3 Plates. However, another point needs to
be highlighted regarding Pevgeot E7 Taxis wheel chair disabled, Customer using ther term towards these Wheel Chaire
taxis, Ambulance or using for DEad Bodies. Please can someone highlights this issue as well, we are happy to have
wheel chair taxis but needs to have more options or design needs to be changed. I am more than happy to express view
of if you would like to have more info please dont hesitate to ask. Mobile number
Many Thanks
Khurram Hackney Driver
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From: Dunning, Paul
Sent: 30 May 2012 11:17
To: TPH
Subject: Reforming taxi law

Looking at the section on Increased Enforcement Powers (Section 1.30 in the summary) it mentions increased powers such as
impounding vehciles.
This comes with its own problems. What to do with a driver when a vehicle is impounded. Can't just be left at the road side.   What
to do with the vehicle. Once impounded. The local authority would be be responsible for the vehicle and this would require secure
storage facility. Once impounded they become responsible. What if it is stolen or involved in an accident? The impounding
authority become liable. Not even VOSA impound vehicles.
Having worked for a police force that had its secure pound broken into in the past, this comes with a whole raft of implications for
the impounding authority.
Paul Dunning | Licensing Enforcement Officer
Amber Valley Borough Council
Chief Executives |

Email:

| Telephone:

Making a Difference for Amber Valley

This email is private. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by return, destroying the
email without disclosing or relying upon it. We may by law have to disclose this email. We monitor both sent
and received emails. The attachments are opened at your own risk. For more information, visit our website.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Mike Stripe
Sent: 31 May 2012 10:48
To: TPH
Subject: REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Dear Sir or Madam,
I note that Provisional Proposal No11 in the subject consultation paper that “Weddings and funerals should no-longer be
expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary legislation.”
The Vintage Sports-Car Club was founded in 1934 and currently has over 7,000 members who between them have registered
some 11,000 Pre-war motor cars on the Club’s database. Most of these cars are maintained and used regularly if not
frequently or extensively. Some are used in competition, some are displayed at shows and the like, and some are no doubt
used to enhance special occasions such as weddings. Clearly, this latest category may be rendered untenable if legislation is
changed so that formal licensing, driver training and other provisions of the legislation are applied to wedding cars.
It is, of course, fairly common to see pre-war motor cars, particularly larger, luxury cars, being used as wedding cars. As
administrators of the largest collection of such vehicles, through our membership, I can say that it is my opinion that very few
of these are the result of formal business hire arrangements. More often than not the use of a Club member’s car for a
wedding is by private arrangement, usually without fee and as a favour to friends or acquaintances, such that having to
comply with potentially expensive legislation would effectively put a stop to these generous acts. Most Road Traffic Act
insurance policies cover such use without any excess.
In simplistic terms, the arrangements come about because the owners of such vehicles are very proud of their car, are
flattered to be asked to perform as a carriage for a wedding party, and readily accept the kudos of providing such a service.
Your proposal to include wedding cars in the legislation is misguided and will most likely forever change the face of wedding
ceremonies in this country to one where everyone arrives in black cabs. It is also counter intuitive at a time when government
has promised to reduce red tape (witness the removal of the requirement for pre-1960 cars to have an annual MoT test from
November 2012).
I urge you to reconsider Provisional Proposal No 11 for the good and benefit of many future brides, their ceremony, and
British culture.
I would be grateful for your acknowledgement of this response to your consultation document.
Yours faithfully,
M G (Mike) STRIPE
Club Secretary
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Milton Keynes Hackney Carriage Association 2011
Management Team
Executive Chairperson: Peter E. Kirkham
Vice Chairperson: Ashek Hussain: Plate 573
Secretary: Zaffer Hussain: Plate 632
Treasurer: Amjad Nazir: Plate 521
Co-opted Members: (1) Keith (Joe) Weldon: Plate 115
(2) Ghazanfar Ali: Plate 592
Contact address

The Law Commission
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

We, the management team of Milton Keynes Carriage Association 2011 wish it to be
made known, that if the taxi trade is to survive, certainly, in Milton Keynes, the following list
of amendments need to be made. On the understanding that the trade is to remain, a two
tier system and taking into consideration that a single tier system that works extremely well
in Europe being minded that they have never been anything else, would rule out an
identical system being adopted in the UK, too many drivers would be put out of work.
1.

Regulation. If the taxi trade is to survive at all, the trade must be regulated.
Milton Keynes is a fine example of de-regulation. Currently, driver’s average
takings for a 12 to 14 shift are £50.00. Many are now in trouble with their
finance companies with vehicle being taken from the driver on the rank in front
of his/her colleagues. Drivers are swapping seats on a weekly basis. In 2002,
Milton Keynes was de-regulated and the trade has been in decline ever since. In
December 2011, an unmet demand survey was carried out and the result told us
that Milton Keynes needed 150 taxis in order to provide an excellent service.
Currently there are 213, some 63 taxis over the top. The Milton Keynes Council
who paid for the survey, and who chose to ignore it and said that there still
wasn’t enough taxis serving Milton Keynes so voted to continue with deregulation. In Milton Keynes, drivers have had to sell their houses and move in
with spouses. Some have had their house, repossessed and moved into rented
accommodation.

HELP, HELP, HELP ~ DON’T DE-REGULATE
THE TAXI TRADE, IF YOU DO, IT WILL
DISAPPEAR ALL TOGETHER
2.

Medicals. Medicals should be undertaken as per Coach & HGV drivers medical
with no deviation from the proper process. Currently the average time taken on
medicals is 11 minutes in Milton Keynes, which is, scandalise. The initial
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medical by an applicant for a Taxi or Private Hire licence should be
accompanied with a signed letter from his or her General Practitioner. Saying
the applicant is fit to drive.
3.

The Local Knowledge Test. For all new applicants, there should be a local
knowledge test for Taxi drivers only. With the current range of electronic
assistance available and being minded that the taxi trade is somewhat different
to that of the private hire, it is very important that the knowledge test is of the
highest standard and should undertaken over a two attendance sessions at the
local authority establishment.

4.

Driving Test. Once the medicals have been passed and for taxi drivers and
private hire drivers and the knowledge test for taxi drivers has been passed, all
applicants should present the car that they are going to drive as a licensed
driver and undertake a driving test. A qualified driving examiner should
undertake this.

5.

Vehicle Livery. All taxis should of one colour throughout the UK, which we
would suggest is black. We would suggest that there is no external advertising
on any taxi of any type and that the only markings are the ‘No Smoking’ sign and
the ‘Credit Card acceptance’ logo. The general public must be aware of what’s
a taxi and what’s not. We say that there would one exception to all this, and that
would be where there is a taxi circuit in being, that has only hackney carriages
on it, then if there are no private hire vehicles involved in the operation, any form
of advertising relating to that operation and company would be allowed.

6.

All Vehicle Windows. We say that all exterior window glass fitted in taxis
should be clear and have the same tint as the front screen. It is extremely
important for the driver to have full vision at any angle from his driving seat and
also, more important that the passenger approaching the taxi can see inside the
vehicle interior both at where he or she is going to sit and to see the driver.

7.

Vehicle Testing. Both Taxis and Private Hire vehicles should be tested every
12 months, which will include the MOT, up until they are 10 years old, then both
types of vehicle should be tested every 6 mouths with a 12 or15 year limit from
the date of registration.

8.

Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles. All drivers of wheelchair accessible vehicle
should attend a short course of wheelchair management. All drivers should
attend this course, and obtain a certificate of attendance, existing and new
applicants.

9.

Taxi Licensing. Local authorities should remain responsible for taxi licensing
within the area that they administer and this should not be expanded.

10.

Private Hire Operations. Private Hire licensed operators should be allowed to
pass work to another operator in another licensed area. Currently, this activity is
carried out by those who evade the law.
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11.

Private Hire Vehicles who don’t operate on a private hire circuit (Executive
Vehicles). In Milton Keynes, these vehicles are called, plate exempted. That is
to say they do not display a licence plate on the rear of the vehicle but a disc in
the front screen. It is the most important that this scheme continues, not only in
Milton Keynes but throughout the UK because there are companies and
individuals that want something more than a taxi or minicab service, especially
when the passenger doesn’t want displayed that he or she is being driven in a
hire vehicle.

12.

Operators Licence. The Operators licence should be extended to all taxi and
private hire operations so that the licensing authority is fully aware of the
operations existing in their area and have licensing control over that operation.
There should be one exception to this rule and that would be that individual
hackney carriage drivers operating on their own, should not need an operators
licence.

13.

Cross Boarder Activities. In order to try and kerb this activity, hackney
carriage and private hire licensing fees should be the same throughout the UK
so eliminating the need to become an operator in a cheap area and only to work
in the neighbouring area who’s fees are somewhat higher. When an operator is
operating near a boarder, his booking records should be monitored and
examined, quarterly to ascertain whether he/she is operating within the law, that
is to say, that if over 60/70% of his/her bookings are from outside his/her
licensed area and from the neighbouring licensing authority, then moves should
be made to close that operation down or move the base into the correct area.

14.

The Authority. Politics should not come into the administration of the taxi trade.
In 2002 when Milton Keynes was de-regulated, it was the result of
who bullied his way through the procedure of a then, Liberal Democrat
lead Council, to bring de-regulation in. Since that fateful day, Milton Keynes has
declined. Its taken 10 years of confrontation with the Milton Keynes Council and
still no matter what we put to them,
who is still there by the skin of
his teeth has that bullying influence over the committee and so now the trade in
on its knees. Being minded that with takings of £50.00 for a 12/14-hour shift, all
one could expect to take on a good day, its clear that the current situation MUST
change.

We, in Milton Keynes, ask and plead to you to put taxis and private
hire under a government body that is not operated under local party
political influences. We look to the Railway, Coach and Airline
industries as our way forward, examples where by we could operate
under one body, working under one set of rules, paying one set of
fees. Should this happen, it would revitalise our trade. Standards
would improve and what’s most important, the driver would look
forward to another day at the rank instead of licensing to everybody’s
doom and gloom and in few cases in Milton Keynes, BUST!!!!!!!
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From: Steven White
Sent: 01 June 2012 14:12 To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Re charge taxi I think that airports charging tolls to use taxis at airports or any transport hub is wrong. Sent
from my iPhone
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From: PAUL HOLMES
Sent: 03 June 2012 14:06
To: TPH
Subject: Feedback - Taxi / Private hire consultation
Dear sirs,
With regard to the specific proposal to no longer allow local authorities to restrict TAXI numbers
As a taxi driver myself in North Tyneside, there is a worry that the above proposal could flood the streets with
Hackney Carriages.
Certainly here and in Newcastle (I am sure this will be reflected across Counties) our designated Taxi ranks are
already overflowing on busy Weekend nights. Allowing no restriction on the numbers of Taxis could cause huge
traffic and pedestrian safety concerns as unlimited amounts of Taxi drivers flock to the busy hotspots.
This proposal needs careful analysis ; the existing system of restricted taxi numbers has worked well for many
decades.
Thankyou

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From:
Sent: 25 May 2012 00:45
To: LAWCOM Enquiries
Subject: Re- proposals on wedding and funeral licensing
Dear Sirs,
                I have only just learned of the proposal being discussed with regards to force the licensing of wedding and funeral cars,
I have many objections to this.
                As an introduction to those who may not be aware of the industry as it stands I give you a brief introduction :
The majority of wedding cars being operated by professionals average less than 2,000 miles a year, they have to be kept in prime
condition for two reasons, the first is reliability, the second is, no-one would hire them if they were in poor condition both internally
and externally, the same is also applicable to funeral vehicles, the drivers of the vehicles have a much higher standard of dress
code, smart suits and matching hats which are something you do not see in the taxi/private hire trade. We have pride in our
vehicles and work ethics.
The next point I would like to take up here is the cost of licensing, all Council areas have different licensing fees and are governed
by the licensing laws in that they are not allowed to make a profit/surplus from licensing activities, although the law states that they
can support licensing by charging less than the their costs to operate.
Currently we have some Councils who have increased fees in the last year by 43% whilst not giving out any financial statements
as to their operating costs, the result has been some operators have gone out of the business.
I will give you an example of costs for Cheshire East Council and break down the items they charge for in the first year of
licensing.
To licence a vehicle        £301.00
Council Drivers licence   £180.00
Operators Licence          £347.00
Council vehicle test         £ 78.00   this is twice yearly, total £156.00
CRB check                      £ 48.00
A grand total of                £1,032.00   This would be for only one vehicle for 1st year fees.
I have experience in the Taxi/PH trade and was a fully licensed operator, the overall costs of running a vehicle plus the Council
fees reached the point where I was working to pay the bills rather than earning a living and I have say I was not on my own in
leaving that side of the business.
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What you are proposing is an enforcement of a minimum £1,000 on every wedding/funeral car in the country which is bad enough
but trying to do so during a recession is complete lunacy, that is worse than the 43% hike in fees levied by East Cheshire Council ,
plus you will enforce twice yearly testing of vehicles that cover the least mileage of any other vehicle in the transport industry ! We
are already ripped off by the road tax, charged full rates even though we are the least polluters due to the low mileages we cover.
I would suggest that you take a look at the accident figures for our type of business where you will find that we are the least likely
to be involved in accidents, our safety record is second to none so the question is, is this just more red tape ( which the
Prime Minister says he is trying to rid us of ? ) Or is it that Councils support the idea to licence our vehicles because they see the
opportunity to grab thousands of big fat cheques landing on their desks ?
My personal opinion is the latter.

Yours faithfully

A Thompson                Contact numbers  

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Disability Wales is the national association of disability groups striving
for the rights, equality and independence of all disabled people in Wales.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on this important consultation
document.
We cannot comment specifically on legalities; however we can share
members’ experiences of access barriers when using taxis.
“I have great concerns about authorities, and Newport in particular,
making rules about Taxis having to be ‘Black Cabs’ (as in London).
There are many people with impairments, especially of movement, who
cannot get into / out of a black cab. They need a normal car.
If you want an example; my late mother in law had had a stroke and
movement was difficult, she also had osteoporosis. She got in a black
cab once and couldn’t get out, as she didn’t have the ability to ‘walk’
whilst bending down. This is a requirement to get out of the back of one
of these things. She landed up sitting on the floor of the cab, and getting
out, outside the hospital entrance, displaying ‘all of next weeks washing’
as she had to shuffle to the doorway from the seat, and put her legs out
to reach the ground from sitting in the doorway. The stroke prevented
her from working out she needed to reverse her getting in movement, if it
could ever have been possible.
We can book private hire cars but definitely cannot ‘hail a cab’ from
outside the station, or from a rank, in Newport.”
Vice Chair, Newport Access group
“There are no Taxis in Fishguard that can accommodate a wheelchair.”
Disability access group member with Pembrokeshire County Council.
“When travelling in my manual wheelchair in a taxi I have noticed a wide
variation in standards. The worst example was a non Black Cab taxi
from Heathrow to an Underground train station with wheelchair access.
The taxi was a splendid Mercedes where I was placed in some cramped
discomfort into the rear seat. The driver took me to an Underground
station (no wheelchair access). I was unceremoniously dropped off (after
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he collected the fare) to cope in an uncomfortable environment. In the
event I was rescued by a bus driver who took me to Heathrow to start
again. I suspect that the presence of several Black Cabs at the station
threatened Mr Mercedes?
Now that I cannot safely drive a car I rely on a local taxi service to attend
venues to visit relatives or the voluntary activities (Age Concern
Morganwg, Dewis, Rhondda Housing Association). These taxi services
are reliable in that they turn up on time and the drivers are helpful in
getting me up the taxi ramp and secured into position. However I have
reservations about the reliability of the ramps and the maintenance of
the fixing of the wheelchair into position with straps and clamps. I have
travelled in a hospital provided taxi to and from Rookwood Hospital and
been impressed by the quality of ramp and internal wheelchair safety
fixing.”
R Sparks
“I have outlined two incidents I have personally had regarding taxis and
my guide dog.
1. In October 2009 I was travelling with two other sight impaired people,
a sighted person and my guide dog. We had attended an equality event
at the Sennedd. When we went to get a taxi at a local rank we were
refused access to a disabled taxi because of my guide dog. My sighted
guide took the number of the taxi and its number plate. Luckily we got a
lift from a taxi who was dropping off in the area and our journey home
continued.
The next day I reported the taxi to the authorities in Cardiff Council, who
went on to pursue this through the court. They had a successful
conviction and the driver was fined.
2. I was refused a taxi in Swansea in 2010. I reported this incident to
Swansea County Council, but after interviewing the driver they decided
to give him retrospective exemption because he had a fear of dogs. I
was disappointed as this was not what he said at the time and he should
have had the exemption before starting to drive a taxi. Swansea City
Council were unhelpful during the whole process.
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I feel vulnerable especially when needing a taxi when I am travelling
away from home. I tend to confine my travelling to home ground
because I do not want to be left on the kerbside. It is an awful feeling but
also limits where I go.”
Chair, Carmarthenshire Disability Coalition for Action
Disability Wales would like to see a greater ratio of accessible taxis to
numbers in taxi fleets / ranks. Accessible taxis have to be booked
further in advance than non accessible taxi due to their shortage.
Shortages could prevent many disabled people taking adhoc trips using
taxis due to unavailability and lack of guarantee and accessible taxi can
be found for the return journey. In the past, members have informed us
that they have been charged more for travelling in accessible taxis
compared to non accessible taxis. Accessible taxis are usually larger in
size and more expensive to run (fuel consumption) than non accessible
taxis, this could be a reason as to why disabled people face higher fare
charges. Guidance on carrying of guide dogs is an issue as the last
member’s comments illustrates. Many taxi drivers refuse to carry dogs
this limiting choice / availability of many blind and visually impaired
people. This could also be an issue for Deaf people who have hearing
dogs, who are working dogs very much like guide dogs.
It is worth noting that disabled people will not spend money on taxis if
they are inaccessible. Furthermore, for some disabled people taxis
provide the only form of independent transport. Taxis are expensive.
Because of this they are often of limited use to the majority of disabled
people living on low incomes.
Taxis are a vital mode of transport for disabled people. Perhaps you
could investigate the scope for adoption of subsidised schemes in
Wales. In the past some local authorities have considered requiring all
licensed cabs to be able to carry a wheelchair. However the cost of
such vehicles compared to the potential for income generation is such
that, particularly in rural areas it puts the licensed cab trade at a
significant financial disadvantage compared to private hire vehicles.
There is a risk that such a policy would significantly reduce the number
of taxis in service for all people, disabled and non-disabled.
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We urge the UK Law Commission to stipulate that Disability Equality
Training (DET) is delivered to taxi drivers and private hire vehicle drivers.
It is vital that drivers have some knowledge of disabled people in order
to understand the issues and myths surrounding disabled passengers.
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From: Trevor Boaler
Sent: 07 June 2012 14:12
To:
Subject: LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Dear Hannah,

Many thanks for your e-mail of the 6th. June.
I will try and briefly list herewith my chief concerns, and hopefully meet you at the
proposed Liverpool meeting, arranged by Tony Mullane, the secretary of the NTTG.
Prior to 1976, we had a well regulated and controlled hackney carriage system, that
exhibited great professionalism and a pride in ownership.
In the 1976 legislation, a parallel system was created known as private hire cars.
There was no limitation and only minimal legal conditions.
I recall in those days, they requested taxi meters, and we supported that, on the
condition that they were only calibrated at the current Local Authority agreed
maximum fare. Discounting being available to all, at the end of each journey.
What we have now, are private hire companies with their meters calibrated at
their own discounted fare rate. This has promoted serious violence towards
any drivers, where there is a cnsiderable fare difference. We now have a recent murder.
Due to this lack of numerical control and the lack of enforcement of expensive disabled
access vehicles, we now have a chaotic over provision nationally, of private hire cars.
This over provision produces a situation of low earning potential, dangerous working
hours, poor vehicle maintenance,  the temptation of illegal operation and cross border
hiring. Any second hand saloon seems acceptable, subject to a minimal inspection.

Areas without PCO imposed vehicle standards have seen the virtual disappearance of
disabled access and purpose built vehicles, due to investment and maintenance costs.
It has taken some thirty-five yars to create this chaos, by what in my opinion, was lack
of research and study, prior to the creation of a private hire car national system.
If you create a national transport system, then it must be controlled and regulated to
a high standard. This means that Local Authorities must observe carefully set and
approved national standards and requirements, that cannot not be interpreted in
various ways by different Local Authorities. The law needs to be precise and exact
when concerned with national public travel and passenger safety.
De-regulation in the hackney carriage system will only produce, more of the national
over provision and chaos that currently exists, but it will produce far greater chaos,
far quicker, and with even more dangerous antics and actions.
Numbers in both sectors need to be regulated and justified annually with unmet need
surveys. The hackney carriage sector need to be reinstated as a vital segment of the
national public transport provision. Buses are now often dearer than hackney carriages.
We currently have an expanding and ageing population, numbering many millions.
Disabled access vehicles are vitally important, to meet future passenger needs. This
hackney carriage sector needs development and protection in all areas, as per the
major cities and towns.
Limitation and control does produce higher licence values, but this is an important
segment in the pension provision of those retiring, without accentuating pension
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claims from Government, by those driven out of business, by over provision
and pitiful earning potentials.
I accept that my list represents a formidable task, but one that is essential if we
are to create a total industry, that has high standards in terms of driver regulation,
vehicle standards and maintenance, passenger provision and intelligent local authority
control. What is an essential requirement, is national taxi and private hire car provision
that we are all proud off, and we all use regularly, because of the clearly visible high
standards of enforcement and control.
My regards to all involved, TREVOR BOALER - CHAIRMAN - NATIONAL TAXI TRADES GROUP.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
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npoluck
] Sent: 07 June 2012 13:16 To: LAWCOM Enquiries Subject: Taxi law Dear sir, As
a suburban black cab driver I have a very easy way to clear the streets of people late at night. If you could licence
suburban drivers to work after 10pm till 6am after a different knowledge. Most yellow badge drivers would like a
chance to work in other areas but will not do so as it is Not allowed. All that is happening is that mini cabs are picking
up off the streets, which is illegal and I have been told that they are not insured. We as hackney carriage drivers are
insured and can legally pick up in our area, if this was extended a large part of illegal pick ups by mini cabs would be
stopped. Yours Mr Nathan Poluck Badge no 39830
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From: Wayne Smith [
Sent: 07 June 2012 10:05 To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Re: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation Hannah can you please class this as a formal response and an
objection to these rules. I run a company which has 6, 1920's and 30's cars which are used on wedding work as my
full time job. The law has just decided that pre 1960's cars wont need an MOT as of November, however I intend to
carry on MOT'ing my vehicles as I am carrying passengers who have paid to use the wedding car I believe it is
important that the car is regularly checked by an independent third party. when you say that 'we don't propose wedding
and funeral cars should be licensed, rather than it should be possible for them to be licensed' can you please make that
a bit clearer. Is there a government website where I can read more information with regards to this proposal Regards
Wayne Smith On 6 Jun 2012, at 11:02, LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation wrote: > > Dear Mr
Smith, > > Thank you for your email. We can treat it as a formal response, or, if you prefer, you can share any more
detailed concerns you might have with us either by email to this address, or by letter at the address below. Please could
you let me know if you would like me to treat your first email as a formal response in order that I can store it correctly.
> > I should also explain that we don't propose that wedding and funeral cars should be licensed, rather than it should
be possible for them to be liensed. Our remit is to propose a new framework for the licensing of taxis and private hire
vehicles, and it is our provisional view that for this to be coherent it should be capable of including wedding and
funeral cars. However, under our provisional proposals it would be for the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to
decide whether they should in fact require licences, and we recognise that there are arguments on both sides. > >
Please do let me know if you require any further information. > > Kind regards, > > Hannah > > Hannah Gray > >
Research Assistant, Public Law Team > > Law Commission > > > > Steel House > > 11 Tothill Street > > London >
> SW1H 9LJ > > > >
> E: hannah.gray@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk > > > > -----Original
Message----- > From: Wayne Smith
> Sent: 01 June 2012 10:42 > To: TPH >
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation > > I understand that it is being proposed that all cars used for weddings
and funerals will have to be private hire registered. I run a vintage wedding car company with 6 1920's and 30's cars.
Do I understand correctly that if the new policy comes into affect my cars will all have to be registered along with the
drivers. If this is the case the costs associated with this will have to be passed on to the customers which in the long
run will result in me doing less weddings every year. > Something like this will have a huge affect on small companies
such as mine and will result in some companies having to close as a result. > > Can I put forward my concerns with
regards to this policy, is there anyway I can official object to it. > > Regards > > Wayne Smith > > > This e-mail (and any attachment) is intended only for the attention of > the addressee(s). Its unauthorised use,
disclosure, storage or copying > is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient, please > destroy all copies and
inform the sender by return e-mail. > > Internet e-mail is not a secure medium. Any reply to this message > could be
intercepted and read by someone else. Please bear that in > mind when deciding whether to send material in response
to this > message by e-mail. > > This e-mail (whether you are the sender or the recipient) may be > monitored,
recorded and retained by the Ministry of Justice. E-mail > monitoring / blocking software may be used, and e-mail
content may be > read at any time. You have a responsibility to ensure laws are not > broken when composing or
forwarding e-mails and their contents. > > > The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government
Secure Intranet virus scanning service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs.
(CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. > Communications
via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes. >
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From: stephen cake
Sent: 07 June 2012 19:25 To: TPH Subject: Consultation Paper 203Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services. I would like to object to the clause within the Consultation
Paper 203- Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services. I believe that the section that would no longer be
exempted under primary legislation clause and that the licensed drivers only condition should be dropped. Stephen
Cake
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From:
Sent: 07 June 2012 19:47
To: TPH
Subject: Objection to changes in exemption for Licensing for wedding cars
Ref Taxi & Private Hire Consultation - wedding cars
Dear sir's
I wish to object in the strongest terms to the proposed changes to remove the exemption from licensing for wedding cars.
I run a small wedding car business of 7 cars. We are based in Cheshire. I run the business with my wife and a small number of
occasional drivers. These drivers are generally of retirement age with the necessary skills to drive older cars. Indeed my Insurance
will only allow drivers over 40.
The cars range in age from vintage style, through "classic", to modern cars. We also have an American Limo which is currently PH
Licensed and I am a PH licensed driver.
Firstly, as a small local family firm, we could not afford to licence the wedding vehicles and remain competitive. If the proposed
changes were implemented we would undoubtedly go out of business.
Secondly, many of the cars, although are highly maintained & capable of passing the annual MOT test set by VOSA, would not
pass our local authority "taxi" test. One area of concern would be seat belts in the rear. Most of our cars, due to their age, do not
legally have to have rear seat belts but local "taxi" requirements would require them to be fitted. I have investigated previously and
found it would not be possible to do this on our vintage cars due to the fact that there are no anchorage points available. Therefore
they would not pass the Taxi test & would not be able to carry passengers under the new rules. This therefore, despite huge
investment on our part, would again put us out of business as we could not use the cars.
Thirdly, most of our occasional drivers drive on only a limited number of dates per year - possibly 10 to 15 days
annually. Under the new proposals these drivers would have to be "Private Hire Licensed" with all the additional personal costs
involved to obtain the licence. It would not be cost effective for them to become licensed for such a limited number of jobs per year
and as such they would be unable to drive for us - again putting us out of business.
I have only scratched the surface here with my points - there are several others. The bottom line simply would be that if these
proposals are implemented we, as a small business, would be unable to continue trading and be forced go out of business. Not
because we don't want to conform, but simply that it would be impossible for us to conform. We are a very respected &
professional firm in our field with over 10 years trading. This is our livelihood and has taken significant funding to get where we
currently are, with 7 very well maintained and presentable cars for wedding use. I am an ex-police officer and as such have high
regard for the law. This however is a step too far and threatens my business and my income.
There are no legitimate reasons why these proposals should be put forward. The wedding industry has transported brides & their
families to church & civil venues quite successfully for many years without the need for licensing. The only reason for this is to
raise revenue and Tax small businesses yet further.
For your information I am contacting my MP, The Rt Hon. George Osborne and outlining my concerns to him through Parliament.
Again I simply wish to express my objections to the proposals to license wedding cars.
I would however like to agree with the dropping of the present "licensed drivers only" clause re private hire vehicles as this does
affect us currently.
Kind regards
Keith Wilkinson
Keith & Pauline Wilkinson
Cheshire & Lancashire Wedding Cars
Freephone: 0808 192 9632
Home: 01606 831194
Mob: 07773 056821
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From: Bruce Hickman
Sent: 08 June 2012 09:48
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
RE the Taxi and Private Hire Consutation I would like to register my objection
to the 'Wedding and Funeral Cars would no longer be exempted under primary
legislation' clause and that the 'licenced only drivers' condition should be
dropped.
B W Hickman
Hampshire
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Steven White
] Sent: 08 June 2012 19:37 To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Taxi / phv reform Can I suggest that private hire vehicles are not allowed to wait within 500 meters of a
hackney carriage rank unless they are booked with a job . This I feel would help stop phv's illegally plying for hire and
the general public safety in regards to them seeking to hire them . Sent from my iPhone
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From: Marion Daniels
Sent: 08 June 2012 22:08
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <
Date: 8 June 2012 22:05
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
To:
Delivery to the following recipient failed permanently:
tph@lawcommision.justice.gov.uk
Technical details of permanent failure:
DNS Error: Domain name not found
----- Original message ----DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com; s=20120113;
h=mime-version:date:message-id:subject:from:to:content-type;
bh=vfTakUyoigC0GfgFSVgXigQo2QLqQCCSmR2ed4zfPkE=;
b=l3cfO2jdU+WZpzpMjB8AgJywtJyoBPk0nJoTpKfli3bYrevdkUKkZNFdYjVKgp6mni
jMXfxhwpxCjsThdLO0Rq4vNAEv9g9rZ54OS8/T3wpD88LVnkexxmZhyi79qXf8e1841t
/OJZpArpHgLzb4drwzBGrVsXssFLj7/ZCGf0caXsZ+1ysQYDmR2+IoW64ZkXN5TjBKVD
y82ayKdPXpZ+ERDp6SrVEBoppep8aeu4/KHU+JoDCOJf/7nZkallxMtpEFN16nFba2st
98SxdWBdpK+2OJkAHhWvwAiOixpY0EidvTcVm9Ygn6/Qcb32N1X5Rw0/dl98w2eXQwgV
n4bw==
MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.60.4.165 with SMTP id l5mr8557494oel.41.1339189544561; Fri, 08
Jun 2012 14:05:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.76.93.1 with HTTP; Fri, 8 Jun 2012 14:05:44 -0700 (PDT)
Date: Fri, 8 Jun 2012 22:05:44 +0100
Message-ID: <CALEryeWX=
Subject: Changes to the law regarding classic car hire
From: Marion Daniels
>
To: tph@lawcommision.justice.gov.uk
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=e89a8ff1c2e8172f3a04c1fc5dc9
Dear sirs,
I read with dismay the article in Classic Car Weekly regarding the changes
to classic car hire. We have been providing classic and vintage cars for
weddings in the Oxfordshire area for over 20 years and take great pride in
our cars and service. It is great tradition for the bride to arrive at the
church in beautiful polished classic or vintage car and is often the only
chance the bride or groom get to experience the joy of travelling in a
historic car. The older guests also get great pleasure in seeing cars that
they remember from their youth and the arrival of the bride in a classic
225
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car always gets everyone talking and reminiscing.
Most wedding car companies like ours are formed from a genuine love of
classic and vintage cars and the owners have a few of their favourite cars
that they offer for hire. This new proposal would mean that the cars would
have to pass the local authority six month or twelve month test that was
originally meant for cars 10 years old or less so a 1920's Rolls Royce or
a 1960's Jaguar would have no chance of passing and these older cars would
be lost from wedding hire and many would no longer on the road as without
the income from the weddings many owners could not afford to keep them on
the road. The brides would only have the choice of modern cars or newer
American limousines and Britain would lose one of its great traditions.
The proposals for the owners to have an operators licence and all drivers
to have two medical examinations, take a DSA driving test for taxis and to
be CRB checked will mean that for many owners despite their love for their
old cars will have to cease trading. The drivers are usually close to
retirement age as they are the ones that have the skills to drive older
cars and they will not be able to afford to pay for the tests just to drive
the old cars for 10/12 weddings in a year and the owners will not be able
to afford to pay for the tests without putting up prices which cash
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Gary King
Sent: 09 June 2012 13:47
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private hire services project ref LCCP203
Dear Sirs,
Having read the proposals about the above subject, i'm writing today to express my sincere concerns.
Financial issues, like myself a Owner Driver of a hackney plate and cab in Liverpool, i have re-financed to be able to afford to run
my business, if you where to issue more plates in our city, then effectively my investment has become non-existent, making the last
6-7 years of hard work, a total waste of time. Alot of investment has been made over the years throughout the UK to be able to
own your own business (cab and plate), i'm sure that if de-regulation came in, then alot of owners would simply go out of business
as there simply would be to much competition, you will find even more people jobless and probably living of the state, and figures
are already an embarrassing high.
If you where to de-regulate, then you are basically going to destroy a trade what has been an iconic trade in the country for a
number of years, you only have to look at other cities who have tried and failed with this process, i.e. Dublin.
There simply isn't enough space within the major city centres as it stands, if you where to openly issue more cabs on the road, then
for instance in my city Liverpool, you are going to have approx 10k cabs to the 6k cabs we already have now, a figure which is way
out of control already, hence the number of fines issued to drivers for over ranking, due to lack of rank space, surely to de-regulate
would be a contradiction. Now if you allow private hire vehicles to use the rank space, where do the hackneys go?, you are going to
cause major traffic problems, especially on big event days, how are emergency services able to manoeuvre in an already
congested city, i don't think the local constabularies would take kind to this, taken into account that they are already stretched to the
limit, due to government cuts.
I presume alot of time and consideration has gone into these proposals, taken into account the above, could you please clarify how
you believe this would be a benefit to both the trade and the economy? In addition to this, is the process currently adopted in our
capital (London) going to be implemented, i.e. a strict knowledge regime?.
How are we going to stipulate tariffs, insurance premiums, licence fee's etc, if we where able to bascially work wherever we choose.
Like anything else in the UK, people living in the more privileged areas are likely to reap the benefits, and the not so fortunate will
again be dis-advantaged, a familiar sound when you think of our government.
The taxi trade has been and still is a very well run trade and for this to continue it is imperative that any future
plans involve individuals with trade expertise including cab owners and drivers. It's a specialised trade for people who understand
public needs, and we are trusted nationwide, something that i'm sure will change if standards drop.
These are just some of the issues, and i've no doubt that there will be thousands of others, theres a saying, " if its not broken, why
fix it ".
Please understand our concerns.
Yours
Gary King
A very concerned Taxi owner/driver
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Sarah Hickman
Sent: 09 June 2012 14:12
To: TPH
Subject: RE the Taxi and Private Hire Consutation
I would like to register my objection to the 'Wedding and Funeral Cars would no longer be exempted
under primary legislation' clause and that the 'licenced only drivers' condition should be dropped.
Sarah Hickman
Portsmouth
Sent from my iPhone
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: mark kenwright
Sent: 09 June 2012 21:54
To: TPH
Some aspect of the report our fine but certain parts like deregulation of taxi numbers I find quite hard to belive limited
our set by certain councils because there is no unmet demand for taxi liverpool my city we have one of the bigest fleet
of black cabs than any other city outside of london on average I wait over 50 min for a fare we have no where to rank
always getting booked for over ranking because there isn't enougth ranks for us to go and now you our proposing to
issue more licences plates more black cabs on the road longer waits for fares more congestion on the city roads please
look and learn from other city around the world de regulation is not always the best option the wirral deregulated now
they want to restrict because it doesn't work please look and consider if its not broke why fix it liverpool cabdriver
12yrs on the job Sent using BlackBerry® from Orange
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From: evans mike
Sent: 10 June 2012 16:52
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
We are a small privately owned Wedding Car Hire company operating just 3 cars as a hobby/part time business
making a profit of approx. £700 per year, to have all these restrictions, e.g. twice yearly local authority tests, plus
owners would need an operator's licence and all drivers must pass a group two medical exam and take a DSA driving
test for taxis and be CRB checked is ridiculous, this added to the high costs of fuel for these large cars, plus running
costs and insurance for liabilities would make impossible to run our business. The government has already stopped us
from providing car hire for School Proms as they say we have to be hackney carriage plate like a taxi, which in Exeter
would be impossible to obtain not to mention would completely ruin the image of a beautiful classic wedding car. If
people wanted to hire a taxi, then they would do so, but they want to enjoy the luxury of classic wedding cars to
complete their big day.

We therefore strongly protest against these proposals, we object to the wedding and funeral cars being no longer
exempted under primary legislation clause and that the "licensed drivers only" condition should be dropped.
regards
Sue and Mike Evans
Premier Wedding Car Hire
Exeter
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From: ellen stanley
Sent: 10 June 2012 16:52
To: TPH
Subject: taxicab law changes
dear sir i have been a taxi cab owner in liverpool for over 30years I have never known a time when there havnt
been vacancies for drivers in all that time lifting the restriction on numbers would only result in the job being un
workable in terms of over ranking un profitability which in turn brings lowering of safety standards and vehicle
maintenance .Having to work longer hours to even try to achieve the minimum wage would greatly affect safety by
way of tired drivers .Economically drivers opting for unemployment benefit or family tax credit when they cant
make a living doesnt make any sense .We are already over run with Sefton private hire who cant make a living in
their own licencing area.On a personal note I only bought my business in liverpool as a provision for my pension
look what IFAs and fund managers did .Please dont turn me into a rickshaw puller Im too old !!! with government
cut backs the local council and police force wont be able to police any more Yours faithfully A Stanley
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
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"

From: Neville Carter
To: Hodgson, Phil
Sent: Sun Jun 10 10:05:39 2012
Subject: Consultation on Taxi law reform

Neville Carter.
First off I have to say that the approach this commission has taken has not been helpful, and has heralded
a long period of uncertainty, dismay and opportunistic misbehaviour that I have seldom seen before.
By leading your mission statement with 'The current laws are complex and outdated' you have given a
blank playing field to the chancers 'who have taken this to mean they cannot be held to account in
modern times.
I don't see why you made these kinds of opening addresses, followed by ill thought out and divisive initial
proposals. I am just a one man band with a hackney licence, and I can follow the laws and rules without
too much difficulty. What's difficult about 'Any Wheeled Carriage', and 'A private hire booking cannot involve
the driver in any way'.
Lets be clear about this, it's the night time trade this is all aimed at.
The reason for this new onslaught is only that local councils don't have the resources to police us, and the
police, who do, have a conflict of interest i.e. They want the streets cleared of young people who are
vulnerable and a nuisance, often both these things at the same time. They would prefer them to be taken
home by any properly licensed vehicle rather than one of the many unlicensed cabs and/or kerb crawlers.
This blind eye approach has emboldened opportunistic Private Hire drivers into taking more and more
liberties.
The last attempt to do something about night time activities, the extending of licensing hours, is what has
left us all trying to grapple with the logistics of getting troublemakers home. Not, let's teach them a lesson
they will never forget, but, lets excuse their outrageous behaviour with 'it's the supermarkets fault for
making drink too easy to get, so we'll extend the hours so that they will get fed up in dribs and drabs, and
go home'. WRONG, they all just stay out later, and are more drunk than before.
Sure enough, the rump of your case about the issues involving licensed vehicles is only, 'lets remove the
offence then the problem goes away'.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences which may only be
used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)

This is completely unworkable unless there is a restriction on numbers in the first place. In fact, most of
your proposals only work if there are restrictions on numbers. If there are no restrictions on numbers then
nobody will opt for a 'part time' licence or a PH licence as the freedom to come and go with a full licence
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will be too strong. If there are restrictions on numbers this may work but what does the vehicle become
during off peak times? If it still has it's taxi signage and badge I can see all sorts of problems for the police,
the public and enforcement agencies.
The enforcement agencies cannot at the moment deal with the complete disregard of the current legislation
by some pushy private hire owner/drivers, so they will stand no chance if temporary/part time licences are
issued.
I work in a holiday town in Cornwall with a Hackney Carriage. We are at a disadvantage because the
council has told the private hire owner/drivers they can 'park where they like' and accept 'instant bookings'
from the phone number on the side of their vehicle. So, they park outside all the best places for fares, go
into the pubs to tout, and filter out the good fares, then send the other fares over to the rank, where us
poor old hackney drivers have to stop and stay with or vehicle.
Our complaints to the enforcement officers are met with, “It's all going to change once the Law
Commission make their recommendations, and they recommend no limits, so what can we do”.

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
This all sound good, and has been pushed by successive governments for long enough for all the
arguments to be well aired. But, as always, lessons are ignored from where this has happened in the past.
The commission cannot be un-aware of areas that have de-limited, and then re-limited. Or areas struggling
with the genie that has got out of the bottle. Even whole countries, like Sweden, who bitterly regret going
down this path, after twelve years of de-limiting are still suffering the fallout, and rather than giving better
control, increased the numbers of taxis beyond any hope of effective control, now making Sweden the
rogue taxi overcharging capital of Europe.
I remember the ice cream wars of the sixties, all brought about by a relaxing of licensing. The beatings and
burning of vehicles. Horrible. I can see this coming back to my little town. Already we have lost 5 Hackneys
to the big towns because of the impotence of the council to control the antics of private hire drivers. There
are only three of us left. I have had eggs thrown at me, and have had to stand my ground in the main
street when unsuccessfully trying to curb the illegal plying. Tyres have been punctured, and vehicles
damaged.
Of the three hackneys all three provide wheelchair accessible vehicles, with no help from the council or
anybody else, because we are part of our community. How are we repaid for this incredibly expensive
dedication to our community? Clearly told we are un-defendable, dispensable and disposable.
Your commission has created this situation by fumbling and bumbling your slow and tortuous way around
what is in essence a simple update. There is nothing in anything you write to praise the dedication of those
in the past who have made sacrifices to provide services and vehicles to the very elderly and vulnerable
members of society. How do you think disability provision had been handled in the past? By forward think
and innovative councils and commissioners? No chance! This was done by Joe Soap Hack, who though that
by pushing the industry to create special vehicles, and suffering the enormous cost of the same, some note
would be made in the minds of the legislators of how thoughtful, dependable and reliable our Hackney
drivers are, and how they deserve some recognition and help.
The only people to have suffered more than us Hackney Drivers is the poor Private Hire Drivers who do
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things properly. They stand no chance against this new breed of selfish pushy piranhas.
See, it's not that complicated, the older ones know how to do things properly, why can't you just copy how
they do it and make that 'Law'.
Neville Carter.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: evans mike
Sent: 11 June 2012 08:51
To: TPH
Subject: wedding cars regulations
Dear sirs
I own 3 classic  British limousines used for wedding hire, the average mileage per year is 150-200 miles per car, I have
been running this business with my wife for 11 years and these new proposed regulations would put us out of business,
as last year we made a profit of £1,500 it would cost us more than this to meet the regulations. You have scrapped
M.O.T.'s for pre 1960 cars to get rid of red tape etc, then do something like this. Most weddings are in the spring and
summer months so the proposed bi annual test would mean the mileage between 2 of the tests would be from my
house to the test and back twice during the winter months when my cars are in storage. Most wedding companies are
small low profit,hobby business's. I feel this is just another way of raising money from the already over taxed motorist,
plus brides will no longer have the choice of classic vehicle transport, only modern mini bus or taxi's. what next a hay
tax on horse drawn carriages.
Yours sincerely
Mike Evans.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Tahir Riaz
Sent: 11 June 2012 09:05 To: TPH Subject: Hackney carriages working out
side distic What will be future of those hackney carriages working in other cities where they don't have licence for
driver not havering local authority badge eg. Hackney carriage have licence from Liverpool and the driver have badge
from Liverpool which is working in leeds he has insurance to work in Liverpool where it is cheap but with out telling
ins company he is working in leeds where the ins is almost double the price. Thanks. T. Riaz
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Michael [mailto:f
Sent: 11 May 2012 11:10 To: LAWCOM (FOI) Subject: Taxi Consultation
Hello I have read through the proposals concerning the Licencing of Taxis and Private Hire Vehicles and was not
surprised to see how evident your lack of knowledge was. Knowledge of course being the key to the taxi trade, can
only be acquired by serving one's time as a cabbie over a number of years. Then and only then, can one even begin to
properly understand how the taxi trade works. Yet your organisation can achieve this in a few short months? Bonkers
indeed! The proposals you have set out will bring the whole taxi industry into chaos and put the travelling public at
high risk. Your attitude towards the drivers' conditions, earnings and Health & Safety is not apparent in this document
either, neither is the importance of the WAV and it's lifeline for disabled passengers. Once you have de-regulated the
whole trade, taxi drivers will look to find the cheapest, cost efficient method of making a living. Which, I'm afraid, will
not include buying a very expensive WAV, on the contrary, they will opt for a cheap, second hand car that is
inexpensive to operate. What of the disabled then? One wonders. The quality of the service will then decline, as will
driver standards, as will service provision etc etc etc. All in the name of Free Market Capitalism! Your proposals, if
implemented, will bring chaos to our towns and cities and create more problems than it solves. I do hope that your
consultation with the trade will include listening to those who have worked in it, as opposed to those who have
profited from it. Yours Sincerely Mick Groom
Sent from my iPhone
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From: HenryOHara [
Sent: 11 June 2012 14:01 To: TPH Subject: Taxi and Private Hire
Consultation Follow Up Flag: Follow up Flag Status: Red Dear Sirs Taxi and Private Hire Consultations With
reference to the proposed change in the legislation, I strongly object to the proposal that ' Wedding and funeral cars
would no longer be exempted under primary legislation' and the 'licenced drivers only ' condition. I would submit that
such a proposed change is wholly unnecessary and would have significant impact on thousands of vintage and classic
car owners. It would also prevent wedding couples from adding a touch of class to their wedding. Yours sincerely
Henry O'Hara
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From: Gareth Ware
Sent: 11 June 2012 16:40
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
I refer to your open Consultation. There would seem to be an error with the online consultation document – it only partially
opens. The summary however indicates the need to licence limousines, and by inference I therefore assume wedding cars in
general.
I operate one of the largest classic wedding car hire companies in Scotland, and although the proposals if accepted in their
present form would not impact on us, I felt it appropriate to make comment.
The comment is solely in the need to consider whether wedding cars require to be licensed. Consideration requires to be
made as to whether to exempt certain wedding cars, particularly those of a classic or vintage nature. I draw the distinction
between vintage and classic wedding cars, and modern cars or limousines. The later are likely to be used for all sorts of events,
prom nights, private hire, business executive use, stag night, hen nights.....as well as weddings. A classic or vintage wedding
car may be used two or three times a month (perhaps being on the road for 9 or so hours a month) while modern vehicles
would have a usage in keeping with private hire taxi’s.
I would question the logic that subjecting vintage and classic wedding cars to licensing, and the drivers and operators to
licensing would widen consumer choice and reduce costs to consumers. I also question the practicalities of setting an
inspection regime which would have the flexibility to take account of the original manufacturer’s specifications and
tolerances. I would suggest the position with MOT tests for older cars and the fact the Government has recently enacted
legislation to remove the MOT requirements for certain classic vehicles, suggests that licensing would be unduly onerous on
operators of older vehicles and problematic for the licensing regime.
Such licensing would be prohibitively expensive to operators of such vehicles given only their occasional use, and the fact
many operators, are small operations almost run on a “hobby” basis. The simple result will be to drive older well maintained
cars off the road and thus reduce consumer choice, which would be a shame as for many it the one opportunity to travel in a
British built vehicle from another era.
I would imagine many operators would simply go out of business which may benefit those classic wedding business’s run on a
commercial basis, who having a captive market, and will simply add the cost of the licensing regime to the cost to the
consumer. The reality is that our customers are sold on the style of car, era, and often price is a secondary consideration, in
their purchase which is a once in a lifetime event.
One wonders what benefit a licensing regime would have to a classic wedding car. The logic for a private hire taxi is that it is
constantly on the road, carrying numerous passengers, where the consumer may require a service late at night, and not know
who the driver will be. Most modern cars are anonymous and hard to distinguish one from another.
The reality for a classic wedding car is it may at most travel a 1000 miles a year, would still be subject to an MOT, has RTA
insurance, has public liability insurance, has employers liability insurance, and often the consumer will have met the operator
personally at their premises beforehand, and possibly also met the driver on the day. The car given that it can be up to 90
years is also very high profile, reducing the risk of inappropriate driving, or use in a manner that necessitates the need for
licensing. Classic wedding cars are often not used after dark due to lighting which would be deemed inadequate for modern
purposes.
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I hope the above comments are of some assistance.
Gareth Ware,
Owner Ecosse Classic Wedding Cars,
Edinburgh & Glasgow
Gareth Ware
Director
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From: Martin Simms
Sent: 11 June 2012 17:20
To: TPH
Subject: Objections to proposals Taxi & Private Hire Consultation.
To whom it may concern,
I read with dismay in this weekly Classic Car weekly paper that the intention is to re-form laws relating to the above paper.
I strongly object to the consulation clause :- wedding and funeral cars would no longer be exempted under primary legislation.
I strongly object to the consultation reference also to Licenced drivers only condition and it should be dropped.
Many classic car owners already have little time to use their pride and joys on the road and weedings afford an opportunity to give
someone a really great day for little cost. If this legislation becomes law it will be costly and unrealistic for most wedding car
owners to operate and therefore will substantially limit choice and again stamp out business in the UK at the benefit to the
government and not the economy.
Wedding car hire is covered by comprehensive insurance policies to protect all concerned and this is sufficient to ensure everyones
safety as it is with funeral hire. You have to have a full licence to drive these vehicles also before you can obtain insurance.
I hope my objections are heard and that we continue to foster a thriving wedding and funeral business in the UK.
Yours sincerely, Martin Simms.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: susan hanson
Sent: 12 June 2012 08:32
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
Attachments: ATT00001
From:
To:
Date: Mon, 11 Jun 2012 05:58:42 -0700
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification.
Delivery to the following recipients failed.
tph@lawcommission.jsi.gov.uk

--Forwarded Message Attachment-From:
To: tph@lawcommission.jsi.gov.uk
Subject: Reforming The Law Of Taxi & private Hire Services
Date: Mon, 11 Jun 2012 13:58:41 +0100
After reading the summary report i think there is lots of good ideas in there, I agree that its about time we brought the laws up to
date and it needs a full
and thorough look into all aspects of taxi and private hires and this looks like what you have in mind about time too.
The only thing in the report that worries me is you seem to be leaning towards making all local authorities to removing thre ability
to limit taxi numbers the
problem i have with this is we have just been told by poole borough council where i have been driving a taxi as an independant for
12 years that the age limit for a taxi
of 8 years as been removed you can now keep a taxi on as long as you like if it passes the necessary checks, so if the council
issues a free license to anyone who wants one
the number of taxis in poole now stands at eighty and im only just making a living, if this number increases dramatically which it
will the outcome would be the takings
could drop by 50% so no one would invest money into buying new taxis as ive already said we can keep it on forever the money
wont be there so you will end up with
a country full of old taxis where the age limit as been removed surely thats not good for the customer or for thr enviroment the
other thing it could also do is that it could
put alot of us out of work i would have no option but to sign on the dole, the goverment would end up losing tax revenue and
paying out unemployment benefit that to me
is madness not to mention we are still in the middle of the deepest recession in modern times, i would be gratefull if you take this
onboard and would you be kind enough to
send me a reply answering my worries thankyou.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Jeff Ellis
Sent: 12 June 2012 13:25
To: TPH
Appley Bridge & Shevington Carz
Gathurst Station Yard
Station Approach
Shevington
Wigan
WN6 8HZ

Dear Sir or Madam
I enclose my response to your summary consultation document on reforming the Taxi and Private Hire Services legislation of
May 2012 for consideration.
Provisional proposal 1.
                                                The difference between Taxi and Private Hire should be kept but Hackney Carriage type Taxi’s should
not be allowed to work from an
operator base on a pre booked basis which would help to avoid the confusion that occurs for
passengers between the two types, Hackney Carriage type Taxi’s should only operate by hailing or
ranking or pre arranged booking with the driver at a rank or drop off point. E.g. ( return journey )
Provisional proposal 2.
There should be no significant differences in the legislation no matter in which area a Taxi owner or
Private Hire operator plies their business whether this is London or The Lake District.
Provisional proposal 3.
Any type of vehicle should be allowed to be used as either a Taxi or Private Hire vehicle providing it
meets all UK legislation at the time of its build e.g. Type approval or Single Vehicle approval this
provides for a greater range of comfort for all passengers.
Question 4.
Seating capacity should be increased to encompass vehicles up to 14 seats to negate the need for
Private Hire companies to have to apply for a limited PCV operator and PCV drivers licenses as most 8
passenger seated minibuses are normally 14 seated with seats removed, the 3.5 tonne maximum
vehicle weight could still be maintained
Provisional proposal 5.
As stated previously the seating capacity of Private Hire vehicles should be increased up to 14 but the
maximum gross vehicle weight of 3.5 tonnes should be maintained, vehicles of 14 seats or under used
for Hire & Reward should fall into the Taxi and Private Hire regulations, vehicles over 14 seats should
be excluded from Taxi and Private Hire regulations.
Provisional proposal 6.
                                                Fare stages should only apply to Taxis and Private Hire when these types of vehicles are being used as
Taxi buses.
Provisional proposal 7.
All vehicles whether Limousines or Novelty Vehicles should be covered by Taxi and Private Hire or PCV
regulations current at the time to ensure safety standards are met.
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Provisional proposal 8.
When vehicles are used for the carrying of passengers which is not defined as Social Domestic and
Pleasure and any remuneration is accepted or received then all Vehicles and Drivers should meet all
current regulations governing Taxi and Private Hire or PCV including the use for voluntary groups the
present lack of regulation allows to many grey areas to what can be defined as voluntary with
remuneration described as just to cover running costs.
Question 9.
(a)     Carpooling as long as this is a personal and private arrangement with co-workers and no
remuneration in any form is exchanged this should still be allowed.
(b)   Member Clubs should be outlawed as this is just an excuse to avoid the legislation that is present
at the time and there should be no reason for these clubs vehicles and drivers to adhere to all
current legislation covering Taxi, Private Hire and PCV use.
Provisional proposal 10.
The powers of the Secretary and Welsh Ministers should be flexible, but not down as far as Local
Government level as we would still have these anomalies from area to area.
Provisional Proposal 11.
Wedding and Funeral Cars should no longer be excluded from all Legislation as this leaves to many
grey areas as to when the service of these vehicles transgresses from what is part of the Wedding or
Funeral and what becomes transportation for hire and reward and the vehicles and drivers should be
subject to legislation current at the time, which would ensure safety standards are maintained.
Question 12.
Contract exemption should never be reintroduced there is no need for this, when vehicles are used for
Private Contracts as in the case of care workers and Health Bodies there should be no reason why
these bodies should not follow all current legislation on vehicles and drivers and have them licensed to
maintain safety and insurance standards, for all passenger carrying vehicles and all forms of
remuneration even salary these should not be excluded from Hire and Reward terminology. (the only
exemption I for see would be emergency service vehicles such as ambulances)
Provisional Proposal 13.
Plying for Hire should not be limited to specific public streets, vehicles displaying a roof mounted Taxi
sign should be allowed to ply for hire on any public street, private land could still be subject to
contract between the land owner and the Taxi owners but only vehicles displaying a roof mounted
Taxi sign classed at the moment as a Hackney should be allowed to rank all Private Hire vehicles
should remain as Pre booked.
Question 14.
Airports at the moment seem to be adamant at making it as difficult as possible for Taxi providers
from outside their own concession operators to drop and pick up passengers, they fail to see that
without these other operators bringing passengers to the airport they would cease to operate all
transport hubs whether they are airport, train or bus stations should have an area set aside for the
dropping off and collection of passengers for pre booked journeys in a suitable area not at an extreme
distance from the terminal buildings.
Provisional proposal 15.
Plying for Hire should still remain only for vehicles displaying a Taxi Roof Sign these should be the only
vehicles allowed on official set aside Taxi Ranks or hailed in the street as most Town Centres are
double yellow line it should not be necessary for Private Hire vehicles to be parked up in a Town
Centre street forming an unofficial rank as all Private Hire Operators have to show the times a booking
has been made it should possible to prove the existence of Private Hire drivers not ranking say outside
a entertainment premises awaiting a number of passengers and if an official rank was there then
passengers would have to be collected in different area of the Town as explained to the passenger at
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the time of booking. No journey arrangements should be allowed to be made with a Private Hire
Driver all bookings should be made by the Operators Office.
Provisional proposal 16.
                                                As times of bookings can be shown with technology it should be possible to show that plying for hire is
not in fact happening.
Question 17.
As in Scotland no arrangements should be made for journeys with a Private Hire Driver all bookings
should be made direct with the Operators office by whatever technological means available which can
be shown to the required official should the need arise.
Provisional proposal 18.
Compellability for Hackney type Taxis should be retained unless the driver feels that his safety could
be compromised through the passenger being under the influence of drink or drugs.
Provisional proposal 19.
Private Hire Vehicles should still only be available by Pre Booking by all technological means available,
Hackney type Taxis should be excluded from Operator bases and should only be allowed to be engaged
by Hailing or Ranking, Pre Booking of a Taxi could be allowed as long as the booking is made direct
with the Taxi Driver.
Provisional proposal 20.
Social Domestic and Pleasure use of Taxi and Private Hire vehicles needs to be maintained as these
vehicles are often the only vehicle the drivers have for their own use as well as business use they
should still be the subject of check by a Licensing Officer and proof of non professional use should not
be a problem in the case of Private Hire a Taxi would have to be able to remove or cover the Taxi sign.
Provisional Proposal 21.
The Secretary of State and Welsh Minister need to issue statutory guidance to eliminate the need for
Local Authorities to have their own set of differing regulations so that all Councils adopt the same set
of rules.
Provisional proposal 22.
The terms of Hackney and Private Hire are very confusing and the terminology of Hackney should be
dropped in preference to Taxi and Pre Booked Taxi.
Question 23.
The standard of identification signage is varied from one Council to another, the term Hackney should
be abandoned and Taxi and Pre Booked Taxi should be adopted with a Standardisation of signage use
UK wide so that a passenger can easily identify the two different types of vehicle, Private Hire type
Taxis should not be allowed roof signs.
Provisional proposal 24.
                                                Taxi and Private Hire should be subject to National Safety Standards.
Provisional proposal 25.
National safety standards for Taxis should not be minimum and should only be allowed to be changed
at Local Authority level if a strong case for a local change can be proved as necessary.
Provisional proposal 26.
I agree that standards for Private Hire should be mandatory as long as Operators are able to go beyond
these standards for the benefit of their passengers.
Provisional proposal 27.
Private Hire drivers and Taxi drivers should not have to abide by Local Topographical Knowledge as
most of the journeys picked by Local Authorities for testing do not bear any resemblance to most of
the journeys that these types of drivers undertake and with the advent of modern technology it is not
needed.
Question 28.
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Signage on Private Hire Vehicles needs to be relaxed with the exception of any standard signage
required by regulation, I fail to see the point as why signage can only be small on front doors of
vehicles to make Private Hire Vehicles more identifiable it needs to be on both sides, boots and
bonnets, independent advertising of non core business should not be allowed.
Question 29.
Safety standards of vehicles should be the equivalent of the MOT test although a twice yearly test may
be a proposal although I wonder why this should be necessary with today’s vehicles, an official MOT
test certificate could also be issued so as not to require the printing and filling out of a form V112
when you need to tax a vehicle so that renewal of road fund license can be done on line instead of
attending a local post office every time.
Question 30.
                                                Driver standards should be the same for Taxi and Private Hire and abolish the need for separate
licenses for the two categories.
Provisional proposal 31.
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should be national standards covering all
aspects of the Taxi Trade to get away from the anomalies that happen from area to area.
Question 33.
The standards to be set by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers will have to be taken in
consultation with the Trade to make sure they are right the first time.
Provisional proposal 34.
There should be no reason for Local Authorities to set additional standards over and above any set
national standards it would only breed confusion and how would Licensing Officers who are checking
vehicles from out of area know what to check and what to disregard.
Question 35.
                                                There should not be a need for Local Licensing Authorities to set any standards above the national set
standards (see above).
Question 36.
                                                A core set of national standards is all that is required.
Question 37.
It would be in the best interest of all Local Authorities to cooperate with each other this should not
require statutory rules it should happen as a matter of course.
Provisional proposal 38.
If neighbouring Local Authorities wish to pool their resources to reduce costs with regard to Taxi and
Private Hire Licensing to save costs it should be looked at providing that the having vehicles tested
does not become onerous on operators, this could be overcome by allowing the licensing of
independent MOT testing stations to perform Taxi testing as it would be to a standard set of
regulations.
Provisional proposal 39.
                                                Zoning should be abolished.
Question 40.
There should not be a need for peak time licensing, perhaps Private Hire vehicles could act as Taxi’s
when in suburban areas where no Taxi provision is supplied, as most Hackney type Taxis are usually
found within town centres.
Provisional proposal 41.
Private Hire operators should be able to use vehicles licensed from different Local Authorities of their
base, if national vehicle standards are adopted all vehicles should be of equal safety standards.
Provisional proposal 42.
As long as national standards and the ability of Licensing Officers to check out of area vehicles are
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adopted there is no need for Private Hire vehicles to return to its own area as long as any pick up is pre
booked this may be a little more difficult for Hackney Type Taxis as there is limited space on local
ranks.
Provisional proposal 43.
Local authorities should not have the power to regulate Private Hire fares this market works well at
the moment without intervention due to competition maximum charge Hackney fares could still be
maintained with a greater knowledge imparted to passengers that they can negotiate a lower price
than the metered price with the driver which should give a competitive edge to this market as well.
Question 44
Taxis should not be allowed to charge more than the metered fare and if a negotiated price is made
with the driver before journey commencement then the meter should run throughout the journey to
show that this is the case.
Question 45.
The test for drivers of whether they are a fit and proper person should be set by the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers in national standards.
Provisional proposal 46.
                                                Vehicle owners should also be fit and proper persons and national standards should apply also to
them.
Question 47.                     
                                                Vehicle safety standards should be set by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers as a national set
of regulations.
Provision proposal 48.
                                                Operator licensing should remain as mandatory.
Question 49.
Radio circuits should be abolished for Taxis if Hackney they should only operate from ranks or hailing
to avoid the confusion we have at the moment between the two sectors of the trade.
Provisional proposal 50.
I have no problems with intermediaries booking Private Hire journeys as long as they meet all criteria
in the national standards and obtain the appropriate operators licenses.
Question 51.
                                                All operators must meet fit and proper person standards.
Provisional proposal 52.
                                                Private Hire Operators need to sub contract as business needs demand.
Question 53.
Taxi vehicles should not operate from Private Hire bases but when a booking has been made directly
with the driver there should be no reason to keep a record it should be treated as a rank or hail
journey.
Provisional proposal 54.
Licensing authorities should not be able to limit the amount of Taxi licenses issued.
Question 55.
This may create a problem in lack of space on ranks in non busy periods so more enforcement on
parking outside ranks on double yellow lines may be needed or licenses for a specific rank or ranks
may need to be looked at, the busier ranks are always full and there is often no service on the non
busy ranks and vehicles trawl around trying to attract hails.
Question 56.
Staggered entry seems a good idea to stop a sudden influx of Hackney Type Taxis which would
probably help this sector to find a suitable level of vehicles.
Question 57.
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The license should be the same for wheelchair Taxis and priority at ranks should be given to disable
passengers who choose to use that vehicle.
Question 58.
                                                All license fees should be set at the same level.
Question 59.
The differing type of vehicles should meet a National set of Standards and a percentage of Taxis within
an area should be wheelchair carrying vehicles and if this is not met then licenses should only be
issued to allow for this but the problem is this would have to set by discussion with the panel who will
help to set the National Standards for vehicles.
Provisional proposal 60.
                                                As at answer 59 should be looked at by the panel.
Provisional proposal 61.
Disability awareness should be included with all new issued licenses as part of the application and
phased in for all existing drivers over a period of time or covered through a NVQ qualification.
Provisional proposal 62.
                                                All forms of the Taxi trade should display internally how to complain to the Licensing Authority.
Question 63.
Taxis failing to stop to a hail not only happens to disabled customers, late at night hails are ignored by
drivers as they choose the type of customers they wish to pick up causing frustration to passengers
stood at the side of the road how you would address this would be difficult.
Question 64.
Licensing Officers should have the power to stop Licensed Vehicles but need to be easily identifiable by
labelled high visibility clothing similar to a police officer.
Question 65.
                                                Any vehicles used in the process of touting should be impounded and persons prosecuted.
Question 66.
                                                All vehicles flouting Licensing rules should be impounded.
Question 67.
                                                Fixed penalty notices are a tool but if vehicles are impounded it focuses the mind about sticking to the
regulations.
Provisional proposal 68.
If you are found in breach of Nationally set Regulations then whichever area you were in when caught,
then that areas Licensing Officers should enforce the law.
Question 69.
Cross border suspensions and revocations should apply until such time as proof can be shown for it to
be lifted this could be done on a scheme similar to how VOSA do suspensions.
Provisional proposal 70.
                                                The right of appeal should be down to the relevant License Holder with appropriate legal
representation if required.
Provisional proposal 71.
                                                The first stage of appeal should be to the Licensing Authority.
Provisional proposal 72.
                                                The next stage of appeal should be to the Magistrates Court.
Question 73.
                                                The appeal system should the follow the path through the appropriate court system as any legal
proceedings are now.
Conclusion                         
The Licensing Laws are outdated and confusing I hope a new system comes in which will standardise
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the regulations across the whole of England and Wales making the trade a better place for both
passengers and operators it is long overdue but any change must be made with the help of the trade
and not by bureaucrats who think they know best but whatever happens it has to be better than it is
now.

Regards
Jeff Ellis
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Submission to the Law Commission Consultation
- Reform of Taxi and Private Hire Legislation
11/06/2012

I would like the following text to be accepted as evidence for the Law Commission’s
consultation of the reform of taxi and Private Hire legislation. My experience within the trade
ranges from being a Private Hire(PH) Driver(2yrs), a Hackney Carriage(HC) Driver(20yrs)
and an Assessor delivering NVQ/QCF Training(3yrs) to drivers on both sides of the trade.
I have read the consultation document and the proposal/questionnaire attached, with interest
and anticipation.
The result leaves me with more questions than answers unfortunately, in fact at times there
seems to be little that can be changed, that will satisfy all sides of the trade.
However, I shall endeavour to give my feelings and solutions to some of the issues that the
trade faces with as much clarity and balance as possible.
As previously stated, I have spent most of my driving career as a HC driver in the city of
Liverpool. During the last 20 years, the HC side of the trade has declined, with regard to
Driver quality, Vehicle quality and Enforcement. The attitude towards, what is a very honest
and noble profession, has become sadly negative in general. The reason for this is not solely
down to ‘bad drivers’, but more down to changes in social behaviour and the increase in the
number of PH companies and vehicles on our streets.
The wages of HC drivers in the provinces has been reduced, so much so that most of them
will probably be claiming Working Tax Credits to supplement their income, yet of the two
sides of the trade, it is surely the HC driver who would be classed as a ‘skilled worker’.
This must surely tell its own story?
At the same time the PH industry has become one of the fastest growing industries around,
with companies such as Delta in the North West and Addison Lee in London, overshadowing
any firm on the HC side of the trade. Indeed so powerful and profitable, that they have
clearly had an effect on the HC trade in and around their respective areas of operation.
So much so, that the HC trade is now on the verge of collapse.
So how has this happened?
Well, if you take Liverpool as an example, here you have a city where ‘no unmet demand’ for
HCs means that there is a limit on the issue of HC plates. Thus the effect is that a ‘black
market value’ is then created upon the transfer of the plate. From this emerges an economy
all of its own. The buying, selling and hiring of these plates creates a great business
opportunity to those lucky enough to have one (and by the way some plate holders got theirs
by a ‘free issue’ many a year ago), to ‘settle or hire out’ shifts on a vehicle belonging to the
plate holder. A tidy sum has been made by those who have benefitted from this system.
Eventually the lucky ones have enough power to then control the levels of plate value etc,
which in turn inflates the whole nature of the trade, including: garage fees and vehicle prices,
which in turn controls the level of hire price, to a would be driver.
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What this does is then take away the very concept of what the HC trade is, a reward for the
driver’s knowledge and skill, instead he has to pay the man for the taxi hire, before fuel and
anything left over for himself.
So as these austere times continue, what we find is a tipping point (as I did so in 2011, when
I had my cab and plate repossessed, at great expense and loss to myself) which sees the
driver and owner struggling to make ends meet.
Yet the gist of the Consultation paper suggests that you would like to have more vehicles
parked up behind the 50 that already sit at Lime Street Station now. Really?
Oh and just for good measure, there’ll be no limit on PH plates either.
Over the years the PH has grown while the HC has stood still and to add insult to injury,
Delta for example, is not even licensed in Liverpool, yet they openly admit that 55% of their
business is carried out in Liverpool.
No knowledge test, no Liverpool Badge, no expensive WAV, cheap insurance in the
provinces and rock bottom prices. Talk about an unfair advantage.
You now know why HC proprietors and drivers are in panic mode over the consultation
paper. They have basically been pushed into a position, which will I believe, have a
massively negative effect, on an already weary group of people.
My belief is that the taxi trade is being used as an unemployment buffer, by that I mean, that
as there are no real jobs out there, there is always a living to be had on the cabs.
Well that’s the theory.
Unfortunately, it is I’m afraid an urban myth, like so much of what is said about the taxi trade.
Why delimit a trade, when the majority of its workers claim Tax Credit?
This would surely put a huge burden on the benefit system. It certainly won’t kick start the
economy, in fact it will have the opposite effect, placing more people into long hours and low
pay. Can you not see that?
To clarify, I do believe that Taxi legislation does need modernisation, but wholesale
delimitation instead of sensible controls of numbers is not the solution.
The way I see it is as follows:
1. National standards of driver training and skills, should be at a level that makes it very
difficult to obtain a badge. This would discourage large numbers of people from applying in
the first place and encourage a high skill level.
2. Once trained, the qualification should be something prized by the holder, as it is in
London.
3. Taxi plate numbers on both HC and PH should not be allowed to have a value. This
would encourage drivers to hire or purchase newer vehicles, thus improving quality and
service. It would also have a positive environmental impact.
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4. All HC to be WAV. Providing disability transport on demand.
5. As in HC limited areas, a controlled number of HC and PH vehicles should reflect the
result of regular demand surveys. In other words enough taxis so that drivers can earn a
living without needing Tax Credits.
6. In relation to how long a passenger waits for a taxi. As with public transport passengers
will wait for a bus or train, without complaint. However, because of a lack of provision and
adequate facilities, particularly late at night, there is a lack of support for both passenger and
driver. Therefore increase the number of Employed Taxi Marshalls and Enforcement
Officers, rather than just putting more and more vehicles on the road. The result would see a
better, safer service.
7. Major transport terminals, Hospitals, Schools and Public Buildings should adopt a ‘Safe
Access For Everybody’ approach, by providing safe ranking provision for HCs. Thus
protecting the H&S of both passenger, driver and other users.
8. Encourage proper shift patterns and working hours to help reduce fatigue, stress and
accidents. Thus creating a safer service to passengers.
9. Contracts of Employment for drivers instead of the hire and fire attitude that exists now.
10. Fares to be set by local authorities for PH. Once numbers are controlled properly,
consumers will then truly have a choice of which mode they prefer. It would also cut down
the need for Cross Border Hiring. Local cabs for local people.
The 10 point plan above still allows for competition, but will give the passenger a minimum
quality of service that is safer and more effective than the system that exists currently.
With better controls, more effective enforcement, newer, cleaner vehicles and skilled,
contented drivers. The taxi trade can have a balance of choice and service for all its
passengers.
However, with unlimited numbers imposed on an already saturated, under policed system,
the standards will surely drop and provision for both vehicles and drivers’ earnings will be
impossible to maintain.
Mick Groom
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From: smith peter
Sent: 12 June 2012 22:34
To: TPH
Subject: taxi p/hire provisional proposals
prov prop 1 (p160) i agree this regulation should continue
//      //    2 (p162) national criteria rules and regulations should apply to all councills and boroughs
//      //    3 (p164 i agree wiyh this proposal
//     //     4 (p164 this would not be a problem but a novelty for the public
  //     //     5 (p165) this should be increased to 10 passengers for taxi and p/hire and and psv should be excluded
//     //     6 (p166) i agree with this provision
//     //     7 (p167) i agree with this provision
//     //     8 (p168) i agree withy this provision
//     //     9 (p170) carpooling should not be regulated members clubs shoud be
//     //   10 (p171) i agree with this proposal
//     //   11 (p172) i agree with this proposal
//     //   12 (p174) contract exemption should not be introduced abuse will be widespreed
//     //   13 (p175) i agree with this proposal
//     //   14 (p177) there should be a special case for this provision for pre booked services
//     //   15 (p181) i agree with a b c
  //     //   16 (p181) i agee with hailing ranking and technological services
//     //   17 (p182) no advantage would be gained
//     //   18 (p182) i agree with this provision
//     //   19 (p183) i agree with this provision
//     //   20 (p184) leisure and non-profesional use should be allowed a not in service sign could be used
//     //   21 (p185) i agree
//     //   22 (p185) i agree
  //     //   23 (p186) no! taxi and cab should remain exclusive
//     //   24 (p188) yes i agree with the emphasis firmly on national
  //     //   25 (p189) i agree with this proposal
//     //   26 (p189) i agree with this proposal
  //     //   27 (p190) topographical knowledge should remain
//     //   28 [p190] national criterior should be introduced for uniformity within all councils
//     //   29 [p191] none
//     //   30 [p192] no
//     //   31 [p192] yes only safety
//     //   32 [p193] yes consultation requirment
//     //   33 [p193] no trade inclusion only
//     //   34 [p193] no licencing authorities should adopt national standards uniformaty should be the norm to aviod
confusion
//     //   35 [p194] licencing authorities should abide with national standards statutory [limits should apply]
//     //   36 [p194] no national standards should be introduced
//     //   37 [p195] statutory footing is best
//     //   38 [p196] this should be set nationaly for all authorities to abide by
//     //   39 [p196] no consultation with trade should apply as absolutism often applies
//     //   40 [p197] no this will be abused and confuse the public
//     //   41 [p198] there should be no restriction to bookings or using drivers from other areas
//     //   42 [p199] i agree
//     //   43 [p200] licencing authorities should not regulate taxi fares and not private hire! [as this is discrimination]
//     //   44 [p200] yes private hire do this now [again discriminatory
//     //   45 [p203] i agree with B
  //     //   46 [p204] no drivers should be checked as [fit and proper persons]
//     //   47 [p205] i agree wityh B
//     //   48 [p206] no this is just a money making scam setup by licencing authorities
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//     //   49 [p208] no this is already covered by radio licencing authorities
//     //   50 [p209] no i disagree
//     //   51 [p209] no only drivers need this criterior
//     //   52 [p210] yes this happens now
//     //   53 [p210] this is not needed for taxis only private hire
//     //   54 [p213] yes this should be kept as over licencing will effect trade
//     //   55 [p213] the same as the fishing industry jobs and family income would greatly suffer over licencing will not
be good for the trade
  //     //   56 [p215] no this should not happen quantity restrictions should remain
//     //   57 [p217] i agree with this as it would encourage more wheelchair vehicles to apply
//     //   58 [p217] yes as above more wheelchair vehicles and drivers would apply
//     //   59 [p217] reduce the fees for drivers badges and licence and crb checks this will greatly increase wheelchair
acccessible vehicle applications
//     //   60 [p218] i agree with this proposal
//     //   61 [p219] i agree with this proposal
//     //   62 [p219] i agree
//     //   63 [p220] i agrre
//     //   64 [p222] no only police. licencing officers can only check badges interior and meters this can be done by
appiontment
//     //   65 [p223] suspend the licence for a period of time
//     //   66 [p223] no this will not be practicable
//     //   67 [p225] yes touting smoking and discrimination
//     //   68 [p225] this power is already in force now
//     //   69 [p218] no
//     //   70 [p230] it should be the applicant
//     //   71 [p231] i agree
//     //   72 [p232] i agree
//     //   73 [p233] yes i agree
the above answers are without predjudice i have been in the trade for over 30 years i do hope these answers are of use
to this consultation
kind regards P Smith [70 ne347tl]               
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From: Derek Merkl
Sent: 12 June 2012 22:35
To: TPH
Subject: Fwd: consultation paper 206 - Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services
Dear Sirs
Please don't allow a new law which will sound the 'death knell' for a Great British Tradition
I am writing to ask you to take regard of the above consultation paper, particularly as it applies to the use of veteran,
vintage and classic cars for wedding and funeral cars. Nearly all brides, by choice, travel to the church in a Classic car,
maybe a Rolls Royce or even a veteran classic. At present all an owner needs to use his car for such events is the
correct insurance and a roadworthy car. As a result many owners of such cars use them for such events in order to
defray some of the costs of running such cars and in doing so undoubtedly keep many classic cars roadwothy and in
use for all to enjoy as they are seen at events and shows.
The new proposals under the above consultation document mean that the owners of classic vehicles who wish to use
them for occasional 'private hire' will in future have to ensure that each vehicle will be subject to a six or twelve month
local authority test. Owners would be subject to an operators license, group 2 medical examination, take a DSA taxi
drivers examination and be subject to CRB checks. It means that an owner driver who did the occasional wedding
would be subject to additional costs of nearly £700per annum. ThePublic Carriage Office Test is designed for vehicles
used daily as taxis. It would be ludricous to subject a 75 year old Rolls Royce to the same test.
Whilst I recognise that this is just a consultation document, it is the first step to the creation of a new law.
Please, please, help ensure that what is a typically British tradition is not consigned to history by some 'carte blanche'
law. Please ensure a common sense approach to exempt vehicles used for what has always been a Great British
tradition.

Best wishes
Derek
Derek Merkl
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From: Buttercup Bus Enquiry
Sent: 13 June 2012 11:57
To: TPH
Subject: Reform of the law on taxi and private hire services
Dear Sir / Madam,
I am writing to express concern over the proposal to make wedding cars no longer exempted from the licensing
requirements currently required for private hire services.
Many wedding hire companies are small businesses, keeping a handful of beautiful vintage vehicles on the road
(often at great expense and with much love and care). The revenue generated from weddings are often the only
way that these vehicles can be maintained to grace the road. Given the importance of being prompt and getting the
bride to her ceremony glitch free, these vehicles being used are often meticulously serviced – reputation is
everything in this industry and an unmaintained vehicle would result in loss of bookings.
As a 1970s VW Camper wedding car supplier, running just three vehicles (from 1972 to 1977), the associated
licensing costs, c.£664 for one vehicle, with each additional car estimated at £261, would cause us to shut down this
service as it would become uneconomical. Furthermore, additional costs for the licencing of drivers would be
around £330 each driver. This would be too expensive for a temp driver only driving possibly 10-12 times a year.
These occasional drivers are essential to this wedding car industry, providing the contingency and flexibility required
to make sure that no bride is let down on her special day.
The introduction of such legislation would see far less of these beautiful vehicles on the road and would close many
wedding car hire businesses.
Please take this feedback into consideration as part of your consultation process.
Kind regards,
Nathalie
________________________________
Nathalie
Buttercup Bus
VW Camper Wedding and Holiday Hire
w:
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Buttercup Bus operates as part of Vanilla Chinchilla Ltd
Registered Company: 7459387
Registered Office: Third Floor, 207 Regent Street, London, W1B 3HH
(Please note that the registered address is not used for correspondence)
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From: MATEEN SADDIQUE
Sent: 13 June 2012 12:34 To: TPH Subject: Taxi and
private hire Hi I am a taxi driver just wanted to take part in the survey is that possible. If you take the restriction off on
the number of taxis do you not think there will be to many taxis a lot less work for taxi drivers some city cant cope
with number off taxis they dont have enough taxi ranks at the moment and on that basis driver will leave there jobs
unemployment a lot more pollution from taxis Sent from my iPhone
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From: Cem Derdiyok
Sent: 13 June 2012 15:01
To: TPH
Dear Sir/Madam
What I read on your web site about changing the taxi and private hire services well impressed me.
I 'm sure costumers will get better quality of service and price.
What a good news for everybody who travels a lot with taxis everyday and I wish you very best of luck.
Regards
Cem
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From: Jo Page
Sent: 14 June 2012 08:39
To: TPH
Subject: Licensing of wedding car vehicles
Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing in reference to the “Taxi and Private Hire Consultation”, in objection to the clause which suggests changing the

Wedding and funeral car legislation (“Weddings and funeral cars would no longer be exempted under primary legislation”).
We are a wedding car business using one classic vehicle (old VW campervan). We set the business up as the upkeep of
the vehicle is very costly, as it is with all classic vehicles. We only do weddings in our vehicle and this is a weekend
business - if we had to be licensed, the costs involved would mean that it would only be feasible to run this business if we
were also a 'regular' taxi service during the week. This would just not be feasible - there would be no call for this vehicle for
regular journeys. Because of the nature of the business (cleaning the vehicle, dressing it, taking bridal party to wedding,
then waiting around, then taking them to the reception and waiting for photos), we can only do one job on any one day. In
addition, we have a lot of responsibility getting the bride to the wedding on time - therefore, at the moment we have a
number of reserve drivers in case the main driver is taken ill. If this licensing came in, that would mean that we would
have to license every single driver (even the reserve ones) so that we could still provide the bride with the assurances
needed, which would make the licensing even more costly for us.
In short if this licensing came in, we would have to stop running this business.
If I need to complete an official consultation form to ensure that these views are heard, please send it to me.
Kind regards
Jo Page
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From:
Sent: 14 June 2012 12:30
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
To Whom it may concern,
I object to the proposed licensing of Vintage and Classic Wedding Cars for the following reasons:
1. Wedding cars are not on the road 24/7 with the majority of the time being at the weekend during the
summer months doing mostly short local journeys.
2. There is a whole industry involved in the classic car market i.e restoring, maintaining, parts supplies,
buying and selling which could all be badly effected.
3. In the current economic climate it will effect the small business due to the extra costs involved which
may make them uneconomic to operate.
4. It will drive thousands of vintage and classic cars which are a large part of our heritage off the road and
wedding circuit and limit the choice for the Bride and Groom.
5. This could have a devastating effect on the market value of old cars suitable for weddings.
6. Occasional drivers are essential to drive wedding cars and are not going to pay out for a license to drive
a classic car for 6-12 weddings a year. These drivers are essential because of their age, knowledge, skill
and mechanical know how required in driving an old car. Young drivers have never heard of 'double declutching' or 'pre-select' let alone know how to do it.
7. These old cars are maintained to a high standard by enthusiastic owners and operate within the current
law so what is the advantages of red-tape licensing?

I feel there are no benefits to licensing vintage and classic cars.

Yours Sincerely,
Lyndon Bedwell.
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From: Catherine White
Sent: 14 June 2012 14:18 To: TPH Subject: Objection to the licensing
of wedding and funeral cars Dear Sir/Madam, I am writing to show my opposition to the possible licensing of classic
and vintage vehicles for weddings and funerals. The majority of these vehicles are owned by very small businesses or
enthusiasts and this legislation would firstly stop these people from being able to operate and offer these services to
couples on their special day and would then result in the only vehicles available for hire being of a limousine/stretch
Hummer type as is seen for proms now since the change in the law. A couple's wedding is one of the most important
days of their lives and having a choice of beautiful, iconic vehicles is part of what makes the day exciting and
memorable. I have a very small business where I hire my two classic campers for weddings. Our couples love them,
they love choosing their ribbons and garlands to match their colour scheme, having their photographs taken with them
and enjoying the attention they receive as they are driven in them. Something you do not get from a taxi or limousine.
If this legislation goes through not only will car owners be unable to pay for the extra testing and fees involved but
they will be unable to afford the insurance which is astronomically high for a private hire vehicle-these vehicles are
not taxis (they do not cover the sort of mileage or frequency of journeys that taxis do)they are classic icons to be
enjoyed. I am not opposed to ensuring that vehicles are safe for couples to travel in and I am not opposed to CRB
checking. However, my concerns relate to treating these vehicles and small businesses in the same way as taxi firms
and mini cabs. This is not necessary for the number of jobs that they undertake. If this goes ahead the wedding car will
be a thing of the past and with the wedding industry booming in a country that is going through a recession (where
people are trying to make money in any way they can-money that pays taxes into the economy) it would be a travesty
for this to happen. I can only imagine how devastated my couples who have weddings booked would be to be told
they could no longer have their transport of choice and I would be devoid of income, after I have spent the last two
years building what has become a well respected small business. Please reconsider this and ensure our country retains
the tradition of ensuring the future of these iconic vehicles and allowing others to enjoy them on their most special
day. Please consider the people that have built a livelihood in difficult times and who contribute through this to the
economy. Please support these small businesses. I would be very happy to gather and forward the views of our past
clients and clients who have their weddings booked with us and other businesses that we work alongside. This would
be a disaster for couples, the wedding industry and small businesses if this goes ahead. Yours Sincerely, Catherine
White (Dorset Dubhire)
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From: taylorweddings
Sent: 14 June 2012 16:46
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation on Taxi and Private Hire Services
Attachments: Provisional Proposals.pdf; Letter from BCC 21.7.2000.pdf; Comments on T & PH Consultation.pdf;
Brochure 2..pdf; Brochure 1..pdf; Backgroud.pdf
Good Afternoon,

Consultation on Taxi and Private Hire Services
We hope the attached information will be of value.
1. Company Background
2. Brochure
3. Detailed Comments on Consultation
3. Letter to Birmingham City Council 21.7.2000
4. Provisional Proposals
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require any further information.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Taylor
A.B.Taylor Wedding Service, 49 Wolverhampton Road South, Birmingham B32 2AY   0121 434 4340
Company No 631315 England                   
A.B.Taylor Funeral Services Ltd. Established 1927
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From: Laura Caudery [Laura.Caudery@parallelvenues.co.uk]
Sent: 14 June 2012 18:23
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire Commission

As the owner of two wedding venues, I am writing to express my concern about the proposed changes, in particular that wedding
and funeral cars will no longer be exempted under the primary legislation cause.
I would also like to add my support to the dropping of the present ‘licenced drivers only’ condition.
I would be very disappointed if prohibitive costs meant that vintage cars were no longer used as wedding cars as they are a longstanding tradition and play a significant role in a couple’s day. It’s also lovely to see rare and special cars being used, rather than
simply kept as exhibition pieces.
Costs are already significant enough as it is and this is yet another factor that may contribute to the demise of small ownermanaged businesses.
Sincerely
Laura Caudery
Laura Caudery
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From: Mark Clover [
Sent: 14 June 2012 18:53
To: TPH
Subject: wedding car hire and the private hire law
Dear sirs,
My name is Mark Clover, I run our family business Clover care wedding cars
My father and I set this business up in 1993 and our aim has always been to provide the very best classic or vintage car for
hire for a wedding.
We currently have eight cars
They include
2 1934 vintage Rolls Royce’s
2 1960 Classic silver cloud Rolls Royce’s
1 1956 Classic Silver Dawn Rolls Royce
2 Daimler Limousines
1 Jaguar xj6
All our cars are fully insured for private hire use under a classic car policy
We have public liability insurance
And all the cars are mot and maintained to a very high standard.
I am also a grade 6 driving instructor and have been for nearly 20 years, I have had a full CRB for this.
And many of the drivers are also instructors.
AS I understand it if the law is changed then we will need a operator’s licence the cars will be subject to the same mot that a
taxi has to take I will also have to pay for all cars and also the drivers.
I can totally understand that the law needs looking at as regard to taxi and private hire, and also the people who drive these
vehicles.
Most classic car drivers are semi retired had many years of driving experience . The cars go out for no more than around 3 ½
hours and cover around 60 miles at most, the cars all have a mileage limitation of 3000 miles per year and we have never got
near this allowance, nor have we been involved in any traffic or motor claims in all the years of trading !
To bring this legislation into law would in one single move put myself and many other companies out of business !! the sheer
cost to us would make us so uncompetitive the customers would just not meet the huge increase in cost.
The value of the cars would plummet ! the classic car industry would suffer, and people like myself hard working and very
proud of what we offer would be out of work, with cars that I would imagine would become worthless ! And what a shame to
prevent our motoring heritage from being used and enjoyed by couples, and so a whole generation miss out on some of the
very best cars that have ever been made !
I can understand some of the law needs looking at ! I would agree that all drivers should be CRB checked ! but again this
needs to be joined up with other CRB’s that they already have ! All the cars should still be Mot’d and not exempt as the law
now allows cars before 1960 no longer needing an mot (frankly a silly idea ! ) and all owners have the necessary insurance
both car and public liability . And if necessary only allow the cars to be used for weddings, and social use.
I await the outcome of the commission, but in the mean time I will be writing to my MP as well.
Mark Clover
Clover care Wedding Cars
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From:
Sent: 14 June 2012 20:03
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire Services - Consultation 1804
I am retired and drive classic cars for weddings - doing about 10 a year.
If the proposals become law I will not be able to drive as the proposed charges I would have to pay would make the part-time job
not worthwhile.
The proposal to have to be CRB checked is frankly ludicrous. I have driven over 200 weddings and I have never been in a situation
where I would be alone with a child.I am a driver not a child molester.
A T Turner
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems,
please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Paul Percival
] Sent: 14 June 2012 21:28 To: TPH; Jason Cooper Vw; John
Jackson Subject: New laws Dear sir madam I am writing to you to state to you my many grievances regarding the
proposed new laws being considered at this time. Being a long time loving owner of my 1965 Vw splitscreen camper
van who has dedicated many hours of hard work over many years with the mind set on doing a few weddings a year to
share my van with other like minded people, I really can't understand the logic in these proposals as this is sure to be
the end of our lovely old vans playing a part in making someone's wedding day extra special. So please think of the
many vans on the road who do 2 or 3 weddings a year for the love of Vw's who don't do this as a business before you
make any hasty changes please, and at least give us a year or twos grace to adapt to these proposed changes. Yours
sincerely Paul Percival
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From: Arshad Ali
Sent: 15 June 2012 13:53
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire Law Review Provisional Proposals.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a Taxi driver living and working in Birmingham. I have been in the trade nearly 21 years. Having read through the Provisional
Proposals I have real concerns regarding some changes you are proposing.
With the Taxi trade saturated in Birmingham I work long hours to make ends meet. There are not enough rank spaces in the
city center and this causes alot of congestion everyday. For the last two years the councils has been restricting new Taxi licenses
because there are too many cabs.
The Private Hire trade is also saturated. As a result of this plying for hire by Private Hire Drivers is an epidemic here in
Birmingham. Most of the Private Hire Drivers that ply for hire do it out of hardship because there isnt enough work, also because
most Private Hire Operators set their fares so low in order to gain more business that the Private Hire Drivers find it really hard to
earn enough. Our Councils trys really hard to clamp down on plying for hire by Private Hire Drivers, but with the scale it goes on I
would say only about 25% get caught and prosucuted. Nearly all Taxi and Private Hire Drivers rely on financial help from
the Government through Family/Child Tax credits to keep on trading. I estimate that if this financial help from
the Government stopped that about 50% driver would leave the trade, including me.
Also Private Hire Driver from neighbouring areas ply for hire in Birmingham on a regular basis. Here the Taxi and Private Hire trade
is just surviving through tight controls set by our council, e.g. strict CRB checks, mini knowledge test for new Private Hire Drivers,
limiting new Taxi licenses and basic English and Maths test for new drivers. Also the Councils enforcement work is excellent.

With these working condition some of your provisional proposals are beyond belief. I am totally against the
following provsional proposal:
Provisional proposal 27,
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical
knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
If this is implemented then there would be flood of applicants who want to join the Private Hire industry. There should be
requirements for basic English / Maths tests. Also if there is no mini knowledge test then we will have even more drivers coming in
to the Private Hire sector, this will lead to a poorer service to customers and and even more hardship for the drivers who are already
in the trade Also if the Private Hire driver were to see their earnings going down then I think Plying for Hire out of hardship would
increase. I think the standards Birmingham have got in place for entry into the Private Hire Trade are adequate.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only
using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.

Does this mean that an Birmingham Private Hire Operator can have a Private Hire driver working in Birmingham from anywhere in
the country? If this is true then this will kill off the trade. Drivers from surrounding areas like Sandwell, Soilhull, Dudley, Walsall etc
will flood into Birmingham for their work, this will cause hardship for the Private Hire Drivers already in the trade, also Taxis drivers
will suffer from more drivers being in Birmingham. The only people that that will benefit will be the Private Hire Operators. This
proposal is totally mad!

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.

There are to many Taxis in Birmingham and restricting these numbers helps us the drivers with our income, more Taxis mean
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drivers have to work longer hours so there is a safety side to this too and too many Taxis causes congestion. You need extra rank
places too. I think local councils should keep their powers to restrict taxi numbers if there is no undue demand.

I can not see anywhere in the provisional proposals regarding stopping Hackney Carriages working through Private Hire
Operators outside their licensed area.

Most of your provisional proposals will only benefit Private Hire Operators, it seems you have only listen to them AND NOT TO THE
DRIVERS! IF THESE PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS BECOME LAW IT WILL DESTROY THE TAXI TRADE!!!!

Arshad Ali
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From: James Johnson
Sent: 17 June 2012 09:46
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire consultation

Dear Sir/Madam. I have just heard about the consultation into Taxi and Private Car Hire. I object strongly to the suggestion that
wedding and funeral cars should no longer be exempted under Primary Legislation. We are a small family business. Our margins
are extreemly small and profits very limited. Adoption of the suggested measures would put us out of business because the burden
of additional cost could not realistically be met. Even if I did become a licensed operator I do not know where I could find
sufficient licensed drivers to be able to continue to offer a service. Of additonal concern would be the possiblity that my wife would
.)
no longer be able to drive our cars in a private capacity. James Johnson ( w
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From: John Willard
Sent: 17 June 2012 13:28
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Reforms
Dear Sir / Madam,
In response to your summary “Reforming The Law Of Taxi And Private Hire Services”. I would like to make the following
observations;Q 23. This would lead to more confusion. The public already think that any car with a roof sign is a taxi! A better idea would be
to not allow roof signs on Private Hire vehicles and certainly not allow the use of the words “taxi” or “cab” in advertising.
Q 40. This is nonsense! How would you police this? Also on a selfish note, the peak times are when we get a chance to earn a
little.
PP 41. In the area I work in, this is how it is now!
Q 44. Yes, where journey starts and ends on the outskirts of an area, a higher fare should be allowed provided that this is
explained to the customer at time of booking.
PP 54. Licensing authorities SHOULD retain the power to restrict taxi numbers. I suspect this is the proposal you will have the
largest response to! Many taxi and private hire drivers become that after being made redundant or as an easy job to get into,
this idea would just open up the flood gates. Why would anyone then become private hire drivers? They would all want to be
taxi drivers. Further, where would they all go? Would the councils have to supply unlimited ranks to justify the license fees or
are all these new taxis just going to drive round in circles all day hoping to be hailed?? Also as in my response to Q 40, any
increase in taxi numbers will obviously have a negative effect on my earnings – things are really tough out here!
Q 55. See my response to PP 54.
I hope you find this useful,
Yours sincerely,
John Willard,
MSDC licensed taxi owner/operator no. 039.
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From: Paul at R30 [
] Sent: 17 June 2012 15:39 To: TPH Subject: Consultation Paper No
203 REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES Dear Sir; I notice with alarm that your
paper proposes to require Wedding Car companies like my own to comply with the requirements of a licensed
operator. My own operation involves 3 retired gentlemen who provide their services and cars throughout the summer
as wedding cars. They provide these services as much as a hobby as a business. Nonetheless, the income that they
receive helps pay to maintain their vintage style vehicles as well as supplementing their pension (on which they pay
income tax). Our cars cover no more than 3000 miles in a year which includes not just the wedding hire but personal
use. This paper proposes that we would have the demands of a taxi driver imposed on us and on our little company.
Some 50% of all wedding car companies are small, owner operated companies like ours (source: Beauford Owners
Club). This legislation would put most of us out of business. The cost of complying would cost us each more than we
make. The paper quotes a reason for requiring compliance with the legislation is that of safety. This, in most cases, is
an anomaly. The Government is just in the process of removing the need for an MOT from 'vintage' cars because
'owners of these vehicles maintain them to a high standard' and 'such vehicles are used for limited mileage' yet this
paper implies that the MOT is insufficient to impose a satisfactory degree of safety. Most of the owner operators like
me maintain our cars to a very high standard and limit our mileage to 3000 miles and this is acknowledged by the
change in the MOT requirement. So I believe that this reasoning in the paper makes no sense at all and contradicts the
findings of another government department. Left hand - right hand? The result of compliance with the proposed
legislation is that we would close our operation. Having discussed this with other operators, this would apply to many
others as well. Our source of supplementary income would vanish and we would then be forced to apply for tax
credits! The cost of a wedding or funeral car would rise significantly. Those that do comply would then force an
increase in cost on the unfortunate customer and become taxis and able to compete as taxis in an already crowded
market place. So much for a government supporting the small business. Finally, I am concerned that this proposed
legislation is well hidden in this paper and most owners will not be aware of its impact. Greater advertising of the
requirement should be made of such changes. The consultation period is insufficient to make all those concerned,
aware of the proposal. In summary, I propose that changes to wedding car hire legislative requirements be removed
from the subject paper. Sincerely Paul Hicks Roaring 30s Automobiles
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From: John Hargrave
Sent: 17 June 2012 15:44
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi experiences in Leicester.
Dear Sir/Madam.
I understand you are running a consultation on Hackney and Private Hire Taxis, if so I would like to make the
following comments regarding taxis in the city of Leicester.
Please note. I am a disabled full time powered wheelchair user, aged 69.
Since local bus services are unreliable and the wheelchair space is usually taken by mother's with buggies, I have little
alternative but to travel by taxi.
1. The majority of the Hackney and Private taxis in Leicester are clean, with competent drivers, who do a very good
job.
2. Some taxis are long past their 'sell by date' and often have rusted access ramps without making an extension
available. To date I have ruined a number of wheelchair foot rests because the extension is not available, or not being
used.
3. I recently complained to our Licensing people regarding Hackney a taxi driver who was not properly trained to do
his job. I approached the cab and the driver told me he couldn't take me as he couldn't get my wheelchair 'up the step'.
I told him this cannot be so, I had never seen a taxi (especially a newer version) without a ramp The next driver on the
rank said he couldn't take me because my wheelchair was 'too big'.
I entered into an argument with both of them explaining I had been a regular taxi user for a number of years, and that I
had probably ridden in every cab in the city.
Another driver, situated further down the rank, came running up and explained to the first driver where the ramp was
situated, and showed him how to use it. I was then taken home by the same driver who didn't know how to get to the
place where I lived, I had to tell him street by street how to get my house, some one and a half miles journey. I took
the vehicle number and put in a complaint, by e-mail.
The next day a lady (presumably from Licencing) rang to talk about my complaint, except she did not let me get a
word 'in edgeways', just gave me a lecture on how good they were. I then sent another e-mail to the head of
department in Licencing.
I received a very helpful reply and was told the matter had been referred to an inspector who would investigate the
matter for me.
When the result came back to me I was told the inspector had interviewed the driver (was it the same driver?) who
was competent in using the ramp and was therefore fully trained. I replied I knew he had been trained, another driver
had trained him, as I sat and watched before getting into the cab.
4. Some Private Hire companies allow their drivers to take passengers without using the meter, consequently the price
is at the driver's discretion and has varied as much as £4 on some journeys I use fairly regularly, travelling less than
four miles.
5. I have a suspicion some taxi owners are allowing their cabs to be worked around the clock, and I am not at all sure
they have the right training as no badge has been seen. I have no proof of course, just some uneasiness.
6. The next point is regarding the unreliability of pick up times from my home. Only last week I was picked up over
half and hour late. The Private Hire taxi had been booked the previous day. Each time I asked how long they were
going to be (I had a meeting to attend) I was given various times and told wheelchair users have to be 'flexible'.
Similarly, myself and a friend were booked to be picked up at the University of Leicester, my taxi was some 10
minutes late but it did arrive. I was reluctant to leave the lady behind on a empty campus but I was assured her vehicle
'was on the way'. The driver then received a message to say only one car was booked. However I booked them both
the previous day.
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Some fifteen minutes later I was telephoned by my colleague who said she was just being picked up.
I, and other people I know, have remarked on how unreliable the Swift Taxi Service can be.
A number of ABC Taxi drivers have been rude to people I know, who have questioned their fares.
7. Finally, I am amazed at the number of drivers, both Hackney and Private Hire, who fail to make sure wheelchair
users are strapped in. Almost every time I use a cab, restraints are not used, and this must be a Health and Safety
issue. If it happens to me, it must happen to most other people.
I do hope this will help with your consultation, the majority of taxi drivers are careful and polite, but the above
incidents do recur frequently.
Regards
John.
John Hargrave. Chair - Leicester Disabled People's Access Group.
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From: Sally Williams
Sent: 17 June 2012 16:54
To: John Hargrave; TPH
Cc: Paul Leonard-Williams; Nirmala Jivan; Vilas Pankhania
Subject: Re: Taxi experiences in Leicester.
That's great John

I went to Glenfield hosp on Monday and got a (private hire ABC) taxi because the journey would have been difficult on the bus in
rush hour and raining and it was to be a long appt. The driver arrived more or less on time and asked me which way I wanted to
go to best avoid the queues! Since I only know the bus routes, I hadn't a clue!
But he was a pleasant and competent driver, we had an interesting chat and he got me there in plenty of time. But I don't think he
had the meter on and it was more than I expected, but not so much more I wanted to quibble - the appt more important.
Sally
----- Original Message ----From: John Hargrave
To: tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
Cc:
Sent: Sunday, June 17, 2012 3:43 PM
Subject: Taxi experiences in Leicester.

Dear Sir/Madam.
I understand you are running a consultation on Hackney and Private Hire Taxis, if so I would like to make the
following comments regarding taxis in the city of Leicester.
Please note. I am a disabled full time powered wheelchair user, aged 69.
Since local bus services are unreliable and the wheelchair space is usually taken by mother's with buggies, I have
little alternative but to travel by taxi.
1. The majority of the Hackney and Private taxis in Leicester are clean, with competent drivers, who do a very good
job.
2. Some taxis are long past their 'sell by date' and often have rusted access ramps without making an extension
available. To date I have ruined a number of wheelchair foot rests because the extension is not available, or not being
used.
3. I recently complained to our Licensing people regarding Hackney a taxi driver who was not properly trained to do
his job. I approached the cab and the driver told me he couldn't take me as he couldn't get my wheelchair 'up the
step'. I told him this cannot be so, I had never seen a taxi (especially a newer version) without a ramp The next
driver on the rank said he couldn't take me because my wheelchair was 'too big'.
I entered into an argument with both of them explaining I had been a regular taxi user for a number of years, and
that I had probably ridden in every cab in the city.
Another driver, situated further down the rank, came running up and explained to the first driver where the ramp was
situated, and showed him how to use it. I was then taken home by the same driver who didn't know how to get to the
place where I lived, I had to tell him street by street how to get my house, some one and a half miles journey. I took
the vehicle number and put in a complaint, by e-mail.
The next day a lady (presumably from Licencing) rang to talk about my complaint, except she did not let me get a
word 'in edgeways', just gave me a lecture on how good they were. I then sent another e-mail to the head of
department in Licencing.
I received a very helpful reply and was told the matter had been referred to an inspector who would investigate the
matter for me.
When the result came back to me I was told the inspector had interviewed the driver (was it the same driver?) who
was competent in using the ramp and was therefore fully trained. I replied I knew he had been trained, another driver
had trained him, as I sat and watched before getting into the cab.
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4. Some Private Hire companies allow their drivers to take passengers without using the meter, consequently the
price is at the driver's discretion and has varied as much as £4 on some journeys I use fairly regularly, travelling less
than four miles.
5. I have a suspicion some taxi owners are allowing their cabs to be worked around the clock, and I am not at all sure
they have the right training as no badge has been seen. I have no proof of course, just some uneasiness.
6. The next point is regarding the unreliability of pick up times from my home. Only last week I was picked up over
half and hour late. The Private Hire taxi had been booked the previous day. Each time I asked how long they were
going to be (I had a meeting to attend) I was given various times and told wheelchair users have to be 'flexible'.
Similarly, myself and a friend were booked to be picked up at the University of Leicester, my taxi was some 10
minutes late but it did arrive. I was reluctant to leave the lady behind on a empty campus but I was assured her
vehicle 'was on the way'. The driver then received a message to say only one car was booked. However I booked
them both the previous day.
Some fifteen minutes later I was telephoned by my colleague who said she was just being picked up.
I, and other people I know, have remarked on how unreliable the Swift Taxi Service can be.
A number of ABC Taxi drivers have been rude to people I know, who have questioned their fares.
7. Finally, I am amazed at the number of drivers, both Hackney and Private Hire, who fail to make sure wheelchair
users are strapped in. Almost every time I use a cab, restraints are not used, and this must be a Health and Safety
issue. If it happens to me, it must happen to most other people.
I do hope this will help with your consultation, the majority of taxi drivers are careful and polite, but the above
incidents do recur frequently.
Regards
John.
John Hargrave. Chair - Leicester Disabled People's Access Group.
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From: John Dace
Sent: 17 June 2012 19:54
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
                                                                                                                                  Norwich Wedding Cars
                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                           
Dear Sirs,
              I have heard that wedding cars and funeral cars may be soon included in mainstream 'private hire' licensing
requirements.    They are currently exempted from the 'Taxi' licensing rules.     The extra costs involving in this for owners and
occasional drivers will be devastating for most small businesses in this sector.          It will be simply uneconomic for most to
continue to provide this service.       A very British way of getting to church for brides will be stopped at a single stroke.           
                                        Why is this necessary?       What existing problem is going to be solved?     
              I have never heard of any issue involving a non CRB checked driver molesting a bride en route to church or a mechanical
defect at high speed causing a crash in a funeral car.       Please don't take a sledgehammer to crack a nut (which doesn't exist
anyway).   It is ridiculous to argue that this sector need licensing.    Most wedding cars are old classic / vintage / prestige / high
value covering few miles each year with annual stringent MOTs being perfectly adequate with responsible experienced owner /
drivers usually of high moral standing.
              
           Rather than clamping down on this sector, there is good argument for extending the exclusions to include 'Proms' and
annual special occasions such as 'anniversaties' and 'Birthdays'.   Why shouldn't a married couple wishing to go for their wedding
anniversary meal be taken in the vintage Rolls Royce the got married in?       Why cant a group of 16yr olds be taken to the school
prom in a new Bentley in return for for petrol money?         Such legislation is stifling the good people of this Country and the our
traditions.
         
            My car is my private car as well, with wedding use for around 4 hours a week.    Presumably the only person allowed to
drive it after it is licensed is me?   With badges and labels / signs on it?   Is my wife / family unable to use it any other time? I
seriously don't think so!  I have a friend who is a vintage car enthusiast who definitely will not entertain all that.   Hardly anyone with
beautiful cars who fullfill the needs of wedding work will want to continue.    Most frustrated couples will get uncle Phil Mitchell in
his Jaguar or Mercedes to drive for them, or pay a lot more than today.    How is this better than where we are now!      More
money being sucked out of us and our customers, very limited choice, more civil servants policing this - and for
what!       Hundreds of pounds  per car and driver in licensing fees cannot be absorbed  in the same way as taxi companies and
mainstream private hire.       A typical wedding car might earn £275 on 12 Saturdays in one year.      Drivers  might earn £100 of
this on average 6 occasions each year.      Do you really think they will go through the time consuming hassle of licensing / CRB /
medical etc and costs af around £330 per year?  Then theres the hundreds for each car - no matter how few times it gets booked.
Most of us dont earn a living from it - Its a nice way to spend a Saturday afternoon and put a few bob toward the fuel tax and road
tax and all the the other costs of owning these desirable cars. If a driver is ill - there will be no chance of a
replacement.  Expensive red tape exists in many sectors and is partly why we are in such a mess today.     Its is too much and at
too much cost and of highly questionable benefit.               Funerals and Marriage in this country are special.   People want special
cars for transportation on these occasions.   Please allow us to provide these vehicles for these traditional purposes at affordable
levels. I thought the current government had pledged to reduce red tape and promote business and the British way of life.    
These new proposals are totally contrary to all of these.   Treat such vehicles as 'Special' as they were originaly, and keep them
excluded from licensing.   
           This is such a niche business with most owner drivers doing this as a hobby business - most do not concern themselves with
relevant current affairs and have no mechanisim for finding out about such changes.   So do not expect huge numbers of such
letters as mine.    It will be the nature of most to just say 'oh well' after the event and stop doing it.    I do hope this is bourne in
mind in your 'consultation' and really take extra measures to 'consult' with those actually involved.
                   Yours faithfully,

                          John Dace        w
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: LINDA WOODS [
Sent: 17 June 2012 23:40
To: TPH
Hi Paul
I was made aware of this by Premier Wedding Cars in Exeter and was appalled. It is just as you say in your response.
People that run these small companies employ retired casual drivers who can ill afford taxi licenses as we are not
working 24 hours a day ,356 days a year and it will signal the end of small businesses such as ourselves. I object
strongly to being targeted for another "tax" and will move my business overseas if necessary, than pay more money
into the government's coffers for my efforts. We are all being targeted to increase the Inland Revenue coffers and it has
now come to the point when enough is enough. I cannot do more. I am turning out six days a week to earn a living and
I am knackered - excuse the language but I am!!! I should just sign on the dotted line and collect from the government
instead of going out each day trying to achieve!! We are all paying for the benefit scroungers. and we, the workers are
being targeted to collect extra money for them. I cannot do it anymore. Thank you for letting me know. Kind regards
Linda
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: BBS Books
Sent: 18 June 2012 10:35 To: TPH Subject: Laws & more Laws. Sirs, It is
now a fact that Britain has become a non-democratic, Police State and what we do not want are more laws!! When we
can organise our politics doing the opposite of what is happening now, we shall become a 100% better country. Visit
www.freedom-of-choice.org.uk for a better understanding of this problem.

file:///G|/Public/TPH/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH085%20-%20BBS%20Books.htm[25/03/2013 10:54:52]
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From: Bill Lewtas [
Sent: 20 June 2012 21:44
To: Gray, Hannah
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services
Dear Hannah
I would like to introduce myself to you. My name is Bill Lewtas and I am Secretary of the Blackpool Licensed Taxi
Operators Association (BLTOA). We are members of the National Taxi Association (NTA) and the National Taxi
Trades Group (NTTG) who have copied to me some of the papers relating to the Law Commission proposals for taxi
licensing. We represent the hackney trade in Blackpool and are recognised by Blackpool Council as the sole body for
this purpose.
I understand that Tony Mullane of the NTTG has copied to you my email. I gave him advance copy of what I
intended saying and I was not aware that he would do this. I think it is important that we the taxi association from
Blackpool establishes direct contact with the Law Commission. I am therefore sending this direct to you.
The purpose of writing to you is two fold. I would like to invite you and your Team to visit Blackpool as part of your
consultation exercise. I have previously requested that the NTA identify BLTOA as a stakeholder but I am unsure if
this message reached you. This email is also a formal response from our Association to the 253 page document
issued by the Law Commission.
Blackpool is a Unitary Authority and a major tourist destination. Some £100m has recently been invested in
upgrading the tramway system and there are numerous other improvements taking place. Combined these
Improvements amount to over £1b.
Whilst Blackpool may be considered small in comparison to some of the big cities you are visiting it is an important
and integral part of the holiday industry . I would therefore hope that you can find time to visit us as part of your
consultation process.
Background
Blackpool has a regulated fleet of Hackney Carriages. There are 256 motorised Hackneys and 44 horse drawn. These
horse drawn carriages retain a link with a time gone by before the advent of the internal combustion engine. The
Law Commission may therefore want to consider how their proposals will impact on the horse drawn hackney
arrangements in Blackpool. An increase in their number would not be popular in Blackpool and would bring about
concerns in respect of traffic speed and possible pollution brought about from horse dung. All landau horses are
required to be fitted with a device for collecting this, but sometimes these fail.
Blackpool Council has always chosen wisely to carry out surveys every 3 years to determine if any unmet demand
exists for taxi services. These have always found that there are sufficient taxis and delays for taxi services are
minimal. These surveys
are traditionally carried out during the school half term week in October, when Blackpool is busiest. But the
situation in Blackpool is very different in the winter months when visitor numbers dwindle. At such times there is a
serious shortage of taxi rank spaces. In the past members of our Association have discussed Blackpool seasonal
changes with Government officials and a Minister and been able to convince them that seasonal coastal resorts
must be allowed the freedom to opt out from the imposition of deregulation.
In addition to the 256 motorised hackney carriages we have between 550 and 600 private hire vehicles in
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Blackpool. So if the hackney fleet were to increase to in excess of 750 vehicles, as seems likely if the Law
Commission proposals are carried out, then we would be overwhelmed with taxis and there would be huge
problems finding taxi rank spaces. The recent upgrade to Blackpool Promenade has resulted in a huge improvement
to the appearance of the area in front of The Tower. However the road has been made narrower and this is causing
massive congestion in the town centre especially at busy times. We really don't need any more initiatives which
would make congestion worse.
The initial Law Commission paper dated November 2011 lead us to believe that congestion would provide an
opportunity for Blackpool to avoid deregulation. We noted then:
"QUANTITY RESTRICTIONS
Quantity restrictions are in general regarded as a particularly blunt regulatory tool. We currently think that the
only good argument for quantity restrictions on taxis is that based on congestion, which imposes costs external to
the taxi trade on others. If this is right, then it might be appropriate to retain the ability to impose quantity
controls, but to link it to a demonstration of congestion costs. Alternatively, if it appeared that congestion costs
are never enough to justify restrictions, they should be abolished.
However the recent Law Commission paper has shifted position on congestion. We note that the current proposals
now say:
"Over-ranking
9.26 The trades have emphasised the problem of too many taxis lining up at ranks, particularly in city centres and
at transport hubs. Ranks compete with parking spaces and bus lanes and there is therefore limited scope for
increasing provision. Limiting the number of licences reduces congestion at taxi ranks. However, there is evidence
to suggest that removing restrictions increases the availability of taxis elsewhere in the district, with taxis
congregating in town centres. Local authorities could address this through innovative approaches such as use of
temporary ranks at peak times."
However innovative Blackpool Council can be it is not possible that they could devise a ranking system to enable the
trebling of the taxi fleet, especially in the town centre. If you visit Blackpool (as I hope you will) you will see that
parking spaces are at a premium here and the taxis compete for space with buses, disabled parking, on street paid
parking and loading/unloading bays. We are short of taxi rank spaces now, but our efforts to increase ranking
spaces for the 256 cab fleet have been largely unsuccessful.
It is our understanding that various Councils have reacted to the pressure from the OFT and the Dept For Transport
and deregulated their taxi fleet. Then when they realise the negative impact that this action caused many have back
tracked and re-regulated. This has been done in the Wirral and Preston locally. The consequences of deregulation
can be far reaching and could be very damaging for Blackpool.

·          As mentioned traffic congestion and pollution in the Town Centre
·          Poor maintenance standards for vehicles caused by reduced earnings for taxi drivers
·          Drivers working longer hours and in some cases too long bringing about H&S concerns
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·          Driving standards getting worse as the competition for fares increases
·          Drivers touting for work from bus and tram passengers. Some drivers may choose to register taxis as taxi
buses through the Traffic Commissioners. These measures would reduce revenues on Municipal services
causing losses that would have to be made up by the local community.
·          Double shifting would greatly reduce. At present most cabs have two drivers. In a typical situation this
would involve the owner driving days and a second driver working the night shifts. Under deregulation this
arrangement would become unsustainable and would probably reduce the number of drivers available at
peak time in the early hours.
·          Some of the experienced older drivers have said they would not be able to adapt and would leave the
taxi trade. This could bring about an influx of drivers without the topographical knowledge of the local area.
·          At present over half of the 256 cabs are wheel chair accessible vehicles. This percentage could not be
maintained if we were deregulated, due to the additional costs involved in purchasing and maintaining these
vehicles.

With respect to the Law Commission we would like more work to have been done in exploring the explanations for
Councils' re-regulation action instead of what seems to be almost a dogmatic deregulatory approach. It would have
been useful if the Law Commission had published a list of local authorities who had re-regulated and why. Without a
fuller understanding on this issue there is a clear probability in our view that lasting damage could be caused to a
number of local authorities which have very good reasons for wishing to avoid taxi deregulation. We consider very
much that Blackpool is one such place.
Taxi plate value
Due to Blackpool’s sensible refusal to deregulate taxi numbers, combined with the 3 yearly surveys there has always
been a confidence that Blackpool would not increase taxi numbers. This has led to a premium being in place on taxi
licenses in Blackpool. In the recent past these have changed hands for about £40,000. Some of our members have
taken out huge loans or sunk their life savings into buying these licenses and are now facing financial ruin. The
ability of being able to sell taxi licenses at retirement age for a sum equal in real terms to what was paid for them is
part of our members retirement/pension plans. We believe this should be a consideration for the Law Commission
and we are disappointed to find that at present such considerations are being dismissed.
There seems to have been an assumption from the Law Commission that because Hackney Laws go back to 1847
they must need to be rewritten. Our view is that much of what was written then is still valid. However the Local
Government (Misc Provisions) Act 1976 is what has caused town centres to become blighted with too many private
hire vehicles. Our view is that it would be sensible for private hire numbers to also be regulated by Councils if they
choose to do so after carrying out an unmet demand survey. There is much that we would like to suggest to you
with regards to private hire legislation, if the proposal to deregulate is modified.
We very much hope you will accept our invitation to visit sunny Blackpool for the opportunity to consult further.
Despite the apparent differences between us you can be sure of being made most welcome.
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Regards

Bill Lewtas

Secretary

Blackpool Licensed Taxi Operators Association

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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SEE ALSO MATERIALS SUBMITTED WITH THIS LETTER
Dear Ms Gray.
I write regarding the Law Commission (LC) Consultation Paper 203 Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private
Hire Services; in particular to Chapter 9 Quantity Restrictions.
My Experience.


I have been a Hackney Driver and Proprietor in Wirral for 36 years.



In 2002; I became the Treasurer and Committee member of C.O.A.D, a hackney driver based
origination, formed to gather funds to take Wirral Borough Council (WBC) to High Court London
seeking a Judicial Review in the Royden v Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council (cp 203, Para 9.34).



Since 2003; I have been hackney trade representative with the Independent Wirral Hackney Drivers
Association (I.W.H.D.A) and more recently a Committee Member on the Merseyside Taxi Quality
Project (M.T.Q.P) Group, and the National Taxi Trades Group (N.T.T.G).



On the 23rd January 2002; I provided the evidence (figures) which along with the Halcrow survey and
Public Consultation exercise reregulated the Wirral Hackney Vehicle Numbers.

I would like to point out that we, like many trade representatives, welcome the LC reform of the Taxi and
Private Hire Laws after stating that we, like many other trade representatives, are concerned that some of the LC
provisional proposals, if made law, will cause more problems than the proposals would solve.
Although we understand the reasoning behind the need for reform, antiquated laws so forth, the old adage “If
it’s not broken don’t fix it” comes to mind. The real need is to bring the old laws up-to-date and make them fit
the 21st century, not turn them upside down and rewrite them, after all the old laws have sufficed 160 years, thus
is it Not the Case that modern day Technology and Vehicles has been allowed to outgrow the current legislation
without legislation keeping pace? rather than legislation not covering modern day Technology and Vehicles?
Law Commission Consultation Paper 203 Chapter 9 Quantity Restrictions.
LC Paper 203 Para 9.38. Implies “…the reasons for re-introducing quantity restrictions may also include
political factors.” with regards to Wirral…
I would like to point out that the reintroduction of quantity control in Wirral was not due to political factors; it
was born out of need to end a delimitation which was taking a downward spiral of producing less (vehicle)
licenses than it was creating leaving many drivers bankrupt, including myself or in financial ruin having to
return their vehicles to the finance company due to too many licenses being issued. If allowed to continue the
situation in Wirral would have escalated to mirror the Dublin situation. If we were legislated to be deregulated
as proposed there would be no way back, fortunately the laws which apply at present allowed our Council to Reregulate on the evidence provided with the Halcrow Survey, Public Consultation Exercise and the figures within
Charts 1 and 2 (attached), we now ask ourselves for how long?
The Reasons Why Wirral was not Politically Reregulated.
(Please note the following motions were approved by all of the political parties)
On the 12th October 2009; a petition, signed by 225 hackney drivers, was presented to the Council by Cllr Ian
Lewis (Conservative) on our, the trades, behalf. Councillor Lewis continued to support our request for a survey
of demand throughout the following meetings. At this point WBC was a hung Council under the control of the
Labour/Liberal parties.
a)

On the 22nd March 2010; Licensing placed, item 33, the “petition” report before the Members of the
Licensing, Health and Safety and General Purposes (L.H.S.G.P) Committee to be considered. Due to
the Local Elections WBC had become a hung Council controlled by the Conservative/Liberal parties.
The Motion to conduct a survey was Resolved – (9:0) with Councilor A Taylor (Liberal) abstaining.

The above Report and Minutes (Item 33) can be viewed by pressing control and clicking the following
Hyperlink…
http://democracy.wirral.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=120&MId=2603&Ver=4
b) On the 21st September 2011; the Halcrow survey final report was placed before the Members of the
L.H.S.G.P Committee to be considered, the Halcrow Survey was accepted but the Officers further
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requested the Members to undertake a 12 week Public Consultation Exercise, at this point WBC was a
hung council controlled by the Labour/Liberal parties. The Motion was carried (10:0).
The above Report and Minutes (Item12) can be viewed by pressing control and clicking the following
Hyperlink…
http://democracy.wirral.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=120&MId=3593&Ver=4

c)

On the 23rd January 2012; WBC reintroduced the numerical limit on hackney Vehicle numbers; at this
point the Council was a hung Council controlled by the Labour/Liberal parties. The motion was moved
by Councillor S Taylor (Conservative) and seconded by Councillor S Niblock (Labour) and Resolved
(9:0)

The minutes reflect…
d) “Mr D Cummins, Unite Union, made representations to the Committee on behalf of the trade. He
informed Members that the trade had favoured the managed growth option, however on reviewing
statistics provided by Licensing relating to the recent history of licences granted and surrendered, he
now considered Option 2 of the report (that a limit be introduced at 289 or higher) to be more
appropriate in order to see the trade stabilise.”
The above Report and Minutes (Item 24) can be viewed by pressing control and clicking the following
Hyperlink…
http://democracy.wirral.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=120&MId=3595&Ver=4
The reason why Mr Cummins was speaking on behalf of the trade was due to…
(1) Only one person was allowed to speak at the meeting and as Mr Cummins knowledge of the legislation that
applied, which may have been called upon, was far better than mine, we, the trade representatives, decided Mr
Cummins was best placed to speak.
(2) The figures relating to the recent history of licenses granted and surrendered was supplied by licensing, at
my request; these figures cover a period of 28 months, spanning from 17th September 2009 to 18th January 2012;
the results can be viewed within Chart 1 (Attached), further to these figures I have attached the figures
appertaining to the 18th March 2002 when the trade was delimited up to January 2012 which are shown within
Chart 2 (Attached).
The Attached Charts 1 and 2 highlight the following…
Chart One (Attached) shows the amount of licences attached to a vehicle on the 17th September 2009 was
285… 28 months later on the 18th January 2012 the amount of licences attached to a vehicle was 286, thus
delimitation had only produced 1 vehicle/licence over the previous 28 month period.
Chart Two (Attached) shows the Councils delimitation (deregulation) policy had increased the amount of
hackney license numbers from 126 to 400 over a circa ten year period, an increase of 274 licenses; the unknown
fact was that since Wirral was delimited in 2002 the amount of licences that had ceased to exist had reached 114
by January 2012.
Thus the fleet had only been increased by 160 actual licences affixed to a vehicle, not 274.
Further Information.
I have also attached two letters from Merseyside Police and a letter from WBC Highway Engineering Services.
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These letters show the problems already being experienced prior to WBC hackney numbers being delimited in
2002, when Wirral had only 126 hackney vehicles, the letters show Merseyside Police were already showing
concerns as to the effect delimitation would cause in the future; Now.


Letter One was written by Merseyside Police on the 26th February 2002 in response to the consultation
that took place prior to the Council delimiting the Hackney numbers.



Letter Two was written by WBC Highway Engineering Services on the 7th February 2002 in response
to the consultation that took place prior to the Council delimiting the Hackney numbers.



Letter Three… I received this letter from Acting Chief Inspector Lenard Gill on the 30th November
2004 in response to a letter and information I sent to Chief Superintendent Jones regarding the effects
delimitation was having in Wirral; Two years after being delimited.

Finally Below is an extract from the Merseyside Police statement within the Halcrow survey final report
September 2011.
“A representative from Merseyside Police (Alan Holmes) attended the focus group. It was felt that there are too
many hackney carriages on the Wirral with over ranking evident on Argyle Street and at Central Station and a
limit should be introduced on the number of licences. A limited number of licences would also make monitoring
the behaviour of drivers easier. At present private hire vehicles often illegally ply for hire on Conway Street and
Argyle Street.”
Given PC Alan Holms (Traffic Officer) Merseyside Police mentions in his statement “At present private hire
vehicles often illegally ply for hire on Conway Street and Argyle Street.” the Halcrow survey found no instances
of Patent or Latent unmet demand in the Night-time economy. However due to the lack of Enforcement by the
Council in the Night-time Economy Private Hire Vehicles regularly rank up plying for hire blatantly in front of
the Hackney Drivers waiting on the ranks with their for hire lights on, with no challenge from the Authorities.
Conclusion
If the LC Provisional Proposal to Deregulate the Hackney Numbers becomes Law our past experience shows
this would have a detrimental effect to the General public and Wheelchair users due to traffic congestion,
pollution and higher fares (Wirral currently has the highest min fare than any other local Authority; who have
not been delimited/deregulated).
New applicants thinking off entering the “Taxi” trade would be more likely take the route of becoming a Private
Hire Driver rather than a Hackney Driver as the entry would be easier with a lack of Topographic Knowledge
testing (Proposal 27). There would also be a greater possibility that many of the current hackney drivers may
change over to private hire sector if the relevant proposals under the heading Chapter 15 become Law making it
harder for the hackney trade to operate within, as opposed to these proposals making it easier for the private hire
trade to operate. The cost of running a hackney vehicle would escalate leaving drivers having to work longer
hours in order to earn a living; currently 12 to 16 hour shifts are common in Wirral.
The above anomalies would, in the near future, mean less (hackney vehicles) transport for the disabled,
wheelchair users and families with young children in pushchairs (prams), and (disability) Education and Social
Service contracts.
Further to the above; there would no way back once the hackney trade is deregulated due to the legislation that
would apply, thus the effect on the whole country would no doubt mirror our experience but more discernible is
the effect would more likely mirror the Dublin situation, of no way back.
I appreciate the LC has taken the Dublin situation into consideration but the collated figures alone do no reflect
the problems caused at ground level. I ask you to please view the “Taxi Deregulation Issues” in Dublin by
pressing Control and Clicking the following hyperlink, and I ask the LC is the Dublin situation concurrent with
what our Politicians and the General Public want to happen throughout our Cities and Towns in the future?
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=d81 1243563625
I look forward to meeting the Law Commission at the forthcoming meeting with the N.T.T.G on the 28th June.
Yours Sincerely
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From: Carl Browse
Sent: 18 June 2012 19:19
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I write with a great deal of concern regarding the possibility of requiring wedding car hire and funeral car hire firms to come under
the
"umbrella" of private hire taxi's.
Whilst I am totally in agreement with simplifying and strengthening the regulations to prevent cowboy trading and simplify
regulations for
taxi and private hire operatives I am deeply concerned that the "one size fits all" adoption will undoubtably drive virtually all vintage
and classic
wedding operatives out of business.
Taking my business as an example. I and my family operate our private collection of cars dating from the 1920's to the early 1950's
for
wedding hire only (we do not undertake any form of conventional "plying for hire"). The business allows us to maintain and run the
collection,
earn a living and in my case, helps top up my pension. That is a point not to be overlooked as the vast majority of wedding cars
firms are very small
(we are probably one of the larger ones locally) running anything from one to twenty cars and run by retirees, relying on friends and
retired drivers
to help out when needed.
It is not practiable for these persons to take the required tests and acquire the necessary licencing for driving only a few hours per
year. Neither
is it practical for us to have to licence each car and put the vehicle through the taxi roadworthiness tests - our cars only run for
approximately
twelve to sixteen hours a week, the rest of the time they are garaged and in the winter the majority are not out on the road at all.
We would ask therefore that you also drop the present licenced drivers only clause.
A recently passed legislation has removed the necessity to get our cars MOT'd - I am confident that if we were required to put the
cars through
the taxi test, the examiners would be completely at a loss as a 1928 Buick or 1930 Rolls-Royce isn't going to have much on it they
can test,
let alone understand how it works in the first place - most younger generation don't even know what a crash gear box is let alone
know how to
double de-clutch!. We have already arranged with our local MOT centre who know and understand our cars that we will continue to
put the cars
through an annual MOT check to double check that we have not missed anything in our routine mantainance/care and I am sure
that most
reputable vintage and classic car enthusiasts working their cars for occasional wedding hire will continue to do the same. After all,
whether
a vehicle requires an MOT or not it has to be maintained in a roadworthy condition by law.
If this legislation is passed we will have to cease trading, sell the fleet, again, most of our competitors and colleagues will do the
same probably around
the same time therefore dumping God knows how many cars into the collector car market (fifty thousand is not an exaggeration)
this would immediately
cause a total collapse of that market threatening the livelihoods of the many people employed in the collector car sales areas,
personal investments would be
wiped out at a stroke and a well accepted British tradition that a Bride is carried to her wedding in a vintage or classic car would be
lost forever (this tradition
has actually been adopted by many countries in light of what the British Brides were doing).  
Also please consider the collateral damage you are doing to satellite industries such as small engineering firms who undertake
making of replacement parts,
the specialised parts suppliers who rely on the wedding trade to purchase parts and keep their cash flow going, specialist tyre
companies ditto,
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suppliers of specialist oils ditto, the list is endless. The number of jobs put at risk by your potential actions both directly and
indirectly could run into
thousands not exactly what the country needs right now.
I urge you to re-consider and cancel this ill conceived and ill thought through amendment before irreparable damage is done to us
on an individual basis
and the country as a whole.
I have forwarded copies of this missive to my local MP. and to the applicable department at my local licencing department at the
local council.
Thank you for your patience in reading the above.
Kind regards
Carl Browse

Arrow Vintage Cars

    

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Communication to both Harriet Baldwin MP and The Law Commission
I have just learnt that the Law Commission is proposing that wedding car operators should have to
become licensed operators. I ask that you examine the proposal and consider the impact both upon
wedding car providers in particular and taxi operators as a consequence.
In the proposal, wedding cars will fall under the control of the local licensing authority, the cars will have
to be inspected every 10 weeks (depending on the authority), all drivers including casual drivers will
require medicals and criminal record checks plus a need to sit additional driving assessments although
many may have been driving for decades; most wedding car providers are semi-retired and have cars that
are insured to do less than 3,000 miles a year, their owners merely supplementing the cost of their older
and vintage cars.
The cost for a single car/driver will be about £700 with an additional £250 per car and £300 per driver. It
will, I am sure, put many of us out of business.
Considering that most of our cars do less than 3000 miles a year (which includes not just the wedding hire
but personal use), subjecting us to stringent requirements of a taxi is just not acceptable.
Wedding cars are predominantly operated during six months of the year at weekends, with the cars
sitting in the garage and producing no income on weekdays or at all during winter months,
however, the proposals make no allowance for this, putting wedding on the same footings as taxis
that are used on a daily basis.
The clause concerning wedding cars is well hidden in the proposed legislation on page 178 but makes
their position quite clear.
I have also made representations to the Law Commission tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
See also: http://lawcommission.justice.gov.uk/consultations/1804.htm
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Law Commission Consultation Paper No 203
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
A Consultation Paper
The exemption for weddings and funerals
Where a vehicle is hired in connection with a funeral or a wedding it is currently exempt from private hire
vehicle licensing requirements.33 This exemption can appear arbitrary. Safety-related regulation would
appear no less justified in respect of these sectors compared with any other ceremony or event. Some
stakeholders have also pointed out that what may be covered by “being used in connection with a
wedding” is not clear.
We note that wedding cars could be provided by companies that also provide transport for other occasions
which would not give rise to an exemption, for example, stag parties, anniversaries or proms. It is not
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clear why weddings should be singled out. On the other hand the case for continuing to exclude funeral
cars may be stronger because they would usually be provided as part of the broader funeral service and
transport may be regarded as an ancillary function.
Whether wedding and funeral cars should be regulated or not may well be dependent on factual
contingencies about the organisation of the industry, which may change over time. We therefore think it
is sensible to include these particular situations within the broad scope of the regulatory regime, and then
look to the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to exercise his or her power to not make substantive
provision in relation to them if that is the right approach in accordance with our provisional proposal 10
above.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private
hire licensing through primary legislation.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Email to tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk

Dear Sirs
I notice with alarm that your paper proposes to require Wedding Car companies like my own to comply
with the requirements of a licensed operator.
I provide wedding cars as much as a hobby as a business, nonetheless, the income that received helps pay
to maintain vintage style vehicles as well as supplementing our pension (on which income tax is paid).
Our cars cover no more than 3000 miles in a year which includes not just the wedding hire but personal
use, and are insured on that basis.
This paper proposes that we would have the demands of a taxi company imposed on us, yet the contrast in
size and working hours of these operations could not be more starkly opposed.
Some 50% of all wedding car companies are small, owner operated companies like ours (source:
Beauford Owners Club). This legislation would put most of us out of business as the cost of complying
would cost us each more than we make.
The paper quotes a reason for requiring compliance with the legislation is that of safety. This, in most
cases, is an anomaly. The Government is just in the process of removing the need for an MOT from
'vintage' cars because 'owners of these vehicles maintain them to a high standard' and 'such vehicles are
used for limited mileage' yet this paper implies that the MOT is insufficient to impose a satisfactory
degree of safety.
Most of the owner operators like me maintain our cars to a very high standard and limit our mileage to
3000 miles, this is acknowledged by the change in the MOT requirement; I therefore suggest that this
reasoning in the paper makes no sense at all and contradicts the findings of another government
department.
The result of compliance with the proposed legislation is that we would close our operation; having
discussed this with other operators, this would apply to many others as well.
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o Our source of supplementary income would vanish and we would then be forced to apply for tax
o
o
o

o

credits!
The cost of a wedding or funeral car would rise significantly.
Wedding car operators that do comply would then force an increase in cost on to customers
Due to the vastly increased costs to wedding car operators, they would either need to compete with
licensed as taxis in an already crowded market place, insuring their vintage/old cars for 10,000 –
20,000 miles and run the car into the ground mechanically, and requiring drivers (most semiretired) to work during the week as well as Friday/Saturdays as at present.
Local Authorities will not licence a vehicle that is over 5 years of age, semi-retired wedding
car operators like myself have their life savings in their vehicle(s), and would be forced to sell
them at a time when everyone else is doing so, making them virtually worthless!!!

Government supporting the small business, no, quite the opposite!
One solution could be that new legislation would only apply to operators where turnover is large
enough for them to have to be VAT registered.
Finally, I am concerned that this proposed legislation is well hidden in this paper and most owners will
not be aware of its impact. Greater advertising of the requirement should be made of such changes. The
consultation period is insufficient to make all those concerned, aware of the proposal.
In summary, I propose that changes to wedding car hire legislative requirements be removed from the
subject paper.
PLEASE look into these concerns and communicate with me your findings, including any representations
made on my behalf.
Yours Sincerely
Martin Lawrence
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From:
Sent: 19 June 2012 23:52
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: Re: Re- proposals on wedding and funeral licensing
Dear Hannah,

                       Further to my first email, I accidentally omitted to make a valid point with regards to the Wedding and funeral car
industry, unlike Taxi/Private hire vehicles we do not work 24hrs a day and never work at night, we do not carry late night revellers
that are worse for wear nor do we carry single occupants in our vehicles, hence from a safety point of view there is little need for a
CRB check as required by Licensing for the simple reason that there is never a one on one situation as could be in cabs.
                       On the subject of licensing costs I did forget to add the medical certificate costs which average £75, the total
therefore for the first year of registration would amount ( in East Cheshire ) to £1,107.00 for one vehicle and its owner, this would
again rise if other drivers were to be taken on.
                      I would like your own personal opinion as to how you would feel if suddenly you were not allowed to go to work
unless you produced an immediate £1,107.00, remember, there are no staged payments, you have to pay in full BEFORE being
allowed to work !
                     Next, I would like to deal with the insurance implications, if anyone is licensed by their local Council they are required
to hold Hire & Reward Insurance, that is the current requirement for any licensed vehicle under Council regulations, the difference
in the cost of Wedding car insurance as opposed to Hire & Reward Insurance can be anywhere between £2,000 to £4,000 pa
dependant on the age and experience of the driver, there is also an age limit for vehicles to consider too, the total costs of being
licensed in the first year could then escalate to anything up to or beyond £5,000.00 !
                    In my opinion even the thought of licensing Wedding/Funeral cars would be like opening a Pandora's box with so
many pitfalls and detailed regulation required to make a square peg fit in a round hole that you could spend a couple of years
trying to get separate regulations to work, at the end of the day its a bit like trying to get the dimensions of an apple to fit the same
dimensions as a banana, true both are fruit, but both are completely different in size and shape. The same applies to transport,
there are many different types.
                   Taxi/PH licensing laws were designed to ensure standards for vehicles that covered unlimited mileage and were used
24 hrs a day, our business is completely different to that trade and lets not forget that the Government is changing the Mot
requirement for all pre 1960 vehicles so they will not be required to pass an Mot, Licensing would then have a conflicting
requirement directly against that particular law which of course means extra legal work to find some sort of complicity.
                   I deem the whole idea of enforcing licensing on the Wedding/Funeral trade as completely impractical.
Yours faithfully

A Thompson
----- Original Message ----From: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
To:
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 11:22 AM
Subject: RE: Re- proposals on wedding and funeral licensing

Dear Mr Thompson,
Many thanks for your response to our consultation on the regulation of taxis and private hire vehicles. We appreciate your
comments and they will be considered as a formal consultation response. We treat all responses as public documents in
accordance with the Freedom of Information Act and we may attribute comments and include a list of all respondents' names in
any final report we publish.
It might reassure you to know that although our provisional proposal is that wedding and funeral cars should be capable of being
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licensed (which they currently are not, under any circumstances). If our proposal were to be taken up, it would then be for the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to decide whether or not they should be licensed, and we recognise that there arguments
in both directions. The reason we make this provisional proposals is that our remit is to design a new framework for licensing,
and we think it is more coherent than all decisions as to what should or should not be licensed be taken in the same way.
Please do get in touch if you would like any further information.
Kind regards,
Hannah
Hannah Gray
Research Assistant, Public Law Team
Law Commission
Steel House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ
T

From: Meager, Alison On Behalf Of LAWCOM Enquiries
Sent: 25 May 2012 09:31
To: LAWCOM Public
Subject: FW: Re- proposals on wedding and funeral licensing
For the attention of the Public Law Team
From:
Sent: 25 May 2012 00:45
To: LAWCOM Enquiries
Subject: Re- proposals on wedding and funeral licensing
Dear Sirs,
                I have only just learned of the proposal being discussed with regards to force the licensing of wedding and funeral
cars, I have many objections to this.
                As an introduction to those who may not be aware of the industry as it stands I give you a brief introduction :
The majority of wedding cars being operated by professionals average less than 2,000 miles a year, they have to be kept in
prime condition for two reasons, the first is reliability, the second is, no-one would hire them if they were in poor condition both
internally and externally, the same is also applicable to funeral vehicles, the drivers of the vehicles have a much higher standard
of dress code, smart suits and matching hats which are something you do not see in the taxi/private hire trade. We have pride in
our vehicles and work ethics.
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The next point I would like to take up here is the cost of licensing, all Council areas have different licensing fees and are
governed by the licensing laws in that they are not allowed to make a profit/surplus from licensing activities, although the law
states that they can support licensing by charging less than the their costs to operate.
Currently we have some Councils who have increased fees in the last year by 43% whilst not giving out any financial statements
as to their operating costs, the result has been some operators have gone out of the business.
I will give you an example of costs for Cheshire East Council and break down the items they charge for in the first year of
licensing.
To licence a vehicle        £301.00
Council Drivers licence   £180.00
Operators Licence          £347.00
Council vehicle test         £ 78.00   this is twice yearly, total £156.00
CRB check                      £ 48.00
A grand total of                £1,032.00   This would be for only one vehicle for 1st year fees.
I have experience in the Taxi/PH trade and was a fully licensed operator, the overall costs of running a vehicle plus the Council
fees reached the point where I was working to pay the bills rather than earning a living and I have say I was not on my own in
leaving that side of the business.
What you are proposing is an enforcement of a minimum £1,000 on every wedding/funeral car in the country which is bad
enough but trying to do so during a recession is complete lunacy, that is worse than the 43% hike in fees levied by East
Cheshire Council , plus you will enforce twice yearly testing of vehicles that cover the least mileage of any other vehicle in the
transport industry ! We are already ripped off by the road tax, charged full rates even though we are the least polluters due to the
low mileages we cover.
I would suggest that you take a look at the accident figures for our type of business where you will find that we are the least likely
to be involved in accidents, our safety record is second to none so the question is, is this just more red tape ( which the
Prime Minister says he is trying to rid us of ? ) Or is it that Councils support the idea to licence our vehicles because they see
the opportunity to grab thousands of big fat cheques landing on their desks ?
My personal opinion is the latter.

Yours faithfully

A Thompson                Contact numbers  

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
This e-mail (and any attachment) is intended only for the attention of
the addressee(s). Its unauthorised use, disclosure, storage or copying
is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient, please destroy all
copies and inform the sender by return e-mail.
Internet e-mail is not a secure medium. Any reply to this message
could be intercepted and read by someone else. Please bear that in
mind when deciding whether to send material in response to this message
by e-mail.
This e-mail (whether you are the sender or the recipient) may be
monitored, recorded and retained by the Ministry of Justice. E-mail
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From: James Platt Something Blue Cars
Sent: 20 June 2012 20:05
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and private Hire Consultation
Dear Sir,
I am small business in Cornwall running five vintage wedding cars, since the recession I have gone from a good living to barely
earning a crust, I actually earned £7200 last year from wedding cars.
This proposal to remove the exemption to wedding vehicles to private hire licensing would indeed be the final nail in the
coffin, we cannot afford to pay £700 per car and £300 a driver.
I also noted there was an age restriction to licensing of vehicles to 15 years and younger, all of my vehicles are 60+ years old.
How on earth could I comply with that?
I am not aware of any accidents or incidents involving wedding cars or wedding car drivers, all of our old cars are loved and
cherished .
Our vehicles are on average on used once a month for a period of about 4 hours.
I see from November that cars pre 1960 of which all mine are, will become MOT exempt. This was apparently due to accident
rates being so low and the cars been so well looked after. If pre 1960 vehicles are such a low risk why is there this proposal.
I’m confused.
I do hope that these proposals are thrown out, most of us are struggling financially locally and feel that nothing will be
achieved from any changes bar running us out of business.

Sincerely
Mr James Platt
Something Blue Cars

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Henley Classic Car Hire
Sent: 21 June 2012 07:44
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to object to the proposal to exempt wedding and funeral cars from private hire legislation.
Most wedding car companies like mine are effectively part time businesses that run historic vehicles carrying out
one, possibly two weddings a week during the non-winter season. We turnover around £15,000 per year and our
costs run at around 50% of this. These costs exclude drivers as my wife and I drive the cars.
The costs involved in including small wedding car companies like ours in the private hire regulations would
inevitably cause us to close as we just couldn't bear the additional overhead for such a small turnover.
The classic and vintage car community probably take more care over vehicle maintenance than any other group and
I fail to see what possible advantage can be gained by changing the current position.
Regards,
Simon Spring
Henley Classic Car Hire

Awarded FreeIndex "Top Rated Company" award based on our customer reviews.
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Broadoak of Manchester - Arrive in Style
Sent: 21 June 2012 12:28
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to register my objection to Wedding & Funeral Cars no longer being exempt under primary legislation and that "licensed
drivers only" should be dropped.

Best Wishes
Tony
Broadoak of Manchester (UK)
UK's LARGEST SELECTION OF WEDDING CARS, CARRIAGES and LIMOUSINES.

"A Whole World of Wedding Transportation"
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Barry Mulroy
Sent: 21 June 2012 14:43 To: TPH Subject: Vintage wedding cars Dear
Sir. I would like to register my disapproval of the white paper on Vintage Wedding car hire. Most of the hire car
weddings are single cars that the future bride has chosen to take them to the church . The white paper if carried would
destroy the little one man wedding car business. We are all insured and to date have full mot certificates. A probable
fee to have the driver and the car licensed as is suggested in the white paper, is approximately £664, plus £330 for any
occasional driver, this is the death nell for a long tradition of a bride and father going to church on there special day,
once again tradition of this country being eroded by petty bureaucrats Sincerely B. Mulroy Sent from my iPad This
email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied
by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case
of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk. Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged,
monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: stuart smith
Sent: 21 June 2012 15:30
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
Dear Sir/Madam
I am e-mailing you to object to wedding cars becoming private hire cars. I run a small wedding car hire company operating
two Rolls Royce Silver Shadows. If these proposal were to be implemented I would not be able to continue running my
business. The cost of licensing and the cost of obtaining a licence for my drivers would be too expensive on top of all the
other cost of running vintage cars. I rely very heavily on friends who act as drivers who help me because they enjoy
providing this service. For the amount of time they are used during the year, there is no way that they could justify
spending £330 to be licensed. If one did get his licence and was to go sick. What would I do then? , How would I find a
licensed driver at very short notice.
I again would like to strongly object to these new proposals in the Taxi and Private Hire consultation, for wedding cars to
be included in the primary legislation and not made exempted from licensing. The result of licensing would see a lot of
small business folding as the cost would be so prohibited that only the very wealthy would be able to enjoy the experience
on their wedding day.
Yours Sincerely
Mr Stuart Smith
Elegant Lady Wedding and Anniversary cars.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: David White
Sent: 21 June 2012 15:41
To: TPH
Subject: taxi and private hire consultation
Dear SIRS
I WISH TO REGISTER MY OBJECTION IN REGARDS TO THE PROPOSED IDEA OF LICENSING FOR
WEDDING AND FUNERAL CARS, AND THE CHANGE OF EXEMPTION AND OF THE PROPOSED
LICENSING OF DRIVERS. ,I FEEL VTHAT ALL OF THESE CHANGES SHOULD BE ABANDONED.
D WHITE

--

important note:
DUE TO INCREASING QUANTITY OF E MAILS RECEiVED AND THE LIMITED AND INDIFFERENT
QUALITY OF E MAIL SERVICE WITHIN OUR AREA ,WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT LENGTHY
& IMPORTANT E MAILS BE SENT VIA POSTAL SERVICES (IF YOU DO HAVE TO SEND
CORRESPONDENCE VIA E MAIL, PLEASE ALLOW 10- 14 DAYS FOR RESPONSE .OTHERWISE USE
POST
regards
David L White
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: barry barlow
Sent: 21 June 2012 21:36
To: TPH
Subject: Proposed wedding car legislation
Dear sirs,

I notice with alarm that your paper proposes Wedding Car companies, like my own to comply with the requirements of a licensed
operator.
My own company consists of two Beauford Cars, purposely built for the wedding car market and along with myself, I have one
other driver who is retired and drives for me during our wedding car season which runs from April to September, half a year, as my
vehicles are only suitable for the better weather as they are convertible. My vehicles are on a 1500 miles a year insurance scheme
as this is more than adequate for their annual use.
This paper proposes that we would have the demands of a taxi driver imposed on us and my small company.
Some 50% of wedding car companies are small, owner operated companies like mine and this legislation would undoubtedly put
me out of business as the cost of complying would be more than I make.
The paper quotes a reason for requiring compliance with the legislation as one of safety.   We maintain our vehicles to a very high
standard, if not, they wouldn't get booked for weddings and unlike a taxi, they are kept spotlessly clean, in excellent working order
with any faults being dealt with immediately to enable us to carry out our bookings.
I have never and I doubt if you have, seen a tatty, dirty wedding car or one with dents.   I can not say the same about taxi's!!!
The result of compliance with the proposed legislation, would be to put the majority of wedding car companies with just wedding
cars, out of business and those who could afford the costs would have to pass them on to the customers who are already
struggling to fund a wedding.
No doubt those operators with vehicles suitable for taxi hire, could go down the route of becoming a taxi, but to the majority of
small wedding car companies, we do not have vehicles suitable for use as a taxi.
In summary, I propose that changes to wedding car hire legislative requirements be removed from the subject paper and our small
businesses be given the support this government speaks so highly of.
Yours faithfully
Barry Barlow

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: June Harrold - J's Wedding Cars
Sent: 22 June 2012 10:01
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire Consultation
Objection to Wedding & Funeral Cars.
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am emailing you regarding the proposed new rules governing licensing of classic car used for Wedding & Funerals, if this law
is passed it would have a major impact on us hiring classic cars for weddings, as we are not like
Taxis we do not only go out on weddings approx 6 months of the year and mainly on Saturdays, where as taxis go out on the
roads 24 hrs a day, you may say you can do the same once we have an operator’s licence, but
old cars used for weddings do not do airport runs they were not built for this in their day and can cause a lot of problems in
the dark, we have no intentions of taking vintage cars on the road in the evenings after dark for
Safety reasons.
This new law you are proposing is absolutely ridiculous causing us all this expense for approx 10 to 12 weddings per year and
travelling less than 1,000 miles a year with each car, what I can see from this proposal you do not
want to carry on this country’s wonderful tradition, you would rather see us small business’s go to the wall.
I know these are only proposals but proposals have a habit of becoming law!!
The exempt M.O.T law for classic & Vintage cars becoming law in November is another rule, it seems you want to see more
cars on the road legally not roadworthy there is enough cars out there know flaw ting the law as it is
without encouraging it.
Please take my comments into consideration.
Kind regards,
Mrs. J. Harrold
J’s Wedding Cars
Norfolk.
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